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• Optional Model 1510 Drake B-1000 balun is 
designed for use on MN-4C and provides 
wide impedance range flexibility, and 
balanced output. 

• Handles 250 watts continuous rf output. 

• Built-in rf wattmeter/VSWR bridge. 

• Unique " low-pass filter" design of both 
MN-4C and MN-2000 provides significant 
harmonic reduction to help fight TVI. 

• Built-in rf antenna switch allows unit to be 
by-passed regardless of antenna in use. 
No need to disconnect feedlines. Switch 
also permits front panel selection of 
various antennas. 

DRAKE MN-4C SPECIFICATIONS 

• Frequency Coverage- All amateur bands 160-10 
meters with generous out-of-band coverage for future 
expansions • Power Capablllty-250 watts contin
uous • Input Impedance-SO ohms (resistive) • Load 
Impedance-SO ohm coax with VSWR of 5:1 or less (3 :1 
on 10 meters)-75 ohm coax at lower VSWR can be 
used-Long wire at low impedance; high impedance 
may be matched with optional Drake B-1000 Balun 
(switch selected)- Balanced feeders with optional 
Drake B-1000 Balun may be accommodated (switch 
selected)- MN-4C may be switch-by-passed regard
less of feedline in use. • Meter-Reads rf watts or 
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The New DRAKE 

-
Antenna Matching Network 
A FINE MATCH for your Drake 4-Line, both 
operationally and in appearance. 

A FINE MATCH for your beam, long wire, or balanced 
line antenna. 

A FINE MATCH for a wide range of ham bands - 160 
thru 10 meters - with generous out-of-band coverage 
for future expansions. 

A FINE MATCH for your operating convenience. Front 
panel switch selection of various antennas, either with 
tuner in-circuit or by-passed. Any of the antenna 
positions can be switch-by-passed, not just the coax 
feed as in some other tuners. Rf wattmeterNSWR 
bridge for quick tune-up. 

And a fine match for your wallet -
Drake MN-4C Matching Network - suggested am. net 

... $165.00 
Drake B-1000 Balun - suggested am. net ..... $ 24.95 

VSWR (switch selected)-High accu racy • Di- a 
mensions-411132· H x 13 w x 8W'D (11.5 x 33.25 x A great matchmaker ~> 
21.6 cm) • Shipping Welght-10 lbs. (4.55 kg). should match more ~ 

. than just imp~dances! l · 

I ~ I ] 'f j JJ. 540 Richard St., Miamisburg, Ohio 45342 A. L. DRAKE COMPANY Qi??I I !1q ® Phone: (513) 866-2421 •Telex: 288-017 

Western Sales and Service Center, 2020 Western Street, Las Vegas, Nevada 89102 • 702/382-9470 



WILSON 2m 4 watt 
Mark IV transceiver 
This new hand-held from Wilson 
features: • Excellent adjacent channel 
selectivity, and innermod/image rejec
tion• 6 channels• Individual trimmers 
on all TX/RX xtals • Rubber flex anten
na• 1 pair xtals 146.52/.52 • Complete 
with speaker & touch-tone pad. 

301.90 Call for yours today. 

ICOM IC-502 
6m SSB, CW portable 
The 502 is a 6 meter SSB and CW 
portable with telescoping antenna & 
hand mic. • Frequency coverage: 50 to 
51 MHz• Modulation: A3J and A1 •RF 
output power: A3J, 3 watts PEP and A 1, 
3 watts• Sensitivity: 4 microvolts for 20 
dB quieting • Virtually no intermod. 

249.00 list price. Call for quote. 

KENWOOD 
TR-2200A 2m transceiver 
The high performance portable! • 146 
to 148 MHz coverage • 12 channels (6 
supplied) • 2 watts HI output or 0.4 
watts LOW output • 14 wave telescop
ing antenna • Also included: NiCad 
battery pack, charger, carrying case, 
and microphone. 

229.00 list price. Call for quote. 

ICOM IC-215 
2m FM transceiver 
Features:• 15 channel capacity • MOS 
FET RF amplifier & 5 tuned ci rcuits in 
the front end for optimum sensitivity 
and selectivity • S-meter on front panel 
• Dual power level , 3 watts HI for long 
distance, 0.5 watt LOW for local• Uses 
C batteries or rechargeable cells. 

229.00 list price. Call for quote. 

HYGAIN 3806 2m 
hand-held transceiver 
The 3806 is an entirely self-contained 
unit. Use over medium distance or with 
repeaters. • 144-148 MHz coverage 
• Current drain: 380 mA at 12VDC on 
TX; 100 mA at 12VDC on RX • Power 
source: 8 AA penlight or optional 
NiCad pack • 6 channels (146.52 
si mplex supplied) . 

189.95 list price. Call for quote. 

DRAKE TR-33C 
2m transceiver 
TR-33C features: • 12 channels (2 
supplied) • All FET front-end crystal 
filter for superb intermod rejection 
• NiCad cel ls supplied • Built- in 
charger• Low power drain circuit on 
squelched receive • Lighted channel 
dial when using external DC power, 
plus much more! 

229.95 list price. Call for quote. 

Remember, you can Call Toll Free: 1-800-633-3410 in the U.S.A. or call 1-800-292-8668 in 
Alabama for our low price quote. Store hours: 9:00 AM til 5:30 PM, Monday thru Friday. 

LongS Electronics 
MAIL ORDERS: P.O. BOX 11347 BIRMINGHAM. AL 35202 • STREET ADDRESS: 2808 7TH AVENUE SOUTH BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA 35233 

More details? Ad Check page 86. May 1978 ~ 1 



lRISMONrHS 

HORIZONS 
High-Frequency Mobile 
Operating mobile on the high
frequency bands can be a lot of 
fun, and has a loyal following, 
even in this heyday of vhf. There 
are many advantages to this 
mode of operating, including not 
having to think about timing out 
the repeater. W1 EMV tells you 
what some of the bands hold in 
store for the traveler, and shows 
that an installation for high
frequency mobile is not much 
different from that for any other 
part of the spectrum. 

Noise Pollution 
Radio amateurs have been grum
bling for a long time about the 
noise produced by most auto
motive electrical systems, but 
very I ittle was done to make 
their l ife easier. Then came CB 
and the millions of rigs that 
roared to the tune of spark plugs 
and whined with the energy of 
alternators. Editors W1XU and 
W1SL visited an old-time New 
England manufacturer who has 
a definitely modern grip on the 
noise problem. They learned a 
lot and are happy to tell you 
about it. 

Three-Band Antenna 
There are times when an ama
teur thinks perhaps he should 
have taken plumbing lessons, 
especial ly when it comes t o 
antenna work. The materials 
list reads like a hardware-store 
inventory- Tee, PVC, eye-bolts, 
cond uit, plumber's tape. But 
thi s assortment of odd ities can 
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be manipulated into a useful 
antenna for three amateur 
bands. W6HPH tells us about it 
in this reprint from ham radio tor 
October, 1968. 

Stalking the Ionosphere 
There has been some publicity 
in the amateur and electronic 
press about creating ion ized 
layers by heating the upper at
mosphere, but did you know 
that the same fellow involved in 
those experiments was also a 
prime mover for ssb in its early 
days? Or that he developed a 
radar-like system to determine 
to what areas the bands were 
open? This is only a partial list 
of the interests and accomplish
ments of Dr. Villard, W6QYT, as 
told to author Blakeslee during a 
recent interview. Fascinating, 
and it all started with his involve
ment in amateur radio! Part 1 
starts on page 34: 

Golden Years - 1937 
Those were the good o ld days, 
when everyone built h is own 
equipment! Right? Not neces
sarily. Manufacturers then , as 
now, recognized a market when 
they saw one, and a few pro
duced receivers and transmit
ters for the amateur bands. Bill 
Orr talks about a budget station 
that you could obtain off the 
shelf for an outlay that was not 
ou t of the question , even in 
those post-depression days. 

Questions? And Answers! 
This installment of the License 
Study series deals with some of 
the active elements fou nd in 
radio circuits: vacuum tubes and 
what they do, transistors and 
what happens to the electrons, 
and diodes for signal or power
supply uses. It's all a pre I ude to 
a later section that puts several 
components together in a cir
cuit for you. 

Remembering Basic 
Electronics Theory 
One problem that almost every 
prospective amateur faces is 

that of remembering all the 
technical material for the ama
teur license exam. In this arti
cle W6NIF discusses some 
memory joggers called 
mnemonics, which are used by 
the scientists and engineers. 
The article originally appeared in 
the December, 1969, issue of 
ham radio; it is repeated here to 
help those wishing to get over 
the hump in memorizing basic 
electronics theory. 

Tribulations of a 
Traffic Man 
If you think that handling mes
sages in amateur-radio circles is 
easy - take a second look. Oh, 
sure, they sound so self-con
fident and proficient as they 
check into a net and pound out 
a message to aunt Minnie in 
Sioux Falls, and accept one in 
return for cousin Freddie, but 
they put in a lot of hours be
fore they reached that stage of 
smooth response. Maybe, as the 
saying goes, " Half of the fun is 
in the getting there. " It must be 
so, otherwise VE3GFN could not 
retain his sense of humor as he 
tells us about it. 

The Cover 
Long before there were such 
things as vhf repeaters, ama
teurs were operating portable 
and mobile on the bands be
tween 3.5 and 30 MHz, and they 
are still doing so. It's a great 
world that can be reached with a 
few watts, a good rig , and an 
antenna clamped to your back 
bumper. W1 EMV tell s us a bit 
about what to expect, starting 
on page 12. Original painting by 
Tom Broscius, WA2RWA. 

HAM RADIO HORIZONS May, 
1978, Volume 2, No. 5. Published 
monthly by Communications 
Te chnology, Inc., Greenvi ll e, 
New Hampshire 03048. One-year 
subscription rate, $10.00; three
year subscription rate , $24 .00. 
Second-class postage paid at 
Greenville , New Hampshire 
03048 and additional offices. 



This NEW MFJ Versa Tuner II • • • 
has SWR and dual range wattmeter, antenna switch, efficient airwound 
inductor, built in balun. Up to 300 watts RF output. Matches everything 
from 160 thru 1 O Meters: dipoles, inverted vees, random wires, verti
cals, mobile whips, beams, balance lines, coax lines. 

ANTE'<NA SWR WAlT~ 111'.1 

Antenna matching 
capacitor. 208 pf. 
1000 volt spacing. 
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Sets power range, 
300 and 30 watts. 
Pull tor SWR. 

Only MFJ gives you this MF J 941 Versa 
Tuner II with all these features at this price: 

A SWR and dual range wattmeter (300 and 
30 watts full scale) lets you measure RF 
power output for simplified tuning. 

An antenna switch lets you select 2 coax 
fed antennas. random wire or balance line. 
and tuner bypass. 

A new efficient airwound inductor (1 2 w 
sitions) gives you less losses than a tapped 
toroid for more watts out. 

A 1 :4 balun tor balance lines. 1000 volt 
capacitor spacing. Mounting brackets for mo· 
bile installations (not shown). 

With the NEW MFJ Versa Tuner II you can 
run your full transceiver power output - up to 
300 watts RF power output - and match your 

MFJ-901 VERSA TUNER 
Hew efficient air wound coil for more watts out. 

Onty MFJ uses an elf 1c1en1 air wound 1nducl0l (12 pos11tons1 
1n lh1s class ol tuners 10 91ve you mOfe wait:. out and less 
losses lhan a tapped tor Ot<I Ma1ches every1h1ng trom 160 
lhru 10 Meiers 01poles. inverted vees ranoom Nnes. veru 
cais. rnoMe whip~. beams. balance hne'i CO!!• hnes Up 10 
200 wans Rf output 1 4 balun IOI balance Imes Tune ou1 
the SWA ol your mobile wtup lrom inside your car. WOJks 
wllh all ngs Ullra compact 5x2x6 inches SO 239 connec 
ICH::, 5 way bmdmy posls. Ten Tee enclosure 

Meter reads SWR 
and RF watts in 
2 ranges. 

tor gives more watts out 
and less losses. 

ransmitter matching 
capacitor. 208 pt. 
1000 volt spacing. 

'"' 'c.:;; <."> • (:) @,,· . ·L .,· .·-
ANTENNA SWITCH lets you select 2 
coax led antennas, random wire or 
balance line, and tuner bypass. 

transmitter to any feedline from 160 thru 10 
Meters whether you have coax cable. balance 
line. or random wire. 

You can tune out the SWR on your dipole, 
inverted vee , random wire. vertical. mobile 
whip. beam. quad. or whatever you have. 

You can even operate all bands with just 

MFJ-900 ECONO TUNER 
Same as MFJ·90 1 Ver sa Tuner, bul does nol have buill·in 
balun for balance lines. Tunes cou linu and random lines. 

MFJ-16010 RANDOM WIRE TUNER 
Operate 160 lhru 10 Meters. Up to 200 walls RF output. 
Malches high and tow impedancu. 12 posi1ion inductor. 
S0·239 connectors. 2x3x• inches. Matches 25 ID 200 ohms 
at 1.8 MH1. 

one existing antenna. No need to put up sepa· 
rate antennas for each band. 

Increase the usable bandwidth of your mo· 
bile whip by tuning out the SWR from inside 
your car. Works great with all solid state rigs 
(like the Atlas) and with all tube type rigs. 

It travels well, too. lls ultra compact size 
5x2x6 inches fits easily in a small corner of 
your suitcase. 

This beautiful tittle tuner is housed in a 
deluxe egg'shell white Ten·Tec enclosure with 
walnut grain sides. 

S0-239 coax connectors are provided for 
transmitter input and coax fed antennas. 
Quality five way binding posts are used for 
the balance line inputs (2), random wire input 
(1 ). and ground (1 ). 

"" ''""" :: $ 4 9 9 5 
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MFJ-202 RF NOISE BRIDGE 
This MFJ RF Noise Bridge leis you adlu!I your antenna 
quickty laf ma.imum performance. Measure resonant fr!. 
quency. radiation resi$tance and rtactance. Exclusive range 
extender and expanded capacitance range { :!: 150 pl) givu 
you much ulended measuring range. 
Tells resonant lrequency and wne1her 10 stionen or Ieng I hen 
your anienna tor m1mmum SWR AdJUSt your single or multi 
hano dipole. mver1ed vee. beam. vet11ca1. motule whip Ol 

1andom system far maximum perlOJmance 1 10 100 MHz. 
SO 239 conneclD<S 2x3x4 inches 9 volt ballery 

~or orders Call toll-free 800-64 7-8660 
For technical Information, order and repair status, and in Mississippi , please call 601 -323-5869. 

Order any product from MFJ and try it. If not delighted, return within 30 days for a prompt refund (less shipping). 
Order today. Money back if not delighted. One year unconditional guarantee. Add $2.00 shipping/handling. 

Order By Mail or Call TOLL FREE 800-647-8660 and Charge It On I v/S4 I lllJ 
MFJ ENTERPRISES ~·1s~1s8s?:P~9s\A1E, M1ss=P1 391s2 



4 ELEMENT- 3 BAND 
10-15-20 METER BEAM 
Cushcraft engineers have incorporated more th an 30 years of design 
experience into the best 3 band HF beam available today. ATB-34 
has superb performance with three active elements on each band, 
the convenience of easy assembly and modest dimensions. Value 
through heavy duty all aluminum construction and a price complete 
with 1-1 balun. 

Enjoy a new world of DX communications with ATB-34! 

SPECIFICATIONS 
FORWARD GAIN - 7.5 dBd 
F/ B RATIO - 30 dB 

WIND SFC -
WEIGHT -

VSWR - 1.5-1 WIND SURVIVAL -

5.4 Sq.Ft. 
42 Lbs. 

90 MPH. 
POWER HANDLING - 2000 WATTS PEP 
BOOM LENGTH/ DIA. - 18" x 2 1/8" 
LONGEST ELEMENT - 32'8"' 
TURNING RADIUS - 18'9 " 

UPS SHIPPABLE 

$239.95 
COMPLETE 

NO EXTRAS TO BUY 

IN STOCK WITH DISTRIBUTORS WORLDWIDE 

CORPORATION 

BOX 4680, MANCHESTER, N.H. 03108 
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If you've been watching our monthly propagation reports, you're probably aware of the 
fact that DX conditions have improved dramatically over the past few months. The 20-
meter band has been open late into the evening and 15 meters has been open nearly 
every day; ten meters has even produced some choice DX openings from here in New 
England. With propagation conditions the way they are right now, and improving by the 
day, the high-frequency amateur bands are a DXer's paradise. If you're interested in 
making DXCC, you should be able to do it in a month or less - if you listen. 

It's amusing to scan up and down the 20-meter band looking for rare DX, noting all 
the locals calling " CO-DX," and picking up FB8WF on Crozet, ZS2MI on Marion Island, 
and 3D6BP in Swaziland in between the CQ-DXers. It's more frustrating than amusing 
when you hear a strong WIK station calling " CO-DX" right on top of AP2TN, 7P8BC, or 
UJ8AI. The point is, if you want to work the rare ones, you've got to listen - listen, 
listen, and listen some more. 

You can work some pretty good DX by calling CO if you have a powerful signal or live 
in a rare state, but you ' ll improve your country total a thousand t imes faster by listening 
more. I know you're not all interested in working a new one, but even if you 're 
interested in chewing the fat, you're not going to do it by calling CO a dozen times and 
signing your call once. You'll wear out your mike, your key, and your final, but you 
won't put very many entries in your log. More power isn 't the answer either - good 
operating is the only thing that will do the job. 

With DX conditions improving, I thought it would be worthwhile to pass along some 
words of wisdom gleaned from successful operators with average equipment but above
average operating know-how. It's difficult to compete against high power and elaborate 
antennas, but it can be done. The formula is simple: sharp operating and a little luck. 
The idea is to refine the first so the second will be a free bonus. 

Consider the inevitable pile-up of stateside stations trying to work a choice DX 
station. The DX station will be making contacts at a tremendous clip. Often he won 't 
send his call for 15 or 20 minutes. To compound the problem, many U.S. hams will work 
him and they don't send his call either - it takes too much time. Not only is this 
senseless, it's illegal for U.S. hams. 

If you're with it, you'll note the DX station's frequency, move on and work others, 
then check his spot at frequent intervals. Sooner or later his identity will be made 
public. 

The next step is to plan your strategy so you can leap in, latch on, and leap out. This 
is by no means as easy as it sounds. Here are some ideas that will help: Note how the 
DX station answers calls. Perhaps he replies to stations clustered above and below his 
frequency. Or maybe he works stations who transmit a few kHz higher each time. After 
a few contacts, a pattern will emerge. For example, how often does he answer stations 
on the low side of his frequency before he changes to those on the high side? By 
playing the law of averages, eventually you'll score. 

If it all seems useless despite your efforts, the wise thing to do is to move on and 
work other stations. Later you can return to the original pile-up, which will probably 
have diminished, and you can try again. With patience and good operating skills you'll 
make contact! 
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Jim Fisk, W1 HR 
editor-in-chief 



Oockwise from lower left: IC-211 4MHz. 2 meter. All Mode Transceiver; IC.245 Mobile 2 meter Transceiver: I C-22S Mobile VHF 
FM Transceiver; IC·502 Portable 50 MHz SSB Transceiver: IC.215 Portable 2 meter FM Tranceiver: IC.30A Mobile UHF FM Tra nsceiver. 

Ask your dealer for ICOM's complete product line catalog, or 
mail your request to an address below. 

VHF/UHF AMATEUR ANO MARINE COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT Distributed by: 

[.r •llICOMI 

More details? Ad Check page 86. 

ICOM WEST, INC. 
Suite 3 
13256 Northrup Way 
Bellevue, Wash. 98005 
(206) 747-9020 

ICOM EAST, INC. 
Suite 307 
3331 Towerwood Drive 
Dallas. Texas 75234 
(214) 620-2780 

ICOM CANADA 
7087 Victoria Drive 
Vancouver B.C. VSP 3Y9 
Canada 
(604) 321-1833 
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FOCUS & COMMENT 

There's another amateur satellite in the skies! That breath-holding moment, the 
launching, went well and so did the separation of the satellites from the vehicle, much 
to everyone's relief. It was very exhilarating to listen to the reports coming in from 
various stations around the world as they copied telemetry in formation and passed it 
along to the AMSAT contact station in Maryland on Sunday afternoon, March 5th. There 
were strings of numbers from South Africa, Germany, Hawaii, the United States, and 
other parts of the world - numbers that told the designers what was happening on 
board the new OSCAR 8 as it looped around the globe. 

In addition to the data indicating the condition of the satellite, there were reports of 
antenna elevation for best reception , doppler-shift information, times of acquisition and 
loss of signals, all of which enabled the orbital parameters to be pinpointed. For those 
of you who like to exercise your mathematics, here are some of the numbers available 
as I write this: Height at apogee, 912.53 km; at perigee, 908.07 km; period is 103.23 
minutes; inc lination is 98.989°; and the eccentricity is 0.000905. 

The bird is going through a period of monitoring and tests, but the various. 
transponders should be turned on for amateur use long before this appears in print. You 
can get the latest information by monitoring the AMSAT net on 3850 kHz each Tuesday 
evening (Wednesday morning GMT) at 0100 in the east, 0200 in the midwest, and 0300 
on the west coast. You can obtain equatorial crossing times by copying the bulletins 
from W1AW on several frequencies and at various times every day. 

It is easy to be impressed by the technology that put the new satellite together, what 
with al l the conditions that had to be met - ability to perform during wide temperature 
excursions, power-supply reliability, spectral purity of emissions, receivers that are 
sensitive but hard to overload, and on and on. 

However, what is even more impressive to me is the ability to get so many groups 
pulling together toward the same end. To work out a design acceptable to all , and 
especially that is acceptable to the people who provided the launch veh ic le - NASA -
is both an engineering feat and a diplomatic success. Ideas, expert ise, parts, 
assemblies, and advice came from opposite sides of the world, and had to be 
coordinated into a final package that met some sti ff specifications. 

The new transponder, 2 meter input/70 cm output, named Mode J in honor of its 
Japanese designers, will add a new dimension to amateur satellite communications. 
Many amateurs have obtained equipment to transmit on the 70-cm band in order to use 
the Mode-8 capability of OSCAR 7. Now they can install receiving equipment for that 
band in order to use Mode J; this will have a most beneficial side effect of allowing 
them to use the 70-cm band for point-to-point, non-satellite communications. Perhaps 
the band will become populated at long last ......: and there's plenty of room for the 
newcomers. 

So, there's your incentive to join the space age, to upgrade your l icense, to explore a 
new band and a new mode of operating. If you are sti ll in doubt, listen in for a few 
passes of either OSCAR 7 or 8; it's contagious. 

And to AMSAT, ARAL, JAMSAT, NASA, and the many others who helped put number 
8 in the sky, a hearty thank you and well done! 
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Thomas McMullen, W1SL 
Managing Editor 



TRIPLE BONUS DEAL 
on KENWOOD TS-820S 

1)-Send us1098.00* (intheformof check, 
M /O, BankAmericard, VISA, Master Charge) 

2)-We'll ship you immediately, 
a beautiful brand-spanking-new, 
peerless performing 

PLUS 
your 

choice of: 

Kenwood TS-520 S Transceiver 
1)-Hustler 4BTV antenna (Reg. 99.00) or 
2)-Hy-Gain 18AVT antenna (Reg. 97.00) or 
3)-Dentron Jr. Tuner (Reg. 79.00). 

KENWOOD TS-8205 TRANSCEIVER! 

3)-PLUS a BIRD Model 43 wattmeter 
(a 120.00 retail value). or . . . 
De luxe Remote VFO 
(for TS-820$) Reg. 149.00 Special 739.00 Prepaid, U.P.S. Brown. 

PLUS prepaid 
shipment of 
both items 

HAMX 
TAILTWISTER™ 

HAM Ill 
129.95 

- shipped prepaid (UPS Brown) -

(UPS Brown) 
Prices subject to change w~hout notice. Calif. res idents add 6% sales tax 

Kenwood TR-7400 Transceiver PLUS 

BIRD ELEMENTS 
(Not supplied with 
BIRD wattmeter) 

2-30MHz 42.00 

25-l OOOMHz 36.00 

Astron 12A, 12VDC/115VAC supply (Reg. 59.95) 
399.00 

OVER THE COUNTER (Mon. thru Sat. 10AM to 5:30PM). PHONE, WRITE. SAME DAY SHIPMENT MOST ITEMS. 

SOUTH 
Anaheim, Calif 92801 

2620 W. La Palma, (7141 761-3033 
mile east Knoll's Berry Farm (213} 860-2040 

IO OUTLET 
I NORTH I SOUTH 

Burlingame, Calif. 94010 Van Nuys, Calif. 91401 
999 Howard Ave. , (415) 342-5757 13754 Victory Blvd., (213) 988-2212 

5 miles south on 101 from S.F. Airport. Dealer Inquiries invited. 

• I- I • ATLAS. BIRD. COE. COLLINS . CUSHCRAFT. CURTIS . DENTRON. DRAKE . EIMAC . HUSTLER 
• HY·GAIN • ICOM • KENWOOD • KLM • MOSLEY • SWAN• TEMPO • TEN TEC • TRI-EX • YAESU • more. 

More detai ls? Ad Check page 86. 

Bob Ferrero, 
K6AHV /W6RJ, 

J !m Rafferty, N6RJ, 
othef weH known hams. 

give you courteous, 
personalized sefVice. 
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Deli vers outstanding performance on 20, 15 
and 10 meters. Features Wilson's large d ia
meter High-Q Traps, feeds with 52 ohms 
coax, a beta match method presents tapered 
impedance which provides most efficient 3 
band matching and DC ground to eliminate 
precipitation static.· The result is SWR less 
than 1.5 to 1 at resonance on all bands and 
maximum front-to-back. An added feature is 
the separate 10 meter reflector for correct 
monoband spacing. Add to t his the rugged 
boom to element mounting, heavy duty 
taper swaged elements, and you have 

TM 

a space efficient, high performing , cost 
effective new tri bander .. . value priced at 
$ 199.95! 

Wilson 
SY-2 SPECIFICATIONS 

Band MHz ... . . ... .. 14 ·2 1-28 
Maximum Power Input . 4 Kw 
VSWR (at Resonance). 1.5: 1 
Impedance . . . . . . . . . . 50 O hms 
F / B Ratio (dB) .. . ... . 20-25 
Boom (0.0 . x Length) . 2" x 18'6" 
No. Elements . . . . . . . . 4 
Longest Element (Ft.) . 26' 7" 
Turning Radius (Ft.I . . . 16 '4 " 
Mast Diameter . . . . . . . 2" O.D. 
Boom Diameter . . 2" 0 .D. 

SHIPS BY U .P.S.!!! 

Sur face Area (Sq. Ft.) . 6 .15 
Wind Loading 

at 80 mph.. .... .. . 153 
A ssembled Weight 

(Lbs. · Approx.) . . . . 4 7 
Shipping Weight 

(Lbs. - Approx .) ..... 50 
Matching M ethod . . . . . Beta 
Only One Feed Line Required 

15 MmRs - MODEL 'sv-2 ...:·· ~::::.:: · 

· ··. 40 THRU.10 METERS·VERTICAL TRAP ~-
. ' 

. . . 

:~.J JA I 
•• 40 METERS :' MODEL WV-1 ,. 

J-11111i 
••• .. , ·•-J 

20 METERS - MODEL WV-1 

J..LFJ/11 
ti..e Jl,.I t l. l 11.J tU 7U 

15 METERS - MODEL WV-1 

·:-191 
~ 7t.• 11.1 M.I tt.e ,.~ ~.t H.I "-' M .• 

10 METERS - MODEL WV-1 

WV-1 WILSON VERTICAL TRAP ANTENNA 
No bandswitching necessary with this vertical. An excellent low 
cost DX antenna with an electrical quarter wavelength on each 
band and low angl e radiation . Advanced design provides low SWR 
and exceptionally fla t response across full width o f each band . 
Featured is the Wi lson large diameter High-0 traps wh ich will 
mainta in resonant point s w ith va rying temperatures and humidi
ty. Easi ly assem bled , t he WV-1 is supplied with base mount 
bracket to attach to vent pipe o r t o mast driven in t he gro und. 
The new WV-1 Antenna is priced at $65.00 .. . and ships via UPS! 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Input Impedance: 50 Ohms • Powerhandl ing capability : Legal 
Limit • Two High-Q Traps wi th large diamete r co ils • Low Angle 
Radiation Omnidirect ional performance • Taper Swaged Alumi
num Tu bing • Automatic Bandswitching • Mast Brac ket fu rn 
ished • SWR : 1.5:1 on all Bands • 1%" O.D . Heavy wall al um· 
in um t ubing • Does no t require guying • Overall length : 25' 1 Yz''. 

•WU19A!tl;.~!.~'!!ntc;!tQ,9rp. 
TELEPHONE (702) 739·1931 • TELEX 684·522 

MODEL 
WV-1 



NEWSLIN~E ________ __ 
OSCAR 8 IS UP AFTER A flawless launch that l ifted off the l aunch pad r ight on sched

ule on March Sth. Listeners to the AMSAT 20 -meter net hear d the actual countdown and 
blastoff relayed by WA3NAN, and the ejection of OSCAR 8 from t he l aunch vehicle was so 
perfect that the 435.095 -MHz beacon signa l showed the satell ite was tumbling far less 
than had been expec ted . This permit ted extension of the 10 -meter antennas Sunday even 
ing on the fifth orbit instead of waiting several days as had originally been planned, 
and on the following orbit Mode A was turned on as OSCAR 8 came over the southern hori 
zon and its 29.402 - MHz beacon laid a strong signal across the entire U.S. 

Preliminary Tests Show the new bird to be a fine performer, with good Mode J signals 
and Mode A performance apparently even better than OSCAR 6 was. OSC.AR S's or bit came 
very close to predictions , with pre liminary calculations showing it nearly circular with 
a 909.583 km mean alt itude, a period of 103.193 minutes, and an incl i nation of 99.146° 
re sulting in a 25 .79830 progression at the equator each orbit. 

10-METER AMATEUR LI NEARS WERE BANNED by the FCC Commissioners at their Febr uar y 16th 
meeting, and it seemed evident that most had a lready decided on the ban before the mee t
ing began. The ban covers the commercial manufacture, distribut i on, and sa le of any RF 
power amplifier cover ing the 24 - 35-MHz range, and will become effec tive almost immedi 
ately. As to linears in manufacturers' or distributors' inventory when the ban begins, 
their sale will also be prohibited wi thout specific FCC waiver ~ which wi ll be given 
on a request- by-reques t basi s to insure that they a r e l egitimate Amateur amplifiers go 
ing to legitimate Amateurs. 

Amplifi er Sales between individual Amateurs are still permi tted , and individual 
Amateurs can. still bui l d their own 10-meter l inears, of cour se . Limited Type Acceptance 
of Amateur amplifier s below 144 MHz was also adopted with technical standards s imilar to 
those already in Part 97; actua l implementation of Type Acceptance won ' t take place un
ti l detailed specif ications and procedures a r e ready , probab l y early th i s summer. 

FCC Has Bigger Teeth Now as a result of legi s l ation recent l y s i gned into l aw by Pres i
dent Carter. The new law gives the FCC jurisdiction over unlicensed as well as licensed 
opera t ors and increases the maximum fine ("monetary forfeiture") the Commission can levy 
to $2000. The new law shouldn't change things much for licensed Amateurs, but should 
make a lo t of difference in FCC's effort s to go after HFers and other scofflaws. 

"RF RADIATION IS DANGEROUS and that danger is unapprec iated in the United States" 
is the theme of a just- out provocative new book, The Za~ping of America, by Paul 
Brodeur. Though the author'.s premise is hot l y conteste in the sc i enti f ic community, 
the book, which is principal ly concerned wi th microwave radiation but does also touch 
on the HF and VLF spectr ums, is fascinating reading and is being widely promoted. 
Whether or not it is accurate, its sensational c la im coul d cause difficulty for an 
Amateur whose neighbors read and bel i eve all it says. Ham Radio's Communications Book 
store is making The Zapping of America available for $11.95 plus 35 cents postage and 
handling. 

A 3825-MILE 2-METER SSB con tact between KP4EOR and LU5DJZ set a new DX record for 
the band February 12. KP4EOR a l so worked LU8DIN , whose 10 W, 145.1 -MHz signa l was 5 - 4 
to 5-5 during the TE mode opening. CX8BE also heard KP4EOR and KV4AD heard t he LUs. 

VHF RECEIVERS AND SCANNERS are still illegal in an automobile in New Jersey without 
a special permit, but Senate Bill S- 729 (CA3471-1977) by Senator Thomas Yeats would ex
empt Amateurs from that restriction. This b i l l r epl aces a previous similar bill which 
died at the end of the last session , and New Jersey Amateurs should urge their state 
Senator s to get it out of the Transportation and Communications Committee, where it 's 
presently stuck , and support its passage. 

ADD-ON SYNTHESIZERS can trigger in- and out-of -band spurs due to mixing problems when 
the rigs they ' re used with are operated crys tal control l ed. Shutting the synthesizer 
off when it' s not in use wil l solve the problem. 

Local Oscillator Radiation is a pparently a problem with some Bearcat 210 scanning re
ceivers. Repeaters in the Cleveland area have reported a key- up problem from antenna
radiated LO signals, and the FCC is looking into the probl e m. 

27 - MHZ CB has its 20th birthday this year. In case anyone wants to plan a big cele
bration, it was on September 11 , 1958 , that the FCC authorized the Class D Citizens 
Radio Service. 

W-PREFIX BY 2 CALLSIGNS are a l l now used up in call areas 1, 2, 5, 6, and 7. 
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·,BY KAYLA HALE, WlEMV 

Don't leave the DX bands at home
put a high-frequency rig In your car 

12 lfil May 1978 



The band is starting to come · 
alive now - a few of the 
signals that were barely 
readable a few minutes ago are 
strong enough for good copy, 
and still building up. Listen a 
moment. " CQ DX, CQ DX, CQ 
DX, this is W5 .. . in Houston, 
calling CQ DX and listening." 
Good signal, but he's looking 
for some DX, so don' t call him. 
Here's another. "Sure is good 
to hear from you up bright and 
early today Bob. What's new 
since I talked to you last week? 
Go ahead." Must be someone 
running a schedule. Wonder 
where he was - that accent 
placed him somewhere in the 
deep South. There's your 
chance - a W7 in Tucson 
calling CQ; a nice contact to 
start the day. 

Chicago's Loop is over an 
hour behind you, and the sun is 
two hours into the sky th is 
morning. What band is this? 
Twenty meters, of course. With 
your 100-watt rig and a well· 
matched antenna you'll have 
plenty of company on your trip 
downstate to southern Illinois. 
Maybe you'll catch a few 
European stations when the 
band really gets going. You had 
a lot of fun talking to some of 
the area stations on 75 last 
night as you got into town, but 
there's not a lot doing on that 
band right at the moment. 

Ahh, yes, 75 meters. Great 
band. Remember the time you 
drove from Rhode Island to 
Florida? It was just like old 
home week all along the way. 
Al I the old buddies that you 
had talked to from your home 
station were really glad to hear 
from you as you went through 
their towns. It was hard to 
resist the offers for a visit 
(eyeball QSO, to use the 
jargon), and you could have 
gained 20 pounds on the 
dinners that you were invited to 
share. Real hospitality, and you 
took some of them at their 
word when you made the return 
trip - time was not so press
ing then and you could spare a 
little tor a side trip and a stay 
of a few hours now and then. 

Two meter fm? Oh, sure, you 
have a portable little rig and a 
magnet ic-mount antenna, and it 
has come in handy from time 
to time. But your real contact 
with old friends - and some 
new ones gathered along the 
way - comes from the part of 
the spectrum called the high
frequency bands: 80 and 10 
meters. 

Two meter fm is great for the 
ham who lives in a big city and 
has to drive to and from work. 
It allows the use, in many 
cases, of phone patches to let 
people know when you expect 
to arrive in the case of a delay. 
Usually you talk with friends 
you can meet face to face at 
association meetings. This 
makes two meters even 
more fun. 

However, if you travel long 
distances from home, two
meter fm can be limited, even 
with repeaters. It can be helpful 
when arriving in a strange town 
to find out where the best 
motel or restaurant is located, 
but there are some areas where 
access to repeaters is poor. For 
example, I have driven through 
much of the Appalachian area 
in the Eastern United States. 
Unless you happen to hit a 
favorable spot in this hilly 
country, you can drive for a 
considerable distance without 
making a single contact on 144 
MHz. Once contact is made, it 
really doesn't stay in for long; 
there is always another hill just 
ahead. 

Then, too, there are the wide
open spaces of the western 
United States - areas where 
"towns" are a hundred miles 
apart and usually do not have a 
repeater. I put " towns" in 
quotes, because when you look 
them up in the index of your 
trusty atlas, you find a 
population of 50-100 people, 
none of whom are hams. Many 
don't even have TV, much less 
a repeater! They do have CB in 
some cases, but that is another 
subject. Incidentally, I must 
admit that CB has its place. I 
own a CB rig and have a 
license to operate it, but 

except for listening for road 
conditions, I rarely use it. 

As hams, we have lots of 
bands to use for various 
propagation and operating 
conditions. Most of them are 
well suited for mobile opera
tion. Let's explore them, band 
by band. 

75 meters 

This is a rag-chewing band. 
You can find a round-table 
discussion going on about 
every 5 kHz, and covering 
topics of all kinds. Some of the 
groups have a reputation for 
not welcoming strangers, but, I 
assure you, this is an 
undeserved reputation. Most of 
the operators or nets will 
welcome a mobile, especially, 
and will take the time to 
answer questions about roads 
and towns. The best sugges
tion is to get acquainted with a 
group on 75 before going 
mobile, then you will get red
carpet treatment when you are 
out on the road. 

Just as two meters has 
limitations, so does 75, 
depending on the time of day. 
On most days you will find the 
skip is long very early in the 
morning and after dark at night. 
During the mid-day hours, 75 is 
a short-skip band (480 km -
300 miles or so). At night, there 
is some interference from 
foreign broadcast stations with 
whom we share the band. It is 
not impossible to cope with 
this situation, however. Most of 
us zero beat the foreign station 
and work right through it. This 
is often much better than trying 
to find a clear spot and then be 
plagued by a heterodyne. 
Traffic nets and weather nets, 
as well as informal round
tables, abound on 75 meters, 
so you may be able to find 
someone near home to pass a 
message for you. Many of the 
hams on 75 keep a road atlas in 
the shack to give directions to 
mobiles. Some even keep 
marine charts and tide tables to 
help out the boating crowd 
when they follow the sun each 
winter and spring . 
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The At las transceiver fits nicely below the two-meter Im unit under the dash. The trans
ceiver provides coverage of the amateur bands between 3.5 and 30 MHz. A power and 
SWR meter help to see that all is well with the transmitter and antenna system. 

In most cases the " nets" on 
75 are casual. Identification is 
once each 10 minutes to 
satisfy the FCC requirements. 
Otherwi se, they are like a group 
si tting in the living room 
chatt ing. At times there is 
some doubling, but it is 
remarkable how I ittle. Most use 
VOX (voice-operated 
transmitter) and pause after 
each comment to see if anyone 
else is talking. VOX operation 
is not always sati sfactory in a 
mobile due to transient noise, 
but it is always possible to 
release the push-to-talk button 
after each comment and 
achieve the same goal . 

40 meters 

This is probably the most 
popular mobile band. It has 
everything 75 does (including 
nighttime foreign broadcasts), 
but is open over longer 
distances during daylight 
hours. It is a much more 
businesslike band and has 
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special nets which are run 24 
hours a day just to keep track 
of mobiles (EastCARS, 
MidCARS, WestCARS). There is 
less of the casual rag-chewing 
and more of the "check in, 
state your purpose, wait your 
turn" kind of operation. You 
may not get much time to chat, 
but you will find cooperation 
from all parts of the country 
when you need it most. Of all 
the ham bands, 40 is probably 
the most service oriented for 
day-time mobiles. At night, you 
will be hard pressed to find a 
spot where there is not 
interference from the foreign 
a-m stations, along with 
jammers from countries who 
don't wi sh the broadcasts to 
get to their destination. Like 75, 
40 is a shared band. In other 
parts of the world, 40 and 75 
meters are not exclusively ham 
bands; the low ends are for 
amateurs, but our voice bands 
are allocated for broadcast use. 
One learn s to live with these 

conditions, although there are 
some unprintable words we 
sometimes mutter under our 
breath. 

20 meters 

Ah-ha! Now we come to the 
band wh ich is consistently 
useful , day and night. It has 
long skip (1600 km - 1000 
miles or so), and open to all 
kinds of fun! Like 40, 20 is 
fairly businesslike. You ' ll find 
Intercontinental nets, County 
Hunters nets, traffic nets, 
phone patches, plenty of rag
chewi ng, and just general good 
times and company for that 
long trip you are taking. If you 
happen to find yourself in a 
rare state or county, you will be 
a very popular ham, indeed! 
After your vacation or business 
trip, you will return home to a 
stack of QSL cards begging to 
be answered. There is virtually 
no interference (except for 
other hams) on 20. You can 
work DX late at night when 
most of the band is quiet. All in 
all , 20 is a good mobile band. 

15 meters 

As of this writing, 15 is a 
little unreliable. It has been 
picking up of late, and should 
continue to get better. 
Operation on 15 is primarily 
long skip and DX oriented. 
When the band is open, it is 
unusually quiet and 
interference is at a minimum. 
Conjure up a picture of yourself 
out in the middle of nowhere, 
having an unbroken chat with a 
New Zealander or Australian as 
you drive along. I guarantee 
you will not be bored and will 
not fall asleep at the wheel. 
Success will, of course, depend 
on monitoring the band to 
make sure it is open. You won 't 
find many nets, but you may be 
lucky enough to set up 
schedules back home and have 
reliable contact for phone 
patches. 

10 meters 
Once again, as of this 

writing, 10 meters is uncertain. 
One way to determine if it is 



open for you is to check the 
skip on CB. If the long skip is 
in on CB, 10 meters should be 
just as good. When this band is 
open, it is a ball! It can sound 
completely dead, and suddenly 
a DX station is there sounding 
as if he is in the car with you. 

Finally, 160 meters 

I have left this one for last as 
there is not much to be said 
about it for mobile use. The 
size of the antenna pretty much 
takes it out of the running for 
most mobile installations. Save 
that band for the home station 
where you have lots of room to 
string wire. 

How much power? 

Power requirements vary with 
each band. A general rule is the 
lower frequencies require 
higher power. You can do well 
with a good antenna system 
and very low power on 10 
meters. I used to keep regular 
schedules between Hawaii and 
Kansas with less than one watt. 
My introduction to amateur 
radio was from Hawaii - I sat 
in a friend 's car and talked to a 
ham in South Africa on 10 
meters, using 25 watts. That's 
how I got hooked! You can 
manage to get by with about 
100 watts output on 75 meters. 

Now to the nitty-gritty! I have 
painted a rosy picture of 
mobile operation on "those 
other bands." Where is the 
catch? It boils down to money, 
strength of both spirit and 
back, and a certain amount of 
know how. 

With few exceptions, a 5- or 
6-band transceiver takes up 
more space in the car than 
does a 2-meter box. With our 
cars getting smaller, and the 
amount of stuff under the hood 
getting larger, it is a challenge 
to install a rig in many cars. As 
the new models come out, I get 
the feeling that the dashboard 
is coming closer and closer to 
the front seat, and there is less 
space between the dash and 
floor. This is especially true in 
a rear-wheel-drive vehicle where 
you have a hump in the floor 

If you need more power for your mobile excursions, this DenTron MLA-1200 with 
mobile supply will provide it. The unit is capable of 1000 watts input on CW, or 1200 
watts PEP on ssb. Be sure your generator, battery, and electrical system are in good 
shape before using this much power. 

just where you want to put 
the rig. 

Choice of equipment 

I will not go into the 
advantages of one make over 
another. This is up to you and 
your pocketbook, the space 
available, and personal 
preference. A t ransceiver is not 
something to rush out to buy 
without first taking stock of 
what is available in your price 
range. Talk it over with other 
hams who are operating mobile 
and see what they are using. 
Then , and perhaps most 
important, listen to them on the 
air and see how they sound to 
you. Many of us are guilty of 
bragging about our own special 
piece of equipment without 
ever knowing how we sound to 
the other fellow. I know hams 
who are very enthusiastic about 
their rigs, but who sound 
almost unintelligible over the 
air. Another ham may have the 
same rig and sound beautiful. 

When you have made a 
decision to spend your money, 
ti rst get someone to loan you 
an instruction manual. Study 
the manual carefully, and find 
out if you are going to be able 
to service the rig yourself or 

have to ship it off for months at 
a time for adjustments. 
Reliability is probably the prime 
factor in a mobile rig . There is 
nothing quite as frustrating as 
having the car all packed and 
ready to take a trip across the 
country, only to find the rig is 
not working. There goes the 
fun in mobile operation. 

To insure reliability, you 
must know what is inside. Even 
if it is working well at the start 
of the trip, things can go 
wrong; Murphy's Law applies 
especially to mobile rigs. If the 
rig is going to break down, it 
will be when you are in Podunk 
Junction, a long way from the 
nearest radio store. Therefore, 
go through the manual with a 
special eye for those compo
nents (tubes, transistors, 
diodes, etc.) which are most 
likely to break down under the 
stresses of bumps and jolts 
and poor voltage regulation, 
and cold and hot climates. 

Now make up a care package 
to nestle in the trunk in a 
readily accessible spot. This 
should contain all the just 
mentioned component parts, 
and should also contain the 
tools needed to make the 
repairs. You can't change a 
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tube if you don't have the right 
screw driver to open the case, 
can you? Not to mention 
changing a diode without a 
wire cutter, a soldering iron 
(battery operated), and some 
fine solder. Plan ahead! You 
should have spares for 
emergencies; don' t forget the 
fuses. Be sure to take the 
manual along! You can't find 
your way around in those boxes 
without a diagram. You need a 
road map to work your way 
across the country, and you 
need a manual to f ind your way 
around the rig . Now that you 
have decided to go mobi le on 
the lower bands, you have just 
begun. 

Installation of the rig 

The accompanying photos 
are not of my installation. They 
are the genius of one Clarence 
Snyder, W3PYF, who is not 
only a fine ham, but a superb 
photographer. His little Atlas 
transceiver will fit in any car, 
large or small . It is compact 
and, for him, effi cient. My rig is 
a Swan 500; the Atlas would fit 
in one fourth of my Swan and 
get lost. I had a problem with 
space. The dash was low to the 
floor, the space between the 
dash and the seat inadequate, 
and I thought I'd never get 
things to fit. Then I decided to 
ask some used car dealers how 
they felt about drilling holes 
where there weren' t supposed 
to be any. I found that the book 
price is the book price 
regardless of extra ho les. 

So, being brave (or was that 
reckless?), I took the drill bit in 
hand and proceeded to drill two 
holes in the imitation leather 
covering of my dashboard. The 
Swan is suspended by two 
pieces of scrap metal and rests 
almost on its back on the 
hump. This leaves room behind 
the rig for the power supply. All 
is neat and tidy, and the dials 
are facing up so I can see what 
I am doing without taking my 
eyes off the road too much. 

The installation will have to 
fit your own circumstances. 
However, depending on your 
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A strap-on mount allows a whip antenna 
to be fastened to almost any shape of 
bumper your car may have. The plastic 
block clamped to the whip provides ad· 
d itional support to reduce the strain on 
the base insulator. A small shunt induc· 
tor to help match the antenna to the 
coaxial cable is tucked out o f the way 
underneath t he bottom par t o f t he 
mount. 

size and the size of the rig, you 
may find it extremely helpful to 
be something of a contort ion
ist ! Whether you do it the way I 
did, or use a conventional 
mobile mount under the dash, 
you have to drill at least two 
holes. The position you must 
assume to accomplish this is 
almost painful to describe. 
How you get there is your 
business, but usually you must 
have your back running up the 
back of the front seat, your 
legs draped into the rear seat 
compartment, and your head 
dangling between the front seat 
and the dash. Oops, you forgot 
to bring the drill into the seat 
with you. Now, holding the drill 
upside down, you get to the 
work at hand. You may have to 
go on a diet for a few months 
to get to this stage, or you 
might consider hiring a 
talented midget. Now that you 

have, I assume, accomplished 
the drilling and mounting step, 
you need to have power. Unlike 
a 10- or 20-watt 2-meter rig, you 
may not use the cigar lighter. 
The best method is to go 
directly to the battery, using 
wire no smaller than no. 8 (3.3 
mm). I may get some argu
ments on that point, but the 
heavier the wire, the better 
regulation you will have to 
insure proper voltage to the rig. 

Now you must get the wire 
through the fire wall , which is 
not always an easy job. In 
some cars, it is possible to 
snake the power wires through 
where other wires are located; 
in others, it is necessary to drill 
a new hole. Even with large 
wire, the length should be as 
short as possible. However, 
even the used car dealer won 't 
know the hole is there, so don't 
worry about it. 

Some rigs have a built-in de 
supply, but others require a 
separate supply for both de and 
ac. Some rigs have a built-in 
speaker, others do not. Take all 
this into consideration before 
your spend your hard earned 
money. 

The antenna 

The optimum location for 
your antenna is on the left rear 
bumper. However, they don't 
make bumpers the way they 
used to, and some wi 11 not 
support the mast, coil, tip, and 
the stress of motion. On some 
cars it is almost impossible to 
find a mount which will fit. The 
next best bet is a deck mount. 
The fender material is not 
much better than the bumper, 
but you can (and should) put a 
heavy steel or aluminum plate 
under the fender to reinforce 
the metal and keep it from 
tearing under stress. Here, 
again, don't worry about drilling 
holes - they can always be 
filled. 

Now you have the rig 
installed, and the antenna 
mounted, how do you get the 
coax from the antenna to the 
rig? This is fun and games. The 
coax must go through the 



trunk; no problem. Next you 
remove the rear seat, which is 
easy. (Just try to get it back in 
without the assistance of a 
wrestler.) The coax can be run 
in the trench under the metal 
strip which runs alongside the 
doors on the floor of the car. It 
then runs under the floor mat 
to the rig and voila! You are 
mobile, right? Wrong! 

Mobile antennas are a 
different breed from those you 
have at home. A good vswr 
bridge and a dummy load/ 
wattmeter are important in 
tuning the antenna. A length 
adjustment of 1.5 mm (1/16 in.) 
can make a difference in both 
resonance and power output. In 
the mobile installation you 
want to get the maximum 
power output; you are, after all, 
operating with less than 
optimum antenna efficiency 
and want to squeeze every 
possible extra watt out of your 
rig. This can only be achieved 
with patience and time. 
Depending on the type of 
antenna you buy, it may be 
necessary to add capacitance 
at the base to make a good 
match. If your rig is not looking 
at 50 ohms, it is not going to 
put out its maximum power. 
Pruning and tuning the antenna 
makes the difference between 
a solid signal and just barely 
being heard. I mentioned earlier 
that you should get to know a 
group on 75 before going 
mobile. This is because, in 
most cases, you are going to 
be operating near a particular 
frequency. Mobile hf-band 
antennas are unforgiving if you 
move more than 5-10 kHz, thus 
every move means some loss 
of signal strength. There are 
ways to beat the system - one 
is to get out of the car and go 
through the steps of retuning 
the tip. The easy way is, while 
you are still at home base, 
make up a set of alligator clip 
leads. Get a supply of small 
clips and make your tests at 
home. My experience has been 
that one clip alone will let me 
move 20 kHz down the band. 
Others can be made up with 

short wire leads sticking out to 
lower the frequency by greater 
amounts. This is a by-guess 
and by-golly situation, and 
takes some time. If you plan to 
use this method, tune your 
antenna for the highest 
frequency you plan to use, then 
work from there to move down 
the band. Remember, the lower 
you go, the longer the antenna 
must be. 

Changing bands, with most 
antennas, means changing 
coils. They should be readily 
available, especially in bad 
weather. There are adaptors 
such as the Waters Band 
Adder, still available from 
B&W, • which makes operation 
on 75-20-15 and 10 meters 
possible with fairly good 
efficiency. 

The Newtronics Hust ler RM series of 
high.frequency mobile antennas allows 
you to cover the different amateur bands 
by changing a top section, each with its 
own resonator coil. 

Noise 

Unlike 2-meter rigs with a 
squelch system, you are 
undoubtedly going to hear 
automotive noises emanating 
from your rig. If you are lucky, 
the manufacturer has shielded 
and grounded all electrical 
systems so you wil l not have 
too much trouble; don't count 
on it. You can have all kinds of 
noises, from alternator whine 
to just plain noises which 
sound like static. Curing these 
noises takes time and patience. 
(Are some of you beginning to 
get discouraged? Don't! It is all 
worthwhi le in the end, I 
promise.) 

They don't build cars the way 
they used to. Most modern cars 
are not designed with a 
separate frame and body. 
Transient noises can drive you 
up a wall when you are on the 
road, trying to hear weak 
signals. Once you have gone 
through all the steps to make 
sure you have a good outgoing 
signal, remember that the old 
rule still applies: if you can' t 
hear them, you can't work 
them.* 

If you want to mount your 
antenna on the rear bumper, 
the first step is grounding the 
bumper to the frame or body. If 
your car has been out on the 
road and has more than 1000 
mi les on it, you will have to 
clean film and dirt off down to 
shiny metal. Use a good ground 
strap (which can be made from 
the shield braid of a scrap 
piece of coaxial cable) to make 
a good connection. The same 
procedure should be used on 
the exhaust system; ground it 
in at least two places, just 
behind the manifold and again 
at the rear of the tail pipe. This 
is often the biggest culprit for 

•Available from G. R. Whitehouse, 15 
Newbury Drive, Amherst, New 
Hampshire 03031 , or f rom other B&W 
dealers nationwide. 

•For a discussion of noise problems 
and cures, see "Automotive Noise 
Pollution," by Jim Gray, W1XU, and 
Tom McMullen, W1SL, page 20, this 
issue. 
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creating noise. If you are 
buying a new car and plan to 
have it rustproofed with a 
product like Ziebart, be sure 
you make these ground 
connections prior to rust
proofing. Then have them seal 
the car with the ground 
connections in place. 

Other hazards and precautions 

The average 2-meter or 
loaded CB antenna doesn't 
create any trouble with 
overhead obstructions. It will 
take you some time to realize 
that you are not, I repeat, NOT 
to drive into the garage without 
first folding the antenna over. 
You will also learn not to drive 
on picturesque country roads 
with those overhanging 
branches. Nor will you park in 
underground garages without 
folding the antenna. This latter 
will be accompanied by loud 
honking of horns of other cars 
trying to gain access to the 
same garage. Ignore them. 

Measure the height of your 
antenna and be careful going 
through toll booths. It is best 
to follow the truck lanes or you 
may find your antenna dragging 
on the ground. In some 20 
years of mobile operation, I 
have broken at least as many 
antennas. I have also broken a 
series of fluorescent bulbs in 
public garages; once I took out 
four lamps at the Boston 
Airport. My insurance company 
paid for the damage, but they 
took a dim view of the whole 
thing. They assured me that 
this was the one and only time 
they would come to my aid for 
this purpose. 

Mobile CW 
You read it right - Mobile 

CW is not only possible, it's 
fun. When you sign your call/M, 
you create a good deal of 
activity on the CW part of the 
band. I have one friend who 
used to say, "you are not a CW 
operator unless you can work 
40 wpm mobile." Naturally, you 
are not going to have pencil 
and paper, so you must copy 
the code in your head, and 
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Bottom sections for the New·Tronics 
mobile antennas inc lude a hinged sec· 
tion to allow the antenna to be folded 
over - a necessity if you are going to 
park in a garage or t ravel where there 
are low overhead obstruc tions. 

remember what was said. I 
haven't done this for about ten 
years, but I did in my early days 
of mobile operation. I strapped 
a Vibroplex bug on my knee 
and joined my friends on a CW 
net. I would not advise doing 
this on a crowded road, but out 
on the open highway where you 

are not in danger, it is a fine 
way to pass the time. 

Security 

Two-meter rigs and CB rigs 
are too much alike to the 
average rip-off artist, who 
probably wou ld not take the 
time to notice the small 
differences anyway. However, 
the high-frequency rig is 
noticeably an oddball. It's 
bigger, more complicated, and 
the antenna is really something 
else. These differences are not 
absolute protection, but they 
do lessen the chances that 
your rig will be stolen. 

Never-the-less, it is a good 
idea to plan for some sort of 
protection for any rigs in your 
car, or for the car itself. This 
can be in the form of an alarm 
system, or, as in my case, a 
large German shepherd dog in 
the back seat. I have both -
the dog on short trips and the 
alarm fo r long trips. The little 
that a good alarm system costs 
will save many times its price 
in secure equipment. 

Summary 

The equipment is available, 
the antennas are available, and 
the bands, with friendly hams 
to talk to, are available, so take 
advantage of it all and join the 
mobile gang on the high
frequency bands. You need to 
upgrade your license to gain 
those privileges? Don't let that 
slow you down - you need to 
do it anyway, right? 

In my opinion, 2-meter fm 
and CB is not enough - try 
total communications, you will 
enjoy it! 

HRH 



OX OSCILLATOR 
Crystal controlled transistor type. 3 
to 20 MHz, OX-Lo, Cat. No. 035100. 
20 to 60 MHz, OX-Hi , Cat . No. 
035101 . 
Specify when ordering. 

$4.95 ea. 

OF-1 OSCILLATOR 
Resistor/capacitor circuit provides 
osc over a range of freq with the 
desired crystal. 2 to 22 MHz, OF-1 
LO, Cat. No. 035108. 18 to 60 MHz, 
OF-1 HI, Cat. No. 035109. 
Specify when ordering. 

$4.25 ea. 

.02% Calibration Tolerance 
EXPERIMENTER CRYSTALS 

(HC 6/U Holder) 

MXX-1 TRANSISTOR RF MIXER 
A single tuned circuit intended for 
signal conversion in the 30 to 170 
MHz range. Harmonics of the OX or 
OF-1 oscillator are used for injec
tion in the 60 to 179 MHz range. 3 to 
20 MHz, Lo Kit, Cat. No. 035105. 20 
to 170 MHz, Hi Kit, Cat. No. 035106. 
Specify when ordering. 

$5. 50 ea. 

SAX-1 TRANSISTOR RF AMP 
A small signal amplifier to drive the 
MXX-1 Mixer. Single tuned input 
and link output. 3 to 20 MHz, Lo Kit, 
Cat. No. 035102. 20 to 170 MHz, Hi 
Kit , Cat. No. 035103. 
Specify when ordering . 

$ 5.50 ea. 

PAX-1 TRANSISTOR 
RF POWER AMP 
A single tuned output amplifier 
designed to fo llow the OX or OF-1 
osci llator. Outputs up to 200 mw, 
depending on frequency and vol
tage. Amplifier can be amplitude 
modulated 3 to 30 MHz, Cat. No. 
035104. 
Specify when ordering. $ 7 5. 5 ea. 

BAX-1 BROADBAND AMP 
General purpose amplifier which 
may be used as a tuned or untuned 
unit in RF and audio appli cations. 
20 Hz to 150 MHz with 6 to 30 db 
gain. Cat. No. 035107. 
Specify when ordering . 

$5. 75 ea. 

Shipping and postage (inside U.S., Canada and Mexico only) 
wi ll be prepaid by International. Prices quoted for U.S., 
Canada and Mexico orders only. Orders for shipment to other 
countries will be quoted on request. Address orders to: 

MIS Dept., P.O. Box 32497, 
Oklahoma City. Oklahoma 73132. 

Cat. No. Specifications IDGUUUI 031080 3 to 20 MHz - for use in OX OSC Lo 
Specify when ordering $5.95 ea. 

031081 20 to 60 MHz - For use in OX OSC Hi 
Specify when ordering $5.95 ea 

031300 3 to 20 MHz - For use in OF-1 L OSC 
Specify when ordering $4. 75 ea. 

031310 20 to 60 MHz - For use in OF-1H OSC 
Specify when ordering $4. 75 ea. 

International Crystal Mfg. Co., Inc. 
10 North Lee 

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73102 



Everybody is hearing it, but is anybody listening? 

BY TOM McMULLEN, W1SL, AND JIM GRAY, W1XU 

"Martha, turn off that vacuum 
cleaner (mixer, hair dryer, 
whatever)! Why do you always 
have to run it when I'm trying 
to work DX?" 

" Boyd, I just can't hear you 
through this ignition noise; 
please wait a minute until I 
pull over to the side of the road 
so we can finish our contact. " 

"Daddy, there's a funny 
buzzing on my shortwave radio, 
and I can't hear the stations, 
can you f ix it?" 

Noise, noise, noise -
everywhere you listen: electric
appliance noise, automobi le 
ignition noise, fluorescent and 
neon lighting-fixture noise, 
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where wi II it all end? The noise 
pollution explosion is every bit 
as real as the population 
explosion, and not unrelated. 
Man's energy-saving devices 
tend to radiate noise 
throughout the entire radio 
spectrum and create 
interference to radio and TV 
sets, stereo systems, 
shortwave radios, amateur 
radios, and - in short -
nearly every kind of electronic 
receiving device. What can be 
done about it, and who will do 
the work to try to suppress all 
this interfering noise? 

Well , the editors of Ham 
Radio Horizons are just as 

concerned about this problem 
as you are, and we decided to 
begin looking for someone, 
somewhere, who is doing 
something about it. 
Fortunately, we didn 't have far 
to look because right here in 
New England there is a 
company that has been 
concerned about electri cal and 
electronic noise for a long 
time, and - even better - is 
doing someth ing about it. 

Not long ago, we received 
some literature on a new line of 
noise suppressors and filters 
that had just been introduced 
by Cornell Dubilier Electronics 
(COE) for the CB radio market; 



specifically, filter kits that can 
be installed by an amateur
radio or CB operator on his 
automobile or boat to reduce or 
eliminate noise from the 
engine's ignition system or 
other sources. Many of you 
have heard of COE because of 
their antenna-rotator products; 
some of you know of them as 
producers of capacitors for 
both replacement and original
equipment purposes. 

The literature - in the form 
of a trouble-shooting chart -
recommended certain types of 
filters for different vehicles and 
for different noise sources on 
a particular vehicle. Intrigued, 
we called Ron L'ltalien, 
Marketing Manager for CDE's 
Filter Division, and asked if it 
would be possible to visit the 
New Bedford, Massachusetts, 
facility and talk to some people 
about electrical and electronic 
noise problems. Shortly 
thereafter, we were on our way 
to meet and talk with Ron, 
Dale Knox, Engineering 
Manager of the Filter Division, 
and Joe Rapoza, Systems Test 
Eng ineer. What we learned in 
an afternoon's visit had the 
makings of a fascinating story 

of " search and rescue" by 
some dedicated researchers in 
the noise-reduction and 
abatement field. Here's that 
story, as we discovered it. 

Test facilities 
In the 1800s New Bedford, 

Massachusetts, gained 
worldwide fame as a whaling 
center, and its people were 
known far and wide as 
seafarers. Located across 
Buzzard 's Bay from Cape Cod's 
elbow, New Bedford is still a 
major port and fishing center, 
where ferry boats take off 
several times a day for the trip 
to Nantucket and Martha's 
Vineyard. 

Not far from the waterfront, 
located in a sturdy brick 
building, reminiscent of New 
England industry at the turn of 
the century, reposes Cornell 
Dubilier's modern capacitor
manufacturing facility and 
Filter Division. The multi-story 
building's first floor contains 
the EMI Lab (Electro-Magnetic 
Interference) which is built 
like a vault and conforms to 
Military Standard 285 for 
shielding. This means that its 
shielding is so good that 

These COE filters are designed specifically for use with alternators. Some are capable 
of handling the high current generated by heavy-duty alternators, and others fit the 
standard alternator in most cars. The heavy flexible lead connects to the alternator 
output, and the small lead Is a ground connection. 

Feedthrough capacitors such as these 
from COE are a most useful tool in re
ducing noise in automotive systems. 
They are available in different amperage 
rat ings, to handle t he various l oads 
throughout the w iring. The chart in Fig. 
3 will guide you in select ing the right 
one. 

outside electrical interference 
is red4ced at least 100 dB (one 
ten-billionth) from 10 kHz to 10 
GHz, and its magnetic 
sh ielding is equally effective 
from 10 Hz to 30 MHz. 

To achieve this kind of 
isolation, every line into and 
out of the room is bonded, 
bypassed, shielded, screened, 
and housed to minimize the 
transm ission of interference by 
conduction or radiation. All 
electric wiring, telephone lines, 
publ ic adress system wiring, 
air conditioning ducts, and the 
like have been given " the 
treatment" to ensure electro
magnetic deadness. Doors are 
copperclad with mating 
fingerstock material to seal the 
openings and, inside, 
benchtops are likewise 
copperclad to provide low
resistance contacts for 
grounding the test equipment. 
To accurately measure 
interference, you must be able 
to read the output from 
sensitive probes and meters 
without introducing even the 
sl ightest extraneous noise 
that can affect the 
measurement. All of the 
measuring equipment is 
thoroughly noise-suppressed to 
prevent any false readings. 

Located on various test 
racks, stands, and benches 
are the measuring instruments 
- highly sensitive receivers 
such as the Singer NF 105A 
that covers the electromagnetic 
spectrum from 14 kHz to 10 
GHz, and the Stoddart NM 40A 
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that covers 30 Hz to 15 kHz -
plus various oscilloscopes and 
display devices for looking at, 
and listening to, the noise 
sources. 

The fi le cabinets in this room 
contain copies of test data 
generated over the last five 
years under the supervision of 
Joe Rapoza, who runs the EMI 
Lab. There are data from 
measurements made on widely 
diverse noise producers, such 
as a pair of Renau lt 5 
automobiles and their electro
mechanical devices including 
fuel pumps, al ternators, voltage 
regulators, windshield wipers, 
and the like. Yes, the room is 
large enough to test the cars 
inside it. 

There are charts showing 
just how much interference is 
caused by each component of 
every device tested. Vacuum 
cleaners, fi sh-tank heaters, 
fluorescent fi xtures, CB base 
stati ons, computer-processing 
and data-storage equipment, 
mi li tary heat ing systems for 
tanks and airplanes, windshield 
wipers for destroyers, light 
dimmers, pho tocopying 
machines, and hundreds, if 
not thousands, of other 
devices. 

Data, by itself , is interest ing 
but worthless if someth ing 
isn't done with it , and thi s is 
where COE offers the second 
step in their customer-service 
program: recommendations. 
Joe Rapoza, work ing with Dale 
Knox and hi s staff of 
engineers, designs and 
constructs filters to reduce -
and sometimes totally 
eliminate - the interfering 
noise. Once the prototype 
fi lter has been designed it is 
installed on the offending 
device, and more 
measurements are taken to 
determine the effect iveness of 
the filter. Sometimes, many 
combinations of inductance 
and capac itance are tried in 
series or parallel to bring the 
noise to acceptable levels. 
Occasionally, a change in 
des ign is suggested to help 
cure a stubborn case. 
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Standards 
In the course of their 

investigations and work with 
various companies and 
organizations around the world, 
COE has learned that European 
standards for noise emitted by 
electrical and electronic 
devices are very stringent, and 

COND UCTION 
ANO 

RADIATION 

for noise ceilings as applied to 
consumer goods; that is, 
appliances, automobi les, or the 
like. However, devices 
manufactured for the Armed 
Forces must meet anti-noise 
speci ficat ions. 

There is a ray of hope on the 
horizon: Canada is leading the 

RADIATION RAO/AT!ON 

ff DIS TRI BUTOR ff 
IGNI TION 
SWITCH 

! f ,..____ HIGH VOL TA.GE' 

.J\/\rV\r CONOUC TION 

~IGH VOL TAG£ ._... 

. l -12V 

PRIM SEC 

BREAKER ROTOR 
SPAA'« 

BATTERY IGNIToON COIL POINTS CAM SPARK PLUG 

Fig. 1. A typical au tomotive ignit ion system. The low-voltage wiring, from the ignition 
switch to the coil, and from the coil to the points, can both conduct and radiate noise. 
The high-voltage wiring that carries the pulse to the spark plug (through the distribu
tor) is the prime of fender because it radiates cons iderable energy to its surroundings. 
See Fig. 2 for some suggested cures. 

that the governments of most 
European countries enforce the 
standards by fining the 
manufacturers who don't meet 
them, and, in some cases, 
refuse the licensing or sale to 
consumers of these interfering 
devices. 

Unfo rtunately, the United 
States government has not 
established c ivilian standards 

IGNITION 
SW IT CH 

. 
12V 

l -
BATTERY IGNITION COIL 

way on thi s side of the Atlanti c 
with a five-step, three-year 
program for eliminating noise 
pollution produced by domestic 
appliances, fluorescent 
fi xtures, and commercial 
apparatus. The Canadian 
Standards Association (CSA) 
has set forth a new standard 
which is expected to become 
effective in Apri l, 1978. In 

DISTRIBUTOR 

•s 

Cll r 6 
BREAKER ROTOR 

POINTS CAM SPARK PLUG 

Fig. 2. A feedth rough capacitor, C, can be placed in the primary wire f rom the ignition 
swi tch to suppress noise that is propagated by that source. Cl is the normal ignition
system capacitor as found in the distributor. Resistance in the high-voltage wiring, R, 
takes the form of distributed resistance built into the spark-plug wires. Most modern 
cars are equipped wit h this type of wiring as they are sold. Vibration and rough han
dling can damage the w ires, so they should be checked or replaced periodically. In 
some cases, you may need spark plugs with bui lt-in resistors, RS. They are available 
as replacements for most common spark plugs - check with your local automotive 
parts distributor. A diode, CR , can be placed across the breaker points to help sup
press radiated and conducted noise, but this technique should be approached with 
caution; it could upset the timing of the system. If used, be sure the diode is reverse 
biased (cathode toward the wire, anode grounded in most cars) or it will ac t as a con
tinuous short circuit. The purpose of the diode 1s to clip (and dissipate) any negative
going pulse that occurs when t he points open. 



essence, the CSA recommenda
tion follows the European 
system in test and 
measurement methods, and in 
prescribing acceptable noise 
limits. 

In spite of our best efforts, 
it is probable that noise cannot 
be totally eliminated; it can 
only be reduced to acceptable 
levels. A definition of 
acceptable levels will have to 
be established, and will depend 
upon the ability of a given 
device to meet a given noise 
level within a certain period of 
time, coupled with a realistic 
evaluation of how low the level 
should be set. 

Let's take an example to 
illustrate this situation: 
automobile ignition noise. 
Obviously, it would be best to 
eliminate noise at the source, 
but that isn't always the best 
solution. It is unfortunate that 
automotive ignition systems 
interfere with radios because of 
the noises created by the coil, 
spark plugs, distributor, and 
breaker points. These circuits 
cannot be greatly changed 
because to change them would 
drastically reduce the 
efficiency of the engine - not 
only with respect to the 
horse power produced, but 
also because of the a·dverse 
effect of chemical pollution 
from poorly burned fuel 
mixtures. Right away, we can 
see that there is a two-part 
problem to noise elimination: 
stop noise at its source, or 
reduce its effect at the 
receiver. When part one can 't 
be undertaken because of 
other considerations, part two 
is the remaining solution. 

Another example: suppose 
you managed to eliminate the 
effects of ignition noise 
produced by your own 
automobile - you now have a 
quiet receiver that is 
completely satisfactory. But 
wait! What about taking your 
car out on the highway where 
there are other cars without 
noise suppression at the 
source? Right! The answer is 
that you can't operate your 

radio much better than you 
could before. You must kill 
the noise at two places: at the 
source and at your receiver, 
whenever possible. 

How do you eliminate noise 
in an automobile? 

Quite simply, you can't, at 
least not economically; but 
you can reduce it to a degree 
that is tolerable. You can 
achieve a level that will allow 
you to operate mobile as easily 
and effectively as you operate 
your base station. Good 
enough? In almost all cases 
it is. 

The fi rst thing you must do 
is to determine exactly how the 
noise is getting into you r 
receiver. If th is sounds absurd, 
consider a couple of facts. Are 
you sure it 's coming in on t he 
antenna - by radiation - or 
could it be coming in by way of 
the power wi ring? Perhaps the 
noise could be coming in both 
ways, and your job is to find 
out which, or if it is both. 

The first thing to do is to put 
a well-shielded dummy load on 
your transceiver terminals -
in place of the antenna. Start 
the car, turn on the radio, and 
listen. You won't hear signals, 

Fig. 3. This fi lter selection chart from COE will help to pick the right type of fi lter for 
some of the more common types of noi se t hat bother amateu r and ot her mobile radio 
systems. 
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Filter System Selector Chart 

TYPICAL NOISE PROBLEM 

ALTERNATOR a m usicat 1·•h1nc Y.h1ch 
vat1es w•lh engme socco 

ffOR EX TREME NVISEI 

GENERATOR a nivs1c,11 wh•,<:> w hich va1· 
•CS wi lt' t'.'n gme soeed 

l FOR EXTREME NOISE! 

VOLTAGE REGU LATOR a d ck mg 
sc uno wh1c t1 v~ r 1es as acce sso11es are 
fumed on 

HEATER/AIR CONDITIONER BLOW
ER MOTOR .:t wh1m ng sow1<1 easi ly de· 
tcc tcd when tu rne d on and 011 

WINDSHIELD WIPER MOTOR a w h one 
soun<l ea$1ly <Jl •1 ecle rl wtic n l umed o n 
;ind 011. 

TURN SIGNALS1HAZARD SIGNALS 
er:1s •I )· <l r 1ec1c cl chc k1n g '"·llcn operated. 

IGNITION a popp ing no ise wh ich 1n 
c 1easf's wil h cnq1nc spN•d Mo un! filte r o n 
19n111on coil and u se re s1st0 1 lype spark 
plugs 

MISCELLANEOUS NOISE can ue •e· 
oucecl '.)y 1ns1a11 n9 t 11e1 on power leaos 
en te r in g lh+" l r ,'\1''1SCe•ve r 

TV INTERFERENCE lrom your b ase st a· 
110 11 to TV o r FM seis '" !h e ne1g hoorhoo d 
e spl'c ia !!y 011 Chanrle l 2 a ne1 S 

POWER LINE (CORD) no•sc f rom ne igh· 
bor 111g souices such as rcft1gc 1ato r s 
d rills. neate r mo to r s e tc 

MOBILE INSTALLATIONS 

COMPACT AN D 
MEDIUM CARS 

CB60 
CBLC100 

CB60 
CBLC100 

CBFT20 

CBFT60 

CBFT40 

FULL SIZE 
CARS 

CB100 
CBLC 100 

CB 100 
CBLC100 

CBFT20 

CBFT60 

CBFT40 

TRUCKS 

CB100 
CBLC100 

CB100 
C BLC 100 

CBFT20 

CBFT60 

C BFT40 

Cht.1ck fuse oo )( tor currc n1 mark ing 

CBFT20 CBFT20 CBFT20 
CBFT40 CBFT40 CBFT40 
CBFT60 CBFTSO CBFT 60 

CBFT20 CBFT20 CBFT20 

CBAPF CB A PF CBAPF 

BASE INSTALLATIONS 

FIX ED BASE STATIONS 

Install CBTVl-1 at the lransmiller antenna· 

HEAVY DUT Y 
FARM 

EQUIPMENT 

CB200 

CBFT20 

CBFT60 

CBFT40 

CBFT20 

CBAPF 

Plug CBBS-1 into out le t and plug b ase s la lion line cord into fil ler. 
M ay also be nc ccssJry 10 use CBBS-2 on o l lend 1ng appliances. 

Each package contai ns easy lo instaU instructions. 
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Fig. 4. Noise produced by most alterna· 
tors has two types of waveforms. The 
most annoying one is the sharp spike 
that can be radiated and conducted into 
radio systems. it is usual ly heard as a 
high-pitched whine that changes with 
engine speed. A low-frequency ripple is 
also produced which can be bothersome 
in some cases. Different filter tech· 
niques are required for the two noise 
types: a feedthrough capacitor, Fig. 5, 
will usually remove spikes, and an in· 
ductance along with the feedthrough 
capacitor will reduce the ripple in some 
cases, see Fig. 6. 

of course, but you may hear 
noise! If so, the noise is 
coming in by conduction, not 
radiation, and you have to cure 
that problem first. 

The next step is to determine 
what kind of noise you hear. ts 
it spark-plug noise, high 
tension coil noise, alternator 
whine, or just what? In most 
cases you will hear ignition 
noise that disappears when you 
turn the engine off. Once you 
do all of the things to suppress 
ignition noise, you ' ll begin to 
hear other noises that were 
originally masked or swamped 
by the ignition noise. One by 
one, you eliminate these, until 
your radio is as quiet as a 
mouse. 

Noise types 

Radio interference from 
automotive electrical systems 
can be divided into two 
categories : high-frequency 
noise and low-frequency noise. 
Ignition noise is somewhat 
typical of the high-frequency 
variety. It is a strong pulse type 
of interference that varies 
directly in relation to the 
engine speed (see Fig. 1 for a 
typical ignition system). If you 
could slow your engine down 
enough, you would hear a loud 
pop as each spark plug fired in 
turn. As the engine speeds up, 
the pops blend into a steady 
roar that wipes out alt but the 
very strongest r~dio signals. 
This type of noise is caused by 
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the energy pulse that was 
produced at the output of the 
ignition coil to cause a spark to 
jump across the gap of the 
spark plug. All wiring 
associated with the ignition 
system should be suspect as 
carrying this noise in one form 
or another. 

Alternators and generators 
often have both a low- and a 
high-frequency noise 
component. The high-frequency 
part is usually referred to as 
alternator whine, and is a 
product of the rectifier diodes 
at the output of the windings in 
the alternator. The noise varies 
in pitch from several hundred 
hertz up to a couple of 
thousand, increasing directly 
with engine speed. It can be 
radiated and conducted from 
the alternator wiring to the 
radio system. 

Ignition-noise suppression 

In the primary ignition 
system, a 0.1 µF capacitor (of 
the feedthrough type), can be 
placed in the 12-volt lead at the 
coil itself. This should reduce 
the noise that might be 
conducted from the coil back 
toward the ignition switch and 
other wires that are common to 
that point. Caution! Some 
capacitor-discharge or other 
electronic ignition systems 
may not work properly if a 
capacitor is connected at the 
wrong place. Check with the 
manufacturer of the system for 

EXCITER 

their recommendations. 
Additional noise-suppression 
methods, such as resistive 
suppressors at the distributor 
and spark plugs, and resistance 
wire, will reduce the amount of 
ignition noise that is radiated, 
see Fig. 2. 

A reproduction of a filter
selection chart from CDE is 
shown in Fig. 3. It can help you 
to obtain the correct filter for 
different parts of an automotive 
electrical system. Simi lar filters 
are available from several 
manufacturers. 

Shielding the ignition system 
is certainly effective, but 
necessary only in ext reme 
cases. The procedure is 
expensive and difficult, and 
when you get through you can 
st ill hear the other fellow's 
ignition noise. Only if you 
expect to operate your mobile 
rig far from the crowded 
highways wi ll you notice a real 
d ifference in noise with a 
shie lded system. 

After you have treated the 
ignition system you can remove 
the dummy load and put the 
antenna back on. It is likely 
that the ignition noise will be 
back - radiated from the 
wiring to the antenna. At this 
point you must decide whether 
you can get a significant 
decrease in noise by moving 
the antenna farther away from 
the engine. Sometimes it is 
good planning to do this in the 
first place - the noise 

1 ·~:;:1, 
r--1,__., ......... _t--+--+--<>-:C=:-<>-~•- TO REGULATOR 

;}.;' AND BATTERY 

ROTATING n11 mo II 
COIL 

+ -
12V 

F'fl'OM 
REGULATOR 

FIELD 

Fig. 5. The spikes from an alternator are caused by the diodes associated with the 
windings in or on the unit. When they stop conducting they become an open circuit, al
lowing the magnetic f ield around the winding to collapse, producing a large pulse. A 
feedthrough capacitor, C, can reduce the amplitude of the spikes, and keep them from 
being conducted and radiated by the wiring from the alternator output. Do not attempt 
to filter the lead to the rotating exciter windi ng. This windi ng is often called the field, 
and is usually marked F on the alternator and the voltage regulator; the term is a left
over from the days of generators, when the field was the fixed winding, providing ex
citation for the rotating armature. 



reduction might be enough that 
you could live with the results_ 

Alternator noise 

The alternator can produce 
two types of noise, but the 
most prevalent is the high
frequency whine that is 
triggered by rectifier diodes as 
they cease conducting at the 
end of a cycle. When they stop 
conducting, in effect they open 
the circuit and the magnetic 
field around the winding 
collapses, creating a spike of 
energy (Fig. 4). This short
duration, high-energy spike 
can be rad iated by wiring 
associated with the alternator, 
or it can be conducted along 
the wiring to reach other parts 
of the circuit. Fig. 5 shows a 
typ ical alternator and a method 
of suppressing its noise. Note: 
in either an alternator or a 
generator, you should never 
connect a capacitor to the 
FIELD terminal. This terminal, 
sometimes marked F, returns 
to the voltage regulator which 
can be ruined by capacitance 
across its contacts. The energy 
stored by the capacitor can 
cause pitting, burning, or 
sticking of the contacts, with 
possible burn-out of the 
alternator as a consequence. 

A second type of noise that 
is created by an alternator is a 
low-frequency ripple. It is 
caused by the diodes, again, 
but in a different way. As each 
diode conducts during its part 

Fig. 6. A combination of 
inductance and capaci
tance will reduce or elim
in a te most t ypes of 
noise that enters your 
radio equipment by way 
of the power leads. It 
is difficult to make in
ductances with wire 
large enough to carry the 
high current output from 
the alternator so in most 
cases you must place a 
filter on each piece of 
equipment. Some of 
CDE's filters are made 
in a similar fashion, and 
then encapsulated for 
ease of handling and to 

TO 
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of the cycle, it adds a bit of 
ripple to the waveform - just 
the same as it does in an ac 
operated supply at home. 
However, in this case, it cannot 
be smoothed out by placing a 
large tilter capacitor across the 
alternator output. This would 
cause the alternator to overheat 
because it is expending some 
energy just to keep the 
capacitor charged. An inductor 
(choke), made of a few turns of 
heavy wire through a ferrite 
core, is sometimes effective in 
reducing low-frequency ripple. 
A combination of inductance 
and a feedthrough capacitor, 
Fig. 6, can be connected at the 
back of the transceiver to 
further reduce alternator ripple 
and other types of low
frequency noise. 

Voltage regulator 

Noise from the voltage 
regulator is an intermittent 
popping sound which will vary 
in repetition rate, depending 
upon the electrical load placed 
upon the generator and battery. 
In most modern regulators , 
contacts open and close to 
change the amount of current 
that flows through the field 
windings (the rotating exciter 
windings in an alternator) 
which in turn changes the 
amount of magnetic field 
produced. The contacts stay 
closed for longer periods of 
time when the load is great, 
and open frequently when the 

TO 
GROUHO 

OR 
MINUS 

TOROID 
FI LTER 

prevent damage to the components. If you make your own, the number of turns of wire 
through the toroid must be determined by experiment - each case will require dif
ferent treatment. 

TYPICAL 
VOLTAGE 

REGULATOR 

TO 
,4.lTERHATOR 

TO OUTPUT 
ALTERNATOR TERM INAL 

FIELO TERMINAL 

Fig. 7. Noise suppression at the voltage 
regulator takes the form of feed through 
capacitors to " clean up" the wiring so 
that it wi ll not radiate. Be sure that the 
paint is scraped away under the mount
ing tabs fo r the capacitors. Do not put a 
capacitor on the F terminal; this part of 
the circuit supplies voltage to the field 
(exciter) winding through a set of inter
mittent contacts; a capacitor across 
them can cause them to weld sh ut, 
which will destroy the regulator, alterna
tor, battery, or all three. Shielding this 
wire with a short piece of RG-8/U or simi
lar cable is the only recommended cure. 

load is light and the battery is 
at full charge. Most of the 
noise from the regulator is 
conducted, and can usually be 
cured by placing feedthrough 
capacitors on the battery, 
ignit ion, alternator (or arma
ture), terminals. Again, do not 
place a capacitor on the field 
(F) terminal. It is sometimes 
helpful to replace the wire 
from the regulator fie ld 
terminal to the alternator f ield 
terminal with a piece of 
shielded wire. Coaxial cable , 
such as RG-8/U, can be used 
for this purpose. Make pigtails 
out of the braid at each end 
and connect them to a good 
ground, see Fig. 7. A few 
automotive electrical systems 
use transistorized voltage 
regulators which do not usually 
produce noise. 

Bonding 

The next step is to discover 
all those places on the car that 
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could be picking up noise and 
carrying it to the antenna. Any 
piece of metal that is 
ungrounded, or even grounded 
at just one point, can pick up 
noise in just the same manner 
as an antenna does; it can also 
radiate it just like an antenna. 
The exhaust system is a prime 
offender. It is connected to the 
engine, which is usually "hot" 
with ignition noise, and the 
mounting brackets are 
electrically insulated with 
rubber or composition straps 
and pads. Many exhaust 
systems are 8 or more feet 
(2.5 meters) long, which makes 
them pretty good antennas at 
the 11-meter CB and 10-meter 

An ignition·noise suppressor that fits 
right on the spark plug might do your 
installation a lot of good. This is the 
Static Shield by BRO, Inc. Installation is 
easy - remove the ignition wires, one at 
a time, place the Static Shield on the 
spark plug, and replace the ignition 
wire on the exposed Static Shield ter· 
minal. The units are especially effective 
on vehicles that use ordinary wire-center 
ignition cables, and usually provide 
some additional quieting if used with 
noise-suppressing types of wiring. Look 
for them at automotive dealers and radio 
supply houses. 
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amateur frequencies. Fig. 8 
shows several points that 
should be considered for 
grounding or bonding. The 
exhaust system should be 
bonded to the frame or body at 
several places. Give the engine 
itself a good treatment by 
installing at least four ground 
straps: two from the firewall to 
the engine block, and two 
across the rubber engine 
mounts. A grounding strap 
from the alternator to the body 
or frame is also a good idea. 
See Fig. 9 for an effective 
method of installing a bonding 
strap. Remember that good 
bonding requires that the metal 
parts be scraped clean of paint, 
rust, and grease, right down to 
the bare metal. 

The hood and trunk lid 
should also be treated. Place a 
flexible-braid strap across each 
hinge, and install metal clips 
that ground the large metal 
surfaces at several points 
opposite the hinges. This can 
be done by scraping the metal 
bare in a few spots, and 
making a pad of braid material 
that will be pressed into place 
by the sponge rubber 
weatherseal strip. 

Don't overlook the bumpers, 
metallic grills, or any other 
large metal parts. Be sure each 
is grounded to the body or 
frame. If your car has body-and
frame construction, be sure to 
put bonding straps across the 
shock-mounts that are used 
between the body and the 
frame members. 

Other sources 

At this point your radio 
should be pretty quiet, but 
because the major noise 
sources have been suppressed, 
you may be able to hear other 
things creeping in: turn signals 
can make a clicking or 
popping noise; windshield 
wiper motors produce a whine; 
electric fuel pumps can cause 
a popping sound; the heater 
blower motor can create noise. 
These sources may or may not 
be severe enough to annoy 
you, but if you need to de-bug 

Fig. 8. Several points on an average ve
hicle require treatment t o min imize 
noise. The engine, A, should be bonded 
to the frame and firewall in at least four 
places; the hood, B, should be bonded 
at the hinges, and have metallic clips or 
pads to ground it at several points along 
the sides and opposite the hinges; shock 
absorbers and suspension, C, should 
have all rubber-mount portions bridged 
by flexible braid straps; the transmis· 
sion and drive train assembly, D, should 
be grounded to the frame or body wher· 
ever possible; exhaust pipe, muffler, and 
tai l-pipe assemblies, E, F, G, should be 
grounded in several places. The bum
pers, H, and the trunk lid, I, should also 
be given a bonding treatment, especially 
if the bumper is mounted on rubber 
cushions. A recommended method of 
bonding to body or frame using braid 
straps is shown in Fig. 9. 

them, the same filtering, 
shielding, and bonding 
techniques apply as you used 
for the ignition system. Often 
a small feedthrough capacitor 
will do the job. Again, see 
Fig. 3 for recommended filters. 

Many transceiver 
manufacturers advise the user 
to run the power lead directly 
to the positive battery terminal. 
You should be sure that there 
is a fuse in the line if you 
follow their recommendations. 
It is possible to pick up 
conducted noise from the 
battery because all systems 
return there for their power. 
However, a battery in good 
condition is usually a very 
effective filter, especially for 
low-frequency noise. 

All of this sounds like a lot 
of work - and it is. That's why 
the manufacturer of your 
automobile can't afford to do 
the complete job (and usually 
doesn't have to); time is money, 
and you can do it less 
expensively than he can. 

In all probability you won 't 
need to do such a complete 
job of filtering , shielding, 
bypassing, and bonding on 
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Fig. 9. An assembly such as this will 
provide a good connection to the body 
or frame for bonding straps. The braid 
can be the flexible material sold for the 
purpose at automotive or electronic sup
pliers, or you can use the braid from 
scrap pieces of coaxial cable. RG-8/U or 
RG-11/U cable will provide straps ap
proximately 1/2-inch (13mm) wide; AG· 
17/U cable has a braid that, when flat· 
tened, will be almost 1·inch (2.5mm) 
wide. The lug can be either the crimp-on 
or the solder type. 

your vehicle. For example, if 
you only want to listen to your 
broadcast radio, the factory
installed noise suppression 
kit should be sufficient. Even if 
you plan to use an amateur or 
CB transceiver, you may not 
have to go through a// the 
steps mentioned here. 
Remember: bond first, filter and 
bypass second, and shield last. 

What about the rig? 

Some of the things you 
should do at your transceiver 
can help reduce the noise 
from the automotive electrical 
system, and can have other 
benefits as well. You can place 
a feedthrough cap~citor on the 
12-volt lead on the back of the 
set, and as an additional filter, 
place a small inductance in 
series with the lead again, 
(see Fig. 5). The inductor can 
be made by winding a few 
turns of heavy insulated wire 
through a toroid core. 

The cabinet or enclosure of 
the transceiver should be 
connected firmly to ground -
do not expect the braid on the 
coaxial cable, or the de power 
wire, to provide a good rf 
ground. If your dashboard (or 
wherever you mount the rig) is 
metal, be sure to scrape the 
paint away to a bright surface. 
Use star lockwashers under the 
bolts and cabinet to maintain 
good contact. If the mounting 
surface you choose (or are 

stuck with) happens to be 
plastic, then you must run 
several pieces of braid or a 
wide copper strap to the 
nearest chassis or frame 
surface. Auxiliary equipment, 
such as synthesizers and 
amplifiers, should receive the 
same treatment. This technique 
will not only reduce the noise 
that gets into your equipment, 
but will prevent the rf from 
going back into the automotive 
electrical system. 

Rf can cause a multitude of 
problems when it reaches such 
sophisticated devices as the 
electronic fuel-injection 
control, cruise-speed control, 
anti-skid brake system, or any 
other device that uses 
electronics in its brain. This 
brings to mind a true story 
about a guy who installed a 
two-meter rig and amplifier in 
his new car (with a plastic 
dashboard). Every time he 
keyed the rig, the air 
conditioner would change 
state, either on or off. It was 
disconcerting, to say the least. 
Several heavy braid straps from 
the rig and amplifier to the 
firewall restored things to 
normal. 

Home stations 

So far, we have touched 
mainly on automotive troubles, 
but it is obvious that home 
stations can have noise 
problems too. The situation at 
home is worse, in many ways, 
because not only are there 
more sources of noise, but the 
devices operate at a higher 
(and more dangerous) voltage. 
If you make a mistake while 
working on an automotive 
electrical system, sparks can 
fly, things can get hot - and 
sometimes burn - and fuses 
blow; but it is unusual to 
receive a shock from a 12-volt 
system. Carelessness while 
working on appliances and 
devices at home can be 
hazardous - even fatal - so 
the procedures should be 
undertaken with more caution. 

There are some filters made 
for reducing noise in the home 

electrical system, as shown in 
the chart of Fig. 3. Some are 
used to eliminate noise that 
enters through the 120-volt 
ac line, and others can reduce 
noise (and rf) pickup by leads 
such as those to speakers or 
accessories. You'll see many 
types of appliance and radio 
filters on the market by COE, 
Sprague, Marine Technology, 
and other manufacturers. A 
comprehensive treatment of 
the methods of suppressing 
noise in the home environment 
would require more space than 
is available here, but perhaps it 
can be the subject of a future 
investigation. 

Some tips from COE 
All of the people we talked 

with at COE emphasized one 
point: every noise problem is 
unique! Solutions that work for 
one vehicle or device do not 
necessarily work for all 
vehicles or devices, even if 

,they are the same make, model, 

To touch briefly on noise in the home 
environment, this COE filter for the 120-
volt ac line is a popular unit. It is de· 
signed to plug into the wall outlet, and 
the rig or equipment is plugged into it. 
The screw terminal on the side should 
be connected to a good ground. (If your 
electrical system does not have a good 
ground, it should have - that's part of 
the noise problem.) Although designed 
for CB base station use, it will also do a 
fine job on low-powered amateur equip
ment. 
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or year. The best that can be 
said about attacking a noise 
and interference problem is 
that there are some general 
steps that can be taken, but, 
beyond that, a systematic 
point-by-point approach is 
required. 

During the course of our 
discussion about noises and 
cures, a couple of interesting 
case histories came to light. 
One was the air-conditioner 
compressor problem; another 
was the case of identical 
techniques with different 
results. 

Joe Rapoza was tracking 
down and eliminating noise 
sources in a car that was 
equipped with an air 
conditioner. Since the day was 
warm, the decision to turn the 
conditioner on and do some of 
the work in comfort was only 
natural. Shortly thereafter, he 
noticed an intermittent 
characteristic to the ignition 
noise that he was chasing, 
often timed in such a manner 
that made it impossible to 
evaluate any filtering 
techniques. In fact, at times the 
noise seemed to become 
worse. Then he noticed that the 
noise change was timed to 
coincide with the coolant
compressor activity; when the 
compressor was on, the noise 
was off, and vice versa. 
Investigation showed that the 
wiring from the temperature 
sensor to the compressor was 
in a cable along with some 
primary ignition-wiring, and this 
wire was acting as a pickup 
device, conducting noise to the 
radio. When the contacts were 
closed, the wire was grounded, 
presenting a low-impedance 
circuit which did not conduct 
the noise. When the 
temperature-sensing switch 
opened, the wire became a 
high-impedance antenna. 

In another instance, a 
particular car had been 
debugged, so Joe decided to 
try identical techniques on 
another car that was the same 
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make and style, but separated 
by one model year; the results 
were very disappointing. The 
second car required much 
additional treatment before 
the no ise was down to an 
acceptable level. 

Both of these cases serve to 
emphasize what both Joe and 

Another line of noise-suppression de· 
vices is manufactured by Marine Tech
nology. Some of the more interesting fil
ters are the EMl-15A, for suppressing 
ignition noise in the primary wiring, the 
EMl-80A for EMl-200A, fo r alternator 
noise treatment, the EMl-ACE for noisy 
accessories, and the EMl·ISO for use at 
the electronic equipment itself. They 
have a brochure, The CB Noise Story, 
which you can obtain by writing to them 
at 2780 Temple Avenue, Long Beach, 
California 90806. The brochure lists 
their distributors across the country so 
you will know where to buy the filters. 
The noise suppression techniques dis· 
cussed in the brochure apply to amateur 
equipment as well as to CB. 

Dale told us: each system, 
each car, each component, can 
be different. You have to be 
prepared to do considerable 
detective work if you want to 
obtain the lowest possible 
radio noise level. 

Conclusion 

While noise-suppression 
techn iques can vary from car to 
car, and from one source to 
another, be of good cheer -
you might not need all of the 
ones outlined here. It doesn't 
have to be expensive either; a 

few dollars worth of fil ters and 
a few hours of your time will 
make mobile operation much 
easier and more enjoyable. 

Of course, that sti ll leaves 
the other fe llow and his noisy 
car, but perhaps he will soon 
be out of range, reducing the 
noise as he moves away. You 

c 
can always hope that as more 
people get amateur and CB 
radio in their cars, they, too, 
will have to suppress ignition 
systems, alternators, and the 
like. Happiness is a freeway 
full of traffic, and not a spark 
plug to be heard! 

We wish to thank Cornell 
Dubi lier Electronics, and 
particularly Ron L' ltalien, Dale 
Knox, and Joe Rapoza, for their 
courtesy and time devoted to 
showing us what is be ing done, 
and what can be done, to deal 
with the noise problem. HRH 



amateur radio manufacturer's association 

This symbol is important 
to amateur radio ... 

present and future. 
Watch for it. 

ARMA STATEMENT OF PURPOSE 

The Radio Amateur Manufacturers 
Association is an organization comprised 

of individuals and companies whose products 
are intended to be sold to amateur 

radio operators throughout the world . 
As a representative group of importers 

exporters, manufacturers and dealers in 
amateur equipment, ARMA is the official 

spokesman for this highly specialized industry, 
and has a vested interest in the fostering 

of continued growth of the radio 
amateur service, worldwide. 

To further these goals, ARMA 
disseminates information from its headquarters 
on various proposals and actions that may 
affect its members, represents the industry 
in meetings, and on various committees 
to develop a favorable public attitude 
toward amateur radio, directs and advises 
the industry as to its best interests, 
and interprets industry wide technical stan
dards as required. ARMA supports 
amateur radio worldwide through club, 
government and industry liasons. 

MEMBERSHIP ROSTER 

CLEGG COMMUNICATIONS CORP. 

COMMUNI CATIONS POWER , INC. 

COWAN PUBLISHING CORP. 

DENTRON RADIO CO., INC. 

GENERAL LINEAR SYSTEMS 

HA L COMMUNICATIONS CORP . 

HAM RADIO PUBLICATIONS 

HY-GA IN ELECTRONICS CORP. 

HAM RAD IO CENTER, IN C. 

DIGITAL ELECTRONICS INC. 

SUPERE X ELECTRONICS CORP. 

RADIO WOR LD, INC. 

RUSH ELECTRONICS, INC. 

THE RADIO PLACE 

SPECTRU M COMM. 

EHRHO RN TECH. OPE RATION S 

PAL ELECTRON I CS 

Comments and suggestions are invited from companies and 
individuals concerned with the present and future status of 
amateur radio. Such correspondence and requests for mem-

More details? Ad Check page 86. 

ICOM EAST, INC. 

KLM ELECTRONICS. IN C. 

LU NAR EL ECTRONICS 

73 MAGAZ INE 

SPECTRONICS, INC. 

SWAN ELECTRONICS 

T EN-TEC, INC. 

TRIO-K ENWOOD COMMUNICATIONS , INC. 

V HF ENGI N EERING 

WEST COM ENGINEERING 

YAESU ELECTRO NICS CORPORATION 

M IDLAND INTERNATIONAL CORP. 

TH E BASE ST ATION, INC. 

AMERICAN RADIO RELAY L EAGU E 

AN IXT ER-MARK 

AT LAS RA DIO COMPANY 

CIR IN DUSTRIES. INC. 

bership information should be referred to: Bernard Tower, 
Sec. Yaesu Electronics Corporation, 15954 Downey Avenue, 
Suite #19, Paramount, CA 90723 
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This antenna was inspired by a 
mobile contact; a solid 20-
meter QSO with a Los Angeles 
station from G3NMR/mobile. 
This is rather spectacular 
performance for a mobile in 
motion down on the street level 
of London. I was even more 
impressed when I saw that 
G3NMR's antenna was only 1.8 
meters (6 feet) long. It was a 
commercial three-band mobile 
antenna for 20, 15, and 10, 
known as the Mark 
Products HW-3. 

Since this antenna worked so 
well mobile, I thought it would 
work even better as a home
station antenna, especially if I 
made it bigger and put it up in 
the air. The active length of the 
HW-3 is about 1.5 meters (5 
feet); by extending this to a 
quarter wave on ten meters, I 
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thought it should be possible 
to eliminate the ten-meter 
loading coil and improve 
efficiency on 20 and 15 at the 
same time. 

Construction 

For the monopole, I used 
ordinary thin-wall steel conduit; 
it's available in 3-meter (10 foot) 
lengths from any building 
supply store. At first I thought 
the 20- and 15-meter loading 
coils would act as a slightly 
capacitive load so the resonant 
length on ten meters would be 
somewhat less than 2.4 meters 
(8 feet). After cutting one piece 
of conduit to that size - then 
to successively shorter lengths 
- without obtaining any 
resonance on ten meters, I 
finally realized that the loading 
effect is really inductive! 

Low-Cost, High-Performance, 
and Omnidirectional '~ 

Therefore, the length should be 
more than a ten-meter quarter 
wave; a 2.75-meter (9-foot) 
length worked out very nicely. 

Most of the construction 
detai ls should be evident from 
the drawing shown in Fig. 1. 
Plastic water pipe which is 
actually 22mm (7/8 inch) OD is 
a perfect fit over the conduit. 
You'll need 1 meter (3 feet) of 
plastic pipe and one tee. The 
top of the tee is bored out so 
the conduit sticks through for 
connections to the loading 
coils. 

The loading coils for 20 and 
15 are terminated in capacity 
hats made from three pieces of 
2.6mm (no. 10) wire forced 
through the ends of the plastic 
pipe. This permits loading coils 
w ith far less turns than would 
be the case if they were 
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SOLDER COA X CENTER COHDUCn:>R n:> 
CONDUIT. SEAL END OF COAX WITH RTV 
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16.!J FT 

!!" LENGTH OF PLASTIC PIPE 

Fig. 1. Construction details of the 3-band ground plane. The top tee is bored 
out so the end of the conduit sticks through; then a copper plate is soldered to 
the conduit for connecting the loading coils. Coil leads must be soldered to all 
three spikes. 

unterminated and helps reduce 
coil losses. It also improves the 
bandwidth since the L-to-C 
ratio is reduced. The coils 
would exhibit higher Q if they 
were larger in diameter, but in 
the interest of low wind 
resistance they were wound 
directly on the plastic pipe. 

Losses in the twenty-meter 
coil can also be reduced by 
using fewer turns and making 
the capacity hat twice as large. 
This will also improve the swr 
bandwidth on twenty. However, 
if you make the 15-meter 
capacity hat larger, it will result 
in too small a coil which will 
foul up the ten-meter 
resonance. In the interest of 
appearance I made both 
capacity hats the same size. 

I used number-21 Formvar 
insulated magnet wire for the 
coils because I happened to 
have this size on hand, but 
0.8mm (no. 20) or 1mm (no. 18) 
would be bet ter. The number of 
turns is quite critical and it's 
best to start with too many 
turns and remove a half turn at 
a t ime until the frequency of 
minimum swr is near the band 
center. The inductance can 
also be trimmed by changing 
the spacing between turns. 
There is practically no 
interaction between 20- and 15-
meter resonance. 

The resonant frequency will 
be lowered about 150 kHz when 
the coils are painted, so it's a 
good idea to be about that 
much too high before painting. 
I used several coats of white 
spray-can enamel. This holds 
the turns in place nicely and 
makes the antenna fairly 
weather-proof. However, the 
frequency of minimum swr on 
twenty meters is sti II lowered 
about 100 kHz when the 
antenna is wet. The conduit is 
zinc plated but sprayed with 
clear lacquer as a further rust 
preventive. 

The best way to tune the 
antenna is with an swr meter. 
You can make a good 
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Fig. 2. Swr performance of the 3·band ground plane. 

counterpoise by spreading four 
2.5 meter (8- to 10-foot) lengths 
of wire on the ground to make 
a big X. The monopole can then 
be suspended over the X with 
plastic clothesline. This will 
put the coils not too high off 
the ground so they can easily 
be reached with a step ladder. 
Solder the center conductor of 
the coax to the base of the 
monopole and the outer 
conductor to the junction of 
the X. Alternatively, you can 
use a car body or other non
resonant object as the 
counterpoise. 

In its final form, the antenna 
has four radials which also 
serve as guy wires, forming a 
drooping ground plane. Two of 
the radials are resonant on ten, 
and these run in opposite 
directions. One is resonant on 
15 and one on 20. I found it 
important to have at least one 
radial resonant on each band to 
prevent rf current from flowing 
down the outside of the coax. 
The relative values of rt current 
in the radials and on the 
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outside of the coax can be 
checked with an rf current 
probe. So long as the current in 
at least one of the radials is 
more than four times the 
current measured on the coax, 
radiation from the coax will be 
negligible. 

The antenna is still in use, and performs 
well in sp ite of the author's having 
moved twice since the article first ap· 
peared in ham radio magazine in 1968. 
One turn of wire was removed from the 
15-meter coil for improved performance 
on that band, otherwise everything is 
the same as originally built. 

The final swr-vs-frequency 
plots are shown in Fig. 2. 
Bandwidth is more than 
adequate on 10 and 15 meters, 
but is just barely good enough 
for covering twenty with an swr 
below 2.0:1. These 
measurements were made 
through 13 meters (45 feet) of 
RG8/U, but essentially identical 
results were obtained with a 
short piece of coax and the 
antenna mounted over a 
counterpoise on the ground. 

This antenna will not equal 
the performance of a good full
sized rotary beam, but it will 
give excellent low-radiation
angle omnidirectional coverage 
on 20, 15, and 10. Field
strength measurements and 
flattering signal reports 
received from DX stations 
around the world indicate the 
antenna does all that could 
possibly be expected of it. 
Total cost of materials, 
neglecting the mast and coax, 
was under $10.00. For this 
price, you' ll find it hard to beat. 

HRH 
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connectors. There is a mount for every 
purpose. 
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station antennas are the hottest yet. 
Three great designs to fit your exacting 

More details? Ad Check page 86. 

3.8 db Gain 
Trunk Lip 

Mounts front or 1ide 
trunk lip. No boles, 
No mar trim washer 
Complete with 
wrenches. 

Excellent temporary 
Installation complete 
with no mar pad. 
Quick on or off. 

needs. All are constructed of aluminum 
throughout with no di88imilar metals. 
Will provide years of trouble free service. 

Get your Taylor 2 Meter Antenna today 
and Really Get Out. 

For additional information see your 
nearest dealer or write us. 

Gain llgures, where not otherwise specified, are referenced 
to a quarter·wave groundplane antenna. 
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high-level balanced modulators 
connected together. This 
transmitter was exceptionally 
easy to adjust. Drive was 
applied to the grids of the four 
tetrodes in the final stage as if 
they were class C ampl ifiers. 
Aud io voltages were applied to 
the screens. The frequency-

"We would call CQ using 
a-m, then invite people to 
listen to our ssb." 

changing and tuning-up 
procedure was nearly as simple 
as in a standard high-level 
amplitude-modulated rig. 

HRH: What happened when 
W6YX first appeared on ssb? 

Mike: Our high-level single
sideband transmitter, using 
four 813s in parallel , worked 
very wel I and caused a 
considerable amount of 
interest. We also had a 
conventional 1-kW a-m 
transmitter for comparison. 
Using a common crystal 
oscillator, we would call CQ 
using a-m, and then invite 
people to listen to our ssb 
signal. Although a few had 
trouble , most people 
immediately appreciated its 
possibi l ities. In fact, one of our 
neighboring hams kept calling 
his fr iends and urging them to 
l isten to the W6YX 
transmission, saying that they 
were the " wave of the future ." 
It turns out he was correct. 

• editor' s Note: A description of an 
amateur transmi t ter, using the filter
and·heterodyne technique, was 
published in a three-par t series start ing 
in the September-October, 1933, issue 
of R/9. It was authored by Robert 
Moore, W6DEI, and the editors of R/9 
- a publication that was later 
absorbed by Radio magazine. Some of 
the people involved with these 
publications formed the Edi tors and 
Engineers group. The transmitter 
started wit h a 10-kHz (then 10 kcs) 
first oscillator, with a second one at 
200 kHz, and the last one at 4150 kHz, 
to provide lower sideband energy in the 
75-meter amateur band. Due credit was 
given by the authors to the Bell 
Telephone Laboratories for the 
development work upon which the 
amateur system was based. 

HRH: What sort of equipment 
did the ssb pioneers use? 

Mike: I have heard that the 
very first amateur ssb operation 
was by the Editors and 
Engineers group in Santa 
Barbara - sometime in the 
early or middle 1930s. * Theirs 
was a conventional filter rig, 
using telephone-company 
techniques. The big 
disadvantage of the filter 
approach in those days was the 
problem of coil Q . Typically, 
the sideband-selecting filter, in 
order to be selective enough, 
had to have a center frequency 
in the order of 10 or 20 kHz; as 
a result, the ssb signal had to 
be frequency translated 
(converted) at least twice 
before it could be amplified by 
a chain of linear amplifiers and 
rad iated. In contrast, the 
phasing approach used 
networks which consisted only 
of resistance and capacitance 
elements; because they worked 
directly at audio frequencies, 
stray capacitance gave 
essentially no trouble. The 
" high-level" generation method 
actually had only one frequency 
translation - in the final stage 

itself. Shortly after we went on 
the air with our experimental 
rig , other stations around the 
country joined us in using the 
conventional filter approach. 
Rigs using the phasing method 
appeared shortly thereafter. 

HRH: For the benefit of our 
readers who are newcomers to 
amateur radio, would you 
describe the advantages of 
sideband transmission over 
amplitude modulation? 

Mike: The f irst advantage is the 
saving in spectrum space -
only one half as much is 
required. The second advantage 
is that the detector used is 
inherently much more efficient. 
It responds better to weak 
signals and handles impulse 
interference (such as ignition 
noise) better. For a given 
communication capabil ity, a 
phasing-type transmitter which 
radiates only one sideband is 
smaller, lighter, and less costly. 

HRH: Let's talk about Mike 
Villard for a moment. How did 
you get interested in ham 
rad io? 

" Once we real ized t hat backscatter came from the ground ... it was obvious that one 
could make a radar-like display ... " 
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The f inal ampl ifier at Villard's 1936 sta· 
lion. This was long before the days of 
TVI shielding. Components are mounted 
on wood, with meters held in place by a 
single nail. The two large metal plates 
to the left are an improvised neutralizing 
capac itor. 

Mike: Since my very earliest 
days I have been interested in 
electricity. In 1926 everybody 
was building radio sets from 
kits. A friend of mine gave me 
such a set that he had built. I 
soon became interested in 
f inding out why radios worked 
the way they did. My father 
made it possible for me to have 
some tutoring by a professor of 
electrical engineering at 
Columbia University in New 
York City. It was he who got 
me started in amateur radio. 

"My first rig consisted of 
two UX210A tubes .. . 
The receiver was a Pilot 
W " asp ... 

The professor was J. R. 
Dunning, and he had a 
tremendous influence on my 
life. He was involved in the 
development of the atomic 
bomb during World War II and 
became very famous. He was 
head of the electronics 
research program at Columbia 
University when he passed 
away a few years ago. 

HRH: What sort of equipment 
and antennas did you have in 
your first station? 

Mike: My first rig consisted of 
two UX210A tubes in a TNT 
osc illator, a circuit taken 
straight from the ARAL 
Handbook. The receiver was a 
Pilot Wasp - a popular kit of 
the day. It had a detector and 
two stages of audio, using 
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UX210A tubes. Because my 
parents' home at that time had 
a 32-volt lighting system, the 
plate power supply for my 
transmitter consisted of a pair 
of surplus World War I aircraft 
dynamotors. The antenna was 
an end-fed long wire strung 
amongst the trees. 

HRH: What was the first 
memorable point of your 
amateur career? 

Mike: When I put up my first 
rhombic antenna in 1934 or 
1935! At the same time, I raised 
my transmitter power from 10 
watts to several hundred. With 
a dipole and low power, 
contacts from Connecticut to 
Europe were rare. Suddenly I 
was really able to "get out." I 
had responses from across the 
Atlantic to most of my CQs. It 
was an enormous thril l. 

HRH: Can you give us some 
biographical information about 
yourself? 

Mike: My grandfather (who died 
well before my time) was a co
founder of the General Electric 
Company, and he commis
sioned the f irst ocean-going 
vessel to be equipped with 
Edison 's " new fangled" electric 
light. 

My father was a well·known 
liberal publicist; he was editor 
of the New York Nation, and at 
one point, editor of the New 
York Evening Post. As a 
newspaper man he was a bit 
baffled by his son's 
preoccupation with radio and 
technical matters. 

After graduating from Yale in 
1938 I went to Stanford to 
study under Professor Fred 
Terman (the author of several 
well-known radio engineering 
textbooks). During World War 
11 , I worked at Harvard 
University in radar counter
measures under Terman. I 
earned the degree of electrical 
engineer in 1943; my thesis 
subject was a vertical 
incidence ionospheric sounder. 
I received my doctorate in 1948 
at Stanford, and my doctoral 
subject was the detection of 
meteors by radio. 

HRH: Did amateur radio help 
in your studies in any 
significant way? 

Mike : It sure did! For example, 
my first experiments in 
detecting meteors by radio 
involved using the W6YX 
t ransmitter. At the time, no 
other facilities under our 
control were available. It was 

"I resolved to try to 
understand the iono· 
sphere, and ham-radio 
technology came in very 
handy for this sort of 
research." 

quick and easy to use the ham 
gear. We were looking for 
meteors during an intense 
meteor shower, wh ich was the 
t ime to look if there ever 
was one. 

HRH: For the last three 
decades you've been active in 
ionospheric research. Several 
years ago you gave a talk at the 
ARAL Pacific Division 
Convention entitled "Stalking 
the Wild Ionosphere," which 
would be a good title for your 
work. What got you into 
propagation research? 

Mike: I had always been fasci
nated by the ability to talk over 
long distances by means of 
radio. It has always seemed to 
me that better communication 
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- of whatever type - is 
essential in lowering the kinds 
of international tensions that, 
historically, have led to war. In 
the early days, long-distance 
communication depended 
entirely on the ionosphere, 
whose variability was notori
ous. I resolved to try to under
stand the ionosphere, and ham 
radio technology, of course, 
came in very handy for this sort 
of research. 

HRH: You did some work on 
scatter sounding and 
backscatter propagation with a 
group at Stanford. How does 
the backscatter mode work? 

Mike: When I became a 
student at Stanford University 
in the fall of 1938, I met 
Cameron Pierce, then W6HJT 
(now K6RU), who is an 
outstanding DXer. He 
particularly enjoyed operating, 
and I enjoyed building 
equipment. We had great fun 
together. In those days Doc 
Stuart, W6GRL, of Ventura, 
California, had the best DX 
station on the West Coast. We 
used to try to fol low Doc 
around in contests, because 
our stations were never as 
good as his. He usually found 
the really rare DX first. We 
could always seem to hear Doc, 
even though we were located a 
couple of hundred miles away, 
and he was supposedly with in 
our skip (dead) zone. The fact 
that we could almost always 
hear him, when the books 
said we shouldn't be able to, 
bothered me. 

Years later, the matter arose 
again in connection with radio 
studies of meteor reflections. 
Backscatter was a nuisance in 
those studies, so we resolved 
to understand how it worked. I 
had an extraordinarily able 
colleague, Allen M. Peterson, 
who solved the problem very 
elegantly. Later on, we learned 
that others had independently 
done the same thing at about 
the same time. 

Once we realized that 
backscatter came from the 
ground, and not the iono
sphere, it was obvious that 

The gang at the Stanford Radio Club, W6YX, in 1939. Villard is second from the right, 
with Cam Pierce, W6HJT, to his left. 

one could make a radar-like 
display of those areas on the 
earth's surface to which 
communication should be 
possible at any given time and 
radio frequency. We proceeded 
to do this, and got ourselves 
investigated by the Office of 
Naval Intelligence (ONI) as a 
result. It turned out that -
quite without our knowledge -
the Air Force had been funding 
essentially the same research 
at the Raytheon Company, 
where the work was classified 
and known as COZI (Communi
cations Operating Zone 
Indicator). Our radar plot was 
so similar to theirs that they 
thought there had been a 
security leak! 

Our work was first published 
in QST; the radar "PPI" (plan
position-i ndicator) photos 
appeared on the cover of the 
March, 1952 issue. They say 
imitation is the sincerest form 
of flattery: Peterson and I 
derived considerable pleasure, 
some years later, from finding 
that these same illustrations 
were used in two Russian 
textbooks under the tit le of 
"Backscatter Ionospheric 
Sounding." The first, by N. I. 
Kabanov and B. I. Osetrov, was 
published in Moscow by the 
Soviet Radio Press in 1965. 
The second, by Y. A. Chernov, 
was published by the Sryaz 
Press in Moscow in 1971. It 
seems appropriate to reproduce 

the Chernov illustration with 
this article, thus completing 
the round trip from USA 
to USSR! 

HRH: What amateur bands are 
likely to produce backscatter 
signals, and how can a listener 
tell when he's hearing a signal 
propagated via backscatter? 

Mike: What we today call 
"backscatter" is the 
counterpart of ground clutter 
observed by radars working at 
line-of-sight frequencies. An 
ordinary ham rig, using 
frequencies where ionospheric 
propagation is possible, can be 
throught of as a simple radar. If 
one sends out a short dot in 
Morse code, and if the receiver 
recovers promptly enough, 
one can hear an echo which 
represents energy scattered 
back from roughness on the 
earth's surface. It is easier to 
do this when the transmitting 
and receiving stations are 
separated by a couple of 
hundred miles, since the 
receiver will not be paralyzed 
by the strong local signal from 
the transmitter. 

One of the things that was 
very unexpected in the early 
days was the fact that 
backscatter from the sea is 
about the same strength as 
that from land. Initially, it didn't 
seem plausible that the sea 
should scatter as efficiently as 
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land, which as everyone knows 
is quite "rough" (mountains, 
houses, power lines, etc.). 
Typical short radio waves have 
lengths of 20 meters or so and 
it didn't seem reasonable that 
the ocean would appear to be 
a rough surface to such radio 
waves. But we now know that 
short radio waves actually 
interact with trains of water 
waves on the ocean's surface -
rather than with individual 
waves - so that the ocean is 
actually a pretty powerful re
flector. By coincidence, it pro
duces backscatter signals near
ly as strong as those from land. 

Another confusing 
circumstance was the belief -
quite widespread at the time -
that what we know as 
backscatter from the earth's 
surface was actually originating 
from the E region of the 
ionosphere. This conclusion 
had been reached by a very 
wel I respected ionospheric 
worker who just happened to 
be wrong on this particular 
point. Backscatter signals are 
most noticeable in the 20-, 15-, 
and 10-meter bands. 
Backscatter can sometimes be 
heard at 40 meters, too. The 
higher the radio frequency, the 

Radar plots of ionospheric propagation paths which were part of the 1962 QST article, 
which later appeared in a Russian text. This print is from the book printed in the USSR. 
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less competing noise and 
static there is. Backscatter 
propagat ion makes signals 
sound unstable and hollow; if 
the transmiss ion is voice, it 
sounds as though the speaker 
were talking down a well , while 
moving around a bit in the 
process. 

HRH: You mentioned that 
backscatter was a problem 
during radio studies of meteor 
propagation. How does meteor
scatter work? 

Mike: Meteors are caused by 
pea-sized (or smaller) bits of 
space debris which intercept 
the earth's atmosphere as the 
earth swings around the sun. 
These t iny particles of dust or 
gravel are heated by collision 
with atoms of the earth's 
atmosphere, in the same way 
that the nose-cone of a 
re-entering space vehicle is 
heated. Dust particles usually 
are typically moving much 
faster than spacecraft, and they 
heat to incandescence and 
completely evaporate in one or 
two seconds. Interestingly, the 
region in wh ich this occurs (70 
to 90km altitude) coincides 
with one of the ionospheric 
layers , which means that the 
atmospheric gas there is easy 
to ionize. Thus, the meteoric 
particle, while burning up, 
creates not only visible light 
but a column of ionization 
which is highly reflective to 
radio waves. The columns are 
about 15 to 30 km long, in 
general. Although a given 
column is a line reflector, 
whereas the ionosphere itself 
is a layer reflector, it turns out 
that signals bounced off 
meteor trails can have 
amplitudes that are many tens 
of dB above the noise level, 
even when only moderate 
power is radiated by the 
transmitter. 

Part two of this interview 
with Dr. Villard will be 
presented next month, when 
one of the subjects will be 
those mysterious long-delayed 
echoes that have been the 
object of much research and 
conjecture. HRH 
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BY WILLIAM I. ORR, W6SAI 

I937: On The Air For Sixty-OneDollars! 
In the year 1937 the United 
States was a far different place 
than it is now. No one had 
heard of sonic booms, tape 
recorders, rock groups, vinyl 
flooring, Woodstock, air 
conditioning, Kentucky Fried 
Chicken, water beds, hot pants, 
hula hoops, bikinis, stereo fm, 
or chain saws. 

No one knew about Archie 
Bunker, William Calley, 
Muhammed Ali, Spiro T. 
Agnew, Lee Harvey Oswald, 
Farah-Fawcett Majors, or 
Jimmy Carter. 

And radio amateurs knew 
little about single sideband, 
SSTV, repeaters, Oscar, 
moonbounce, long-path DX, 
pocket computers, 
DXpeditions, transceivers, 
linear amplifiers, or electronic 
keyers. It was a world that can 
not be understood unless one 
had lived in it. A world only 
dimly seen today through old 
movies, books, magazines, and 
the faded memories of those 
who were there. 

The economy was on the way 
up from the Great Depression. 
Amateur radio was exploding, 
the number of amateurs 
jumping from about 25,000 to 
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over 40,000 in a few years. 
Hams in the expanding radio 
business were earning as much 
as forty dollars a week - more 
with overtime. At last, hams 
had money in their pockets and 
the radio manufacturers were 
ready for them! 

How much did it cost to get 
on the air? Not much, if you 

built your own equipment. But 
the scorn with which most 
amateurs greeted their 
compatriots who bought their 
own equipment was fast 
vanishing. Ham gear was 
coming on the market and the 
prices were low enough to 
make even the most 
enterprising experimenter think 

On the air for sixty-one dollars! In 1937 you could buy this 50-watt transmitter and four
band receiver for a real beginner's station. The three stage Lafayette transmitter work
ed on the 160, 80, 40 or 20 meter band with plug- in coils and could be modulated for 
a·m phone at 30 watts input. The Hallicrafters Sky Buddy receiver was the lowest
priced in a long line of economy receivers designed specifically for the radio amateur. 
Other manufacturers were quick to come out with receiver and transm itter ki ts as 
amateur radio boomed - until December 7, 1941. 



twice before he built his 
equipment which, after all, had 
no resale value. There was 
enough business in the 
amateur-radio market to make it 
very attractive to a number of 
manufacturers ... National , 
RME, Howard, RCA, 
Hammarlund, Patterson, and 
Hallicrafters, to name a few. 
The superheterodyne had at 
last proved itself as a sensitive 
and selective high-frequency 
receiver and amateurs were 
eager to buy. 

Among the receiver 
manufacturers scrambling for 
the amateur market, none was 
more aggressive than the 
Hallicrafters, the fastest-rising 
star in ' a highly competitive 
field . Located in Chicago, the 
hub of the broadcast-receiver 
industry, Hallicrafters brought 
mass-production techniques to 
the manufacture of (relatively) 
inexpensive short-wave 
receivers with features that 
appealed to the radio amateur. 
While others hand-built 
receivers on a limited basis, 
Hallicrafters poured them out, 
backing up the production with 
a massive advertising effort. 
There was a receiver model for 
every purse and a receiver 

It is often difficult t o trace the exact 
lineage of some of the older pieces 
of equipment, and the Sky Buddy is 
no exception. For instance, the 
Hallic rafters Sky Buddy was first 
announced in mid 1936 with a 
frequency range of 544 kHz to 16.5 
MHz. However, this may have been a 
typographical error, because then 
the set was subsequent ly offered 
through dealers in late 1936, it tuned 
from 545 kHz to 18.5 MHz in 3 
bands. Service data, however, 
ind icated an upper frequency limit 
for band 3 at 16.0 MHz! 

Then, in 1938, Hallicrafters 
announced a new Sky Buddy in a 
"modern" package which was called 
the S-19; it had 5 tubes like its 
predecessor , and covered the same 
frequency range. This model was 
replaced by the "1939 Sky Buddy," 
designated the S-19R, which 
featured electr ical bandspread, had 
6 tubes, and tuned f rom 545 kHz to 
44 MHz in 4 bands. This is the 
receiver shown in the photographs 
here, although its outward 
appearance is very similar to the 
earlier S-19. Editor. 

Interior view of the Sky Buddy receiver. An auxiliary power plug on the rear apron al
lowed the receiver to be run from batteries for portab le operat ion. The use o f broad
cast-receiver components permitted the rock-bottom price. Thousands of these re
ceivers were sold to beginning radio amateurs . Shortc oming s of t he simple ci rcuitry 
prompted many owners to "trade up" to a more sophisticated receiver as time went by. 

model for every amateur. 
Indeed, Hallicrafters probably 
had more different models on 
sale at one time in 1937 than 
the combined efforts of all the 
other receiver manufacturers. 
And the time was ripe for the 
"people's receiver," the 
Volkswagen of the radio 
industry, a receiver for the 
beginner - the Hallicrafters 
Sky Buddy. 

The Sky Buddy receiver 
The Sky Buddy receiver was 

born during the summer of 
1936. Based upon the popular 
"al I-wave" broadcast-receiver 
circuitry popular at that time, 
the Sky Buddy was a re-boxed 
version of a basic design 
produced by the hundreds of 
thousands by a multitude of 
manufacturers (Fig. 1 ). No 
sophisticated circuitry or parts 
here! A simple superhet circuit, 
with switching added to catch 
"police calls" or " foreign 
broadcasts" on one or two 
extra wavebands - that was 
the basic design. 

The first version of this little 
receiver was mediocre and less 
than a success. It tuned only 
up to 18.5 MHz (at a time when 
the 10-meter band was 
receiving increased attention) 
and had an unimpressive 
plastic dial and pointer. At the 
price of $29.50 it was no 
bargain. But by late 1936 the 
receiver had been given a face
lift. A fourth tuning range that 

ran up to 48 MHz had been 
added, the impressive " German 
Si Iver" Hal I icrafters dial was an 
eye-catching addition , and the 
gain of the receiver had been 
boosted through the use of 
better i· f t ransformers. For 
$29.50 it was a lot of receiver! 

Judged by today's exacting 
standards, the Sky Buddy was 

The inner workings of the Trutest t rans
mitter. On t he bottom shelf are the crys
tal, the osci l lator and buffer t ubes, and 
the associated plug-in coi ls. The power 
amplif ier is located on the top shelf. 
Termi nals on the edge of the chassis 
permitted the user to make qu ick con
nect ions to a power supply . Since vhf 
televi sion d idn't exist i n those days, 
shieldi ng was unnecessary and all com
ponents were ou t in the open air. An
tenna connect ions were made to feed 
through terminals on top of t he cabinet. 
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insensitive, unstable, broad
tuning, and full of images and 
birdies. But for the beginning 
radio ham who was thrilled to 
hear signals from across town, 
the receiver was an 
outstanding hit! The impressive 
dial, plus instant bandspread 
and a beat-oscillator, 
transformed a simple broadcast 
set into an acceptable ham 
receiver that sold over 20,000 
units before the model was 
finally dropped at the eve of 
World War II. 

Hallicrafters had a winner, 
indeed. And after buying the 
little receiver, the amateur 
newcomer still had thirty-one 
dollars of his budget left to buy 
a good, husky, transmitter and 
power supply for his up-and
coming ham station! 

The Trutest Junior transmitter 

Buy or build your 
transmitter? In 1937 that was a 
difficult question to answer. 
Most hams built their 
transmitters but bought their 
receivers. Still , very attractive 
transmitters were available on 
the market, although no big 
electronic manufacturer was 
yet into the ham transmitter 
business. Small outfits like 
Gross Radio, Temco, and 
Collins Radio built ham 
transmitters but the " big-time 
operators" were not interested 
in such a small market. 
Nevertheless, a goodly supply 
of ham transmitting equipment 

Fig. 1. The way it was - the cir
cuit of the Sky-Buddy receiver. 
A dual-purpose 6K8 is used as 
oscillator-mixer (no rf stage!), 
followed by a 6K7 i-f amplifier. 
A 607 serves as a combined 
second detector, ave rectifier 
and audio amplifier, followed 
by a 41 pentode audio output 
stage. The beat·oscillator is a 
76 triode. A full-wave power 
supply with an 80 rectifier is 
used. Note that the speaker 
field winding is used as a filter 
choke - this was before the 
days of the highly efficient 
permanent-magnet speaker. 
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A Wholesale Radio Service Company 
advert isement extolling the virtues of 
the Trutest transmitter. Few amateurs 
could afford the now-famous National 
NC-101X when it first came on the mar
ket, but sales of the Sky Buddy receiver 
ran high because of the value and low 
cost. The 1937 WRS catalog l isted these, 
and other goodies, that made the radio 
hams' pulse quicken! 

was available for the interested 
buyer. 

One of the "ham havens" 
near radio row in New York City 
was the Wholesale Radio 

6KB 6K7G 

Service Company at 100 Sixth 
Avenue (now known as 
Lafayette Radio Company). This 
live-wire store had a large 
amateur department run by 
Fran k Lester, W2AMJ (now 
W4AMJ). Frank and his boss 
had strong ideas about amateur 
rad io and the company - WAS 
as it was known among hams 
- produced and advertised a 
whole line of ham gear which 
was the talk of the ham bands 
until the war closed down 
amateur radio in 1941. 

Among the unique 
transmi tters developed by 
W2AMJ was the little Trutest 
25 Watt Junior transmitter. 
Despite the belittling name, 
this was a three-stage job that 
operated on the 20, 40, 80, or 
160 meter bands by the proper 
use of plug- in coils. 

The circuit was simplicity 
itself (Fig. 2). A type 56 triode 
" hot-cathode" crystal oscillator 
drove a type 53 high-mu t riode 
buffer stage. The sections of 
the 53 were parallel connected. 
This, in turn, drove a pair of 
type 46 tetrode tubes as a 
neutralized fi nal amplifier. 

The 46 was an interesting 
tube, and very popular in ham 
transmitters. It was brought out 
for class B audio service just 
abou t the time the radio 
industry dropped that type of 
amplifier for the much
improved "high fidelity" class 
AB system using low-mu type 
2A3 triode tubes. The 46, in 
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effect, was a tube without a 
destiny until its use in amateur 
service as an efficient, zero
bias, class-C amplifier was 
discovered. Two of these tubes 
could coast along at 50 watts 
input on CW or phone, and that 
wasn't bad for tubes that could 
be bought six for a dollar on 

was a problem. Flashovers, 
erratic tuning, and plenty of TVI 
were the immediate reactions. 
Upon a careful examination of 
the circuit, it was found that 
the neutralizing winding of the 
buffer coil was incorrectly 
wired. Once the wiring error 
was corrected and parasitic 

coils. A crystal cost an extra 
two dollars, bringing the total 
station expenditure to fifty-four 
dollars, leaving seven dollars to 
buy a key, build a power supply 
and put up an antenna. A frugal 
ham could even include a set 
of earphones for that price! 

At present, the transmitter 

46 46 

J3 

T 

JI J3 cL e0 
J2 J4 Hl·VOLTAGE 

Fig. 2. Circuit of the Lafayette transmitter. Said to have a "range of 1000 miles" on 80 meters and an "unlimited" range on 40 
meters, this 50·watt circuit employed three stages in a configuration unknown to most of today's newer amateurs. The 56 
oscillator used the then-popular "hot-cathode c ircuit," with the anode of the tube at rf ground potential. (Circuit connoisseurs 
will note that the plate bypass capacitor for the 56 tube is missing from the drawing). The 53 dual-triode operated as either a 
neutralized buffer or as a doubler stage, capacitively coupled to two 46 tubes connected in parallel as a class-C amplifier. The 
grids of the 46s were connected together to provide high-mu, zero bias operation . Metering was done in the high voltage leads. 
(This drawing is reproduced from the December, 1936, issue of Short Wave Craft magazine, a Gernsback publication.) 

radio row, or for 39~ each via 
the mai I order catalog. 

On the air with the Sky Buddy 
and the Trutest transmitter 

By a stroke of good luck I 
recently acquired a Sky Buddy 
receiver and a Lafayette Junior 
transmitter in mint condition, 
and immediately put them on 
the air to see how they would 
work. The Sky Buddy played 
well on 160 and 80 meters and 
was acceptable on 40 meters. 
While signals could be heard 
on the higher bands, receiver 
operation was unstable and 
erratic by today's standards. 
The particular model at hand, 
moreover, had a 500-kHz 
intermediate frequency and San 
Francisco Marine Radio KFS 
boomed through the i-f strip 
until a wavetrap put a stop to 
this interference. 

The Lafayette transmitter 

suppressors placed in the plate 
circuit of the final amplifier, the 
little transmitter settled down 
and put out a good TVl-free 25 
watts on the lower bands, and 
about 15 watts on 20 meters. 

It is interesting to speculate 
how many of the Lafayette 
Junior transmitters were 
incorrectly wired at the factory 
and how many of the owners 
solved the problem. According 
to the previous owner of my 
rig, it had been on the air for 
several years and worked, even 
though tuning was "erratic." 
And no wonder! It would have 
taken the patience and wisdom 
of Solomon to tune up the 
beast when it was incorrectly 
neutralized and f u 11 of 
parasitics! 

In any event, the beginning 
amateur of 1937 could buy the 
little transmitter for $22.50, 
fully wired, and with one set of 

and receiver occupy a position 
of honor in the W6SAI shack 
and are ready to go on the air 
on special occasions. Real 
conversation pieces that work 
today, though designed over 
forty years ago! 

So here's a toast to those 
forgotten circuit designers, 
engineers, and manufacturers 
of the Golden Years of Amateur 
Radio. Working with 
imperfectly understood theory 
in an age of sheet metal, they 
produced marvels of ingenuity 
that worked and that still draw 
admiring glances from today's 
amateurs who are possibly 
overwhelmed by the modern 
world of plast ics, ICs, counters, 
and LED readouts that insulate 
the operator from the "feel" of 
the airwaves. Could you or I do 
as well today with the tools 
and techniques of yesterday? I 
wonder... HRH 
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QUESTIONS & ANSWERS 
Tubes, Transistors, and Diodes 

BY THOMAS McMULLEN, W1SL 

Last month I talked about some 
of the more common passive 
components that are used in 
radio circuits - resistors, 
capacitors, inductors, trans
formers, in their various forms. 
They are called passive 
because they just pass the 
energy along - they do not 
amplify (increase the power) of 
any signal or de that is applied. 
They can change the form of 
the power, such as from high
voltagellow-current to low
voltage/high-current, but the 
total power coming out of a 
passive device is the same as 
that going into it, minus a 
smal I percentage for losses, of 
course . 

Now I can tell you about 
active devices. By active I 
mean those that can add power 
to a given signal; a fraction of a 
watt can be built up to the 
hundreds-of-watts level, or a 
current flow of mi lliamperes 
can control the flow of 
amperes. These amplifying 
functions can be done by 
vacuum tubes or by transistors, 
in an almost endless combina
tion of circuits that use many 
of the passive devices as wel I. 

·For some interesting reading on the 
background and development ot the 
transistor, see ' Dawn ot the Semi
conductor Age," by Steven Komaniecki, 
WB9SDN, in the Wrap-Up issue 
(December 31, 1977) of Ham Radio 
Horizons. 
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Another active device is 
called a diode. It's really an 
offshoot of the vacuum tube -
in fact the first ones were 
vacuum tubes - but after 
several years of exposure to 
transistors and semiconductors 
we tend to think of diodes as a 
cousin to the transistor.* Either 
type will perform a function 
called rectifying (for power 
supply uses), or detecting 
(turning a radio-frequency 
signal into audio so you can 
hear it, or into de so you can 
see it on a meter). So, let's 
explore this vacuum tube thing 
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Fig. 1. A vacuum tube diode consists of 
a heated element, either a filament as in 
A, or a cathode sleeve heated by an in
ternal element, C. The filament or cath
ode is usually coated with a special 
oxide to help it emit electrons when hot. 
The electrons flow from the heated ele
ment to the anode (also called a plate in 
much electronic literature). 

first, because understanding 
what happens in this device 
wi II help with the transistor 
theory later. 

Vacuum tubes 

A vacuum tube is simply a 
glass or glass-and-metal bulb 
that has metal electrodes 
mounted inside it, and the air 
has been removed so that the 
electrodes are in a vacuum. 
One of the electrodes is heated 
by causing a heavy current flow 
through it, similar to the way a 
light bulb gets hot. This elec
trode, or element, is called 
either a heater or a cathode (or 
sometimes a filament) . A 
cathode is usually a small 
metal tube that surrounds the 
heater, whereas a filament has 
no surrounding tube or sleeve. 
See Fig. 1. 

In either case, whether it is a 
f i lament or a cathode that is an 
act ive tube element, its 
purpose is to emit electrons. 
The surface of the cathode 
becomes hot enough that the 
electrons are in a very active 
state, and those close to the 
surface can be pu lled out of 
orbit by the attraction of an 
electrostatic charge nearby. If 
you ever are in doubt about the 
direct ion of electron flow in a 
vacuum-tube c ircuit, just 
remember that they have to 
leave this hot surface; a cold 
surface will not let the 
electrons loose. 

The electrons leave the 
cathode, and travel to the plate 
(sometimes cal led the anode), 
which is a metal electrode that 
surrounds the cathode struc· 
ture at some distance, usually 
a few millimeters (fraction of 
an inch). The electron travel is 
aided by apply ing a potential 
between the two (plate and 
cathode) from a battery or 
power supply. The plate is 
charged positive (deficiency of 
electrons) and the cathode is 
negative (surplus of electrons). 
This two-element tube is called 
a diode, which can be used as 
a rectifier in a power supply, or 
a detector in a receiver. 

Because the electrons can 
only leave the heated element 



(cathode), the diode acts as a 
one-way street for current flow. 
When an alternating current 
(ac) is applied to a diode, Fig. 
2, it will allow current to flow 
when the voltage is in the 
negative half of the cycle, but 
block the current when it 
swings positive. (Remember 
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Fig. 2. Electron flow in a diode can only 
take place when the cathode is negative 
with respect to the anode. It turns an al
ternating current waveform into de by 
conducting when the wave is negative 
(at the cathode - positive at the anode) 
and stopping the flow when the wave
form reverses. 

that I am talking about the 
cathode of the tube; many 
illustrations show the voltage 
applied to the anode, which is 
just the opposite of what I 
described. Either illustration is 
correct, but I want you to 
remember that the electrons 
flow from the cathode to the 
anode.) Fig. 28 shows what 
happens when the voltage has 
the opposite polarity. 

Other tube types 

If you construct a tube in the 
same manner as a diode, but 
place a structure consisting of 
a fine wire mesh, or screen, 
between the cathode and the 
anode, you have a three
element tube, called a triode. 
See Fig. 3. 

Now things begin to get 
interesting, because you can 
control the flow of electrons by 
changing the potential on this 
third structure, called a control 
grid. The electrons want to 
leave the cathode to get to the 
anode, but if they see a nega
tive potential out there in the 
way, they turn right around and 
stay on the cathode. However, 
if they see a positive potential 
on this control grid, they can 
leave the cathode and go their 
merry way. A few of them will 

stick to the grid, and never 
reach the anode, but the major
ity of them will zip through the 
holes in the structure and get 
to the anode in fine shape. This 
is the way an amplifier tube 
works - a change in potential 
of perhaps 2 volts on the 
control grid (a swing from - 1 
volt to + 1 volt, for instance) 
can cause a change of current 
flow through the cathode/ 
anode/external circuit that will 
make the voltage across a load 
(plate) resistor vary perhaps 20 
volts, for an amplification 
factor of 10. 

Other tubes have more 
elements between the cathode 
and anode, and you'll find a 
few of them in amateur 
transmitters and receivers. One 
element is called a screen grid; 
it is located between the 
control grid and the plate, Fig. 
4A. It is connected to a positive 
potential , but not quite as 
much positive as the anode. Its 
purpose is to attract the 
electrons that leave the 
cathode, but because it is a 
screen or mesh structure, most 
of the electrons get through it. 
The action of the screen 
increases the gain (amplifi
cation factor) of the tube. 

However, there is a problem 
associated with this screen 
grid action, and the designers 
found a way around it, fortu
nately. The electrons some
times went zipping through the 
control grid with so much 
energy that they hit the anode 

Fig. 3. If you add a grid structure be· 
tween the cathode and the anode of a 
vacuum tube, you have a triode (three 
elements). The varying charge (voltage) 
on this control grid can repel electrons, 
or it can aid them on their way toward 
the plate, depending upon the polarity 
of the charge. 

hard enough to knock some 
electrons out of orbit there! 
This is called secondary 
emission, and is undesirable, 
because the electrons 
sometimes bounce back to the 
other elements to cause them 
to overheat from excess 
electron flow. Tube designers 
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Fig. 4. Adding more elements to the ba
sic triode structure creates more useful 
vacuum tubes, and often increases the 
amplification factor. The purpose of 
each element is explained in the text. 

found that they could cure the 
problem by placing a 
suppressor grid between the 
screen grid and the anode. This 
suppressor grid is charged 
negative with respect to the 
anode, but because it is not 
heated, it will not emit any 
electrons. The negative charge 
tends to repel any electrons 
that are knocked loose from 
the anode, thus keeping them 
in their place. This suppressor 
grid is usually connected to 
ground, or, in some tubes, 
directly connected to the 
cathode inside the tube. 

Semiconductors 

As you may guess from the 
name, a semiconductor is 
something that is neither a 
good conductor nor a good 
insulator. The term is com
monly used to refer to the 
entire class of transistors and 
diodes that are made of 
semiconductor material. 

Semiconductor material is 
usually Germanium or Silicon 
(both are natural elements) that 
has been altered by adding 
impurities, such as Boron, 
Phosporus, Indium, and the 
like. This alteration, called 
doping, changes the basic 
structure so that it has either a 
surplus of electrons, N-type 
material, or a deficiency of 
electrons, P-type material. By 
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changing the amount and types 
of impurities, and the place
ment of layers of N and P type 
material, an almost endless 
vaariety of diodes and 
transistors can be made. 

Diodes are the most basic of 
semiconductor devices, so let's 
look at how they work. As you 
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However, by applying a 
voltage to the device, enough 
extra energy can be imparted to 
the electrons so that they will 
cross the barrier. The voltage 
must be great enough to over
come the depletion zone, or 
energy barrier, and in 
Germanium diodes it requires 
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Fig. 5. A basic semiconductor diode is made of P and N type material. They 
work as one-way devices for electron flow, just as their tube counterparts do. 
Some diodes can be made to emit light , some are sensitive to light shining on 
them (solar cells, for example), and some have a precisely controlled break· 
down point. This latter is cal led the Zener point, after i ts discoverer. Zener 
diodes are used as voltage regulators. 

have guessed, they are a two
element device, just as a diode 
vacuum tube is a two-element 
tube. In fact, a semiconductor 
diode works just about the 
same as a tube diode, but it 
does not need a heater to get 
the cathode hot enough to emit 
electrons. The emitting element 
in a semiconductor diode is 
sti II called a cathode, so the 
analogy still f its - electrons 
flow from the cathode to the 
anode. 

A semiconductor diode is 
made by placing N-type 
material and P-type material 
next to each other, and running 
them through a diffusion 
process (heating, or other 
exotic treatment) so that the 
two layers are bound together. 
There is a boundary between 
the two types of material, 
called a junction, (or depletion 
zone), where there are few free 
electrons, which is difficult for 
electrons to cross (see Fig. 5). 
That's a very useful boundary 
to have, because without it, all 
the electrons in the N-material 
would immediately cross to the 
P-side, and that would be that 
- no useful function would be 
performed. 
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approximately 0.2 volt; in 
Silicon types the required 
voltage will be from 0.4 to 0.6 
volt. Once this barrier potential 
has been reached, the diode is 
essentially a short circuit for 
electrons flowing in one direc
tion. If the voltage reverses 
polarity, the diode becomes an 
open circuit again, and only a 
few microamperes of current 
will flow because of stray 
electrons (called minority 

COLL f CTOR 
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fM ITTf'Fi 
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0 
Fig. 6. Bipolar transistors are made o f a 
sandwich of sem iconductor material. 
The N material in the PNP type controls 
the flow of electrons from the emitter to 
the collector. This is a very basic rep
resentation of transistor structure, and 
should not be taken as representing the 
physical assembly of any manufactured 
trans istor. 

carriers), or imperfect material. 
Thus, a semiconductor diode 
can do the same job that a tube 
diode can, but you save energy 
by not having to heat the 
cathode all the time. 

Transistors 

Transistors are similar to 
vacuum tubes in many ways, 
but in many other ways they 
are quite different. The basic 
transistor is a three-element 
device, with an electron
emitting section called the 
emitter, an electron-receiving 
section, called the collector, 
and a control section, called 
the base. (I 'm talking about 
transistors called bi-polar types 
now, there are other types 
which I'll get into later.) 

The emitter, as you might 
suspect, emits electrons, in a 
manner similar to the cathode 
in a tube or semiconductor 
diode. Between the emitter and 
the collector you will find a 
layer of special semiconductor 
material which can influence 
the flow of electrons on the 
way to the collector (see Figs. 
6 and 7). This layer is called the 
base, and it functions much in 
the same way that a control 
grid does in a tube - a small 
current flow (potential differ
ence) between it and the 
emitter can control the much 
larger current flow that goes 
from emitter to collector. 

Some of the differences 
between a transistor and a 
vacuum tube are: the transistor 
needs no heater power; the 
transistor is a low-voltage 
device, whereas the tube can 
work at hundreds or thousands 
of volts; transistors generally 
have only three elements ( a 
few companies make four
element types, but they are not 
common in today's equipment); 
a tube provides amplification 
by means of voltage swing 
across a load, where a 
transistor usually is better at 
causing large swings in current 
flow at low voltages. 

Also, common bipolar tran
sistors come in two polarities: 
NPN and PNP. These terms 
have to do with the type of 



semiconductor material that 
each layer is made of, and you 
must have the right polarity on 
the right part or the device will 
not work (it might even burn 
out). A trick to help remember 
which is which is to say, 
"middle letter equals collector 
polarity." If the middle letter is 
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Fig. 7. In an NPN transistor, the place
ment of the P and N material is changed, 
but the function is basically the same. 

P, then the collector must be 
Positive; if the middle letter is 
N, then the collector must be 
Negative. Another little trick to 
reading the schematic symbol 
for a transistor is, " arrow Not 
Pointing iN." This refers to the 
arrow in the emitter part of the 
symbol, of course, in an NPN 
transistor. The other type (PNP) 
would have the arrow reversed, 
but you only have to memorize 
the key for one type. 

There are many different 
types of transistors and semi
conductor devices, and it is 

DRAIN 

just impossible to cover them 
all here. However, the basic 
information about tubes and 
transistors will suffice for your 
exam purposes, and you can 
get deeper into transistor 
theory when you want to go on 
to a higher grade of license. 

FETs 

Some transistors are called 
Field Effect Transistors (FET). 
They come in various types, 
with several different names, 
but all operate in a similar 
manner. Fig. 8 shows the basic 
structure of the JFET (Junction 
FET), which consists of a 
section of semiconductor 
material, of either P or N type, 
with an " island" of other 
material imbedded in it. The 
part of the FET that electrons 
flow from is called the source 
(of electrons), and the other 
end, where electrons go, is 
called the drain (for electrons). 
This island, called a gate, is 
usually of semiconductor 
material also, and it has an 
electrostatic charge on it which 
produces a zone of depleted 
electrons that influences the 
flow of electrons in the 
drain/source material adjacent 
to it. If the charge on the gate 
is great enough, the depletion 
zone becomes large enough to 
completely "pinch off" the 
electron flow. Thus, by varying 
the potential on the gate, you 
can control the flow of 
electrons through the device 
and an outside circuit. 

In some FETs, the gate is 

ORAIN GATE 2 ORAIN 
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Fig. 9. Some FETs have the gate material insulatec,l by a thin oxide layer, in which case 
It is called an IGFET (Insulated-Gate FET). A MOSFET is essentially the same, and may 
have dual gates. 

separated from the source/ 
drain material by a very thin 
layer of insulating oxide, in 
which case the device is called 
an IGFET (Insulated-Gate FET) 
or a MOSFET (Metal-Oxide· 
Silicon FET). Some devices 
have more than one gate, in 
which case they are called 

DRAIN 

SOURCE 

SOURC£ 

0 0 
Fig. 8. A field-effect transistor (FET) 
works by squeezing the electron flow 
area between two depletion zones 
(zones of no free electrons). The zones 
can be increased or diminished by 
changing the potential in the gate area. 

Dual-Gate FETs (or Dual-Gate 
MOSFETs). The structure and 
symbol of an IGFET is shown 
in Fig. 9. 

Third method? 

Oh, yes, that third method 
that I promised to tell you 
about - the semiconductor 
device that will tune a circuit. 
Well ... it's like this. 
Remember that all diodes have 
a barrier or junction between 
the P and N materials. This is 
called a depletion zone, 
because some of the electrons 
do wander around and find 
" holes" to fit into, so the area 
is said to be depleted of free 
electrons. If the manufacturer 
uses just the right mix of 
materials and the correct 
method of fabrication, this 
depletion zone can be slightly 
larger and more stable than 
usual, so that the diode 
appears to be a capacitor. Note 
that a capacitor consists of two 
conductors separated by an 
insulating material (insulating 
material has no free electrons), 
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Fig. 10. A semiconductor diode can be made with a controlled depletion area, whicn 
simulates a capacitor. Varying the voltage applied to the device will change the size of 
the depletion zone, thus changing the capacitance. At C, the potentiometer, R1, 
changes t~e voltage applied to the diode, which becomes a variable capacitor to tune 
the inductor, L. R2 is used to limit the amount of current that can flow in the diode, and 
C1 blocks the de from flowing through the inductor. 

and the conductors have a 
charge on them. It's the same 
thing with the special diode -
you have a charged conductor 
on each side of an area with no 
free electrons. This can be 
called a semiconductor 
capacitor, but the usual term is 
voltage-variable capacitor. 

By changing the voltage on 
the diode, you can compress 
the depletion zone, which is 
the same as moving the plates 
of a capacitor closer together, 
increasing the capacitance. 
Conversely, by lowering the 
voltage you can increase the 
size of the depletion zone, 
thereby decreasing the 
capacitance. This is a most 
useful device - you can use it 
to tune a circuit by remote 
control simply by using a 
potentiometer to change the 
voltage applied to the diode, 
see Fig. 10. There is one catch, 
though - diodes will not stand 
muchpowe~soyoucann~ 
use them in a transmitter. 
However, for receiver circuits, 
they're great! No mechanical 
linkage to a dial mechanism to 
worry about, and the expensive 
variable can be replaced by a 
low-cost potentiometer. 

Next month 
One thing that I have not 

talked about yet is crystals -
the quartz type that is used to 
control the frequency of 
oscillators. I can tell you about 
them in a few words when I 

talk about oscillator circuits in 
next month's session. In the 
meantime, look over all of the 
symbols for the devices I've 
told you about, so you'll 
recognize them when we get to 
the Practical Circuits section 
from the Study Guide. 

Wire-wheel correction 
One of our sharp readers 

called my attention to an error 
in the " wire-wheel" formula aid 
in the February, 1978 issue of 
Horizons (Fig. 4, page 58). It 
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Fig.11. Wire-wheel correction. 

seems that a couple of radicals 
(square-root symbols) got lost, 
so I've had them reinstated, 
and you'll find the corrected 
wheel shown here as Fig. 11. 
This should make it easier to 
determine voltage or current if 
you know the power and resis-
tance. Thanks, Joe! HRH 
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meet BY ALF WILSON, W6NIF 

the 

neat • mnemonic 
There are a few individuals 
among us who are blessed with 
near-total recall. No event, 
number, face, name or 
whatever, seems to elude them. 
If you happen to be one of 
these fortunate people, this 
article isn't for you. But if 
you're like I am, then you need 

some kind of crutch to help 
you remember abstruse 
information which is absolutely 
essential in accomplish ing a 
specific object ive. The 
objective in this case is 
passing the amateur written 
examinations. 

An interesting thing about 

memory is its specialization 
aspect. You might remember 
certain kinds of information 
extremely well and other kinds 
poorly or not at al l. The trick to 
increasing your memory 
efficiency is to devise some 
method of coding the 
information you have trouble 
recalling in terms of 
information you can remember 
well. Such a device is called a 
mnemonic (pronounced with 
silent " m" ). It is used by 
logicians, mathematicians, 
psychologists - even by 
digital computers. 

Precautions 

There's a subtle trap lurking 
in mnemonic systems, though. 
When used in limited fields of 
high specialization they are 
quite useful. However, if 
applied to generalized 
situations, mnemonic coding 
tends to fall apart because of 
its unavoidable complexity and 
ambiguities. As a matter of 
fact, it's possible to devise 
mnemonics so far fetched as to 
defeat their very purpose: you 
can get to a point where you 
can't even remember the 
mnemonic for the mnemonic 
you're trying to remember. 
Used with care and a little 
thought, however, the system 
does work for special cases. 

Consider now the newcomer 
to amateur radio. How can he 
possibly remember the deluge 
of equations, rules, concepts, 
and relationships required to 
pass the amateur written test? 
" Study," you say, and right 
you are! But how about helping 
him over the rough spots - at 
least until he gets to the point 
where, finally, the light begins 
to dawn? 

I recall when I was first 
exposed to the mysteries of 
radio theory. (We didn't call it 
electronics in those days.) I 
took one look at the equation 
for resonance in a tuned circuit 
and thought, how am I ever 
going to remember this stuff? 
Then I flipped over a few more 
pages in the book and saw the 
equation for a damped wave 
(that's what comes out of a 
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spark transmitter, youngster). I 
shuddered, buried the book 
under a stack of Captain Billy's 
Whiz Bangs and old Liberty 
magazines, then took off to see 
my old pal Ed, W6N HZ. 

Ohm's law 

Ed was really a very astute 
fellow. After I explained my 
problem, he came up with 
some real help - in the form 
of mnemonics; only he didn't 
cal I it that. I doubt if the word 
was even in existence then. 
Anyway Ed said, " For openers 
let's look at Ohm's law for de. 
The law was invented by 
George Ohm sometime in the 
early 1800s. If you can 
remember this basic equation 
you can solve almost any 
problem involving de circuits. 
But don't ask me why old 
George assigned the symbol 
' I' instead of 'C' to represent 
current. Possibly he did it to 
avoid confusion with 
capacitance, whose symbol 
is 'C.' " 

I said, "Well , the symbols for 
voltage and resistance I can 
understand, because E 
represents electromotive 
force,and A is obvious ly for 
resistance. But why ' I' for 
current?" 

Then Ed said, " I really have 
no idea. Maybe George had 
trouble remembering the 
equation himself. For one 
thing, you'll notice that E, I and 
R are in alphabetical order. 
Perhaps he chose thi s 
sequence of symbols in an 
attempt at helping to remember 
their relation ship." 

I said, "Okay. All this is fine, 
but meanwhile I gotta 
memorize all this junk so I can 
learn why. Incidentally, 
why does E = IR anyway?" 

Ed said, " Because it's the 
law, boy. Don' t you obey the 
law?" 

I said, "Sure, but how am I 
going to obey it if I can't 
remember whether E =IR, or 
I= R E, or R =EI?" 

And now we come to the 
crux of the whole story. 

" Okay, " Ed said, " If you 
don 't Ii ke E =IR, how about 
temporarily changing I to A 
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1. Phase relationship between E and I 

E is the reference. Across a pure inductance 
E leads I ; across a pure capacitance E lags 1. 
For x L and X e think: .. + x Loads and - Xeomrs 
after." 

2. General equation for impedance 
It's assumed you know z contains R , Xv and 
Xe. Impedance equals the square root of R 
squared plus the net reactance squared. 
Think: "Square Root of R squared plus (reactance) 
squared." From problem 1, +XL leads; X e 
comes after. This takes care of the second 
term under the radical. 

3. Impedance ratio of transformer windings 
The transformer primary is the reference. The 
symbol resembles the equation. Let the equal 
sign represent the transformer core. 

Parallel and Series Elements 

Lr • L 1 + Lz + Ln 
~ 

Cr = _!_ t- ..!...+ ··· +J_ e, C2 Cn 

-© -© 
PNP NPN 

-© -© 
PNP NPN 

PNP NPN 

1. Combination of inductances in parallel 
Inductance and the numeral are the reference 
for parallel elements. The symbol resembles 
the equation . Think: " One over one over one 
Uh, plus one over one Uh, plus ... " 

2. Combination of inductances in series 
The symbol resembles the equation. Think: 
"String of coi ls, L 1 pl us L 2 pl us . .. " 

3. Capacitors in parallel 
This is the exact opposite of the symbol/ 
equation relationship of the reference 
mnemonic (inductance). 

4. Capacitors in series 
Same rationale as in problem 3. 

Transistors 

1. Direction of emitter 
The transistor base is the reference. For PNP, 
think: " Arrow Points toward base:" P NP. For 
NPN, think: "Arrow does Not Point toward 
base:" N PN. 

2. Element names 
The emitter is the reference. Think: "Arrow 
em its" current from, or toward, the base. The 
other elements are t hen obvious by 
deduction. 

3. Emitter and collector polarities with 
respect to the base 
The polarities must be opposite. The emitter 
is the reference. for PNP, think: " Emitter 
Positive. " For NPN, think: " Emitter Negative." 
By deduct ion, the other polarities are 
obvious. 

. 



(for ampere)? If you can't 
remember E= AR then you may 
as well give up. E= AR . . . 
get it? EAR? Them big flappy 
milk-wagon doors you hear 
with, old buddy." 

Then I said, " Yeah, yeah -
I get It! In order to hear it with 
my ear, it's got to be changed 
to de, right?" 

I won' t repeat here what Ed's 
reply was, but he got his point 
across, and for that I'll be 
eternally grateful.* 

So I went home and stared 
long and hard at all the 
equations, symbols, and other 
oddments that make up the 
basics of our hobby. I then 
devised a set of coded symbols 
to help me remember the 
necessities. 

Some ideas 

Some of the more basic 
mnemonics are listed on the 
facing page with their symbolic 
derivations. The list is by no 
means complete because of 
space limitations. However, 
enough material is included to 
get you started; then you can 
invent your own. I've also 
added some material on tran
sistors to keep up with the 
changing world. 

My mnemonic symbols suit 
me just fine, because they're 
personalized. Perhaps you have 
better ideas to adapt the 
mnemonics to your particular 
requirements. In any event, if 
I've provided no more than the 
initial push to help a new 
amateur get started, then this 
piece will have served its 
purpose. HRH 

·vet another mnemonic was 
contributed by Les Hamilton, Ph.D., 
K6JVE, which appeared in the August, 
1970, edition of ham radio, several 
months after the original article was 
published. Les's comments are quoted 
direct ly: 

"Here's a mnemonic for you which I 
learned from Dr. Nolde, my first 
Electrical Engineering professor at 
Berkeley in 1956. 

"ELI the ICE man. 
"ELI - voltage leads (comes before 

current in an inductor) 
" ICE - current leads voltage in a 

capacitor 
"Thanks for the article - I can use 
some of the ideas with my students." 

• New device opens up the world of Very Low Frequency 
radio. 

• Gives reception of the 1750 meter band at 160-190 KHz 
where transmitters of one watt power can be operated 
without FCC license. 

• Also covers the navigation radiobeacon band, standard 
frequency broadcasts, ship-to-shore communications, 
and the European low frequency broadcast band. 

The converter moves all these signals to the 80 meter amateur band where 
they can be tuned in on an ordinary shortwave receiver. 

The c?nvert~r is simp l ~ to use and has no tun ing adjustments. Tuning of 
VLF signals 1s done ent1:e1y by the receiver which picks up 10 KHz signals 
at 3510 KHz , 100 KHz signals at 3600 KHz , 500 KHz signals at 4000 KHz. 

The VLF converter has crystal control for accurate frequency conversion, a 
low noise rf amplifier for high sensitivity, and a multipole filter to cut 
broadcast and 80 meter interference. 

All this performance is packed into a small 3" x 1 Y2" x 6" die cast 
aluminim case with UHF ($0-239) connectors. 

The unique Palomar Engineers circuit eliminates the complex bandswitch
ing and tuning adjustments usually found in VLP converters. Free 
descriptive brochure sent on request. 

Order direct. VLF Converter $55.00 postpaid in U.S. and Canada. 
California residents add sales tax . 

Explore the Interesting world of VLF. Order your converter today! Send 
check or money order to: 

Palomar Engineers 
Box 455, Escondido, CA. 92025 • Phone: [714] 747-3343 
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Swan puts top-line transceivers into your grasp. At down-to-earth prices-even 
a novice can afford to become a world power. You start with more watts per buck; 
boost your rig's performance anytime. Swan makes it easy to add on capabilities. 

Swan 350A. $599.95 with built-in AC power supply 
0 300 watts P.E.P. Input SSB 
0 200 watts DC Input on CW 
0 80 through 10 meters, USB, LSB, CW 
0 5.5 Mhz, 2.7 KHz bandwidth crystal filter 
0 Oscillators are solid state and IC regulated 

for s tability 
0 CW sidetone monitor with adjustable pitch 

and volume 
0 CW audio filter 80 and 100 Hz selectable 
0 Crystal Calibrator (350A only) 
0 Built-in 117 VAC power supply and speaker. 

(220 VAC power supply available on special 
request) 

Accessories: 
0 VX-2 Vox 
0 14A DC Converter 
0 1200X linear amplifier 

Swan 350D. $699.95 with built-in AC power supply 
Same basic features as 350A except added feature 
of: 
D 6 digit LED frequency display with readout 

to 100 Hz 
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Swan transceivers are compatible with an extensive line of proven accessories, 
available at your Swan dealer or factory direct . Including linear amplifiers that can 
stretch your power grab, to the legal limits around the globe. 

Swan 750CW. $679.95 (PSU-3 AC Power Supply 
$173.95) 
0 700 watts P.E .P. Input on SSB 
0 400 watts DC Input on CW 
0 CW audio filter selectable 80 or 100 Hz 
0 CW sidetone monitor with adjus table pitch 

and volume control 
0 80 through IO meters, USB, LSB, CW 
0 Selecta ble 25 or 100 KHz crysta l calibrator 
0 Standard 5.5 Mhz, 2.7 Hz bandwidth crystal 

filter or optional accessory 16 pole filter 
available with 140 dB ultimate rejection 

Accessories: 
0 VX-2 Vox 
0 MK-II Linear amplifier 
0 DD-76 Digital Dial 
0 SS-16B 16 pole filter 

~------------ -----------------------, 
0 Please rush fu ll specs for Swan Transceiver: 
__ JSOA 
__ 3500 
__ 7SOCW 

0 Send application forms for Swan Revolving Credit Card. 
useful for financing Swan equipmcnl purchases 1hroug h 
dealers or factory. 

Add ress ___ _ _ _ _________ _ _ 

City _ ______ _ S1ate _ ___ Zip _ _ _ 

L-----------------------------------~ 

c--\S'&vAM 
~ ELECTRONICS 
a subsidiary of Cubic Corporation 

305 Airport Road, Oceanside. CA 92054 
Swan's continuing commitment to product improvement 

may arfect specifications and prices without notice. 



BY MIKE GOLDSTEIN, VE3GF.N 

Message h;fndling 
and dit·dah !itUff 

The National Traffic System is 
a continent-wide message
handling organization, devised 
and administered by the 
American Radio Relay League, 
for clearing radiograms on a 
reliable basis. While intended 
for emergency purposes, it 
operates on a daily basis 
throughout the year, constantly 
practicing on more mundane 
message traffic . 

Since it provides a method 
for clearing third-party 
messages free of charge, it is 
regarded as one of the major 
aspects of the public service 
provided by amateur radio. As 
such , (and with its emergency
oriented philosophy fi xed firmly 
in mind) its operators tend to 
take their work very seriously. 
Therein hangs this tale. 

Now, the NTS is a system of 
message-handling networks, 
operating at various levels, with 
an organized system of liaison 
between the nets. One station, 
acting as net control , calls up 
the net on schedule each day 
(or several times a day). Net 
members check in, listing their 
message traffic, and the NTS 
organizes stations for clearing 
this traffic, and for acting as 
liaisons to subsequent 
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networks. Therefore, for each 
net session, there are 
scheduled NTS and liaison 
stations. 

So far, this is simple. The 
plot thickens when you realize 
that message-handling requires 
a well-trained operator, with 
certain amounts of spare time, 
interest, and no interference 
problems to keep him off the 
air at f ixed times. 

"That stuff .. . " 

To add zest to this 
combination, remember that 
almost the entire NTS is on CW 
(that dit-and-dah stuff), at 
speeds up to 25 words-per-
m i nute and beyond. It is easy 
to see how our keen traffic 
operator soon f inds himself 
acting as NTS and/or liaison 
station for several nets per 
week, or per night. As a trained 
NTS operator (and you can only 
get this training by doing it) he 
is a valuable property, and the 
tendency is to utilize him even 
unto the point of saturation! 

Luckily, being public-service 
oriented, traffic men find it very 
hard to say " No." 

This insid ious system awaits 
the unwary operator who, like 
myself, innocently indulges in a 

spot of message-handling to 
relieve the tedium of day-to-day 
hamming. 

I first approached the NTS in 
the early 1970s with low power, 
a home-built receiver, and a 
landlord with a penchant for 
interferable toys. 

As a keen CW contester and 
rag-chewer, I figured I would be 
an asset, but these guys 
require written copy, and I 
hadn't written copy in years . . . 
a call sign or a signal report, 
but that's all. I was horrified to 
discover my listening speed 
was in excess of 40 words per 
minute, while my reliable 
written copy hovered around 
12! Not fast enough for my 
tastes, so my traffic career was 
postponed while I nightly 
pursued the W1AW code
practice transmissions. 

Written copy 

By neglecting to " dot my Is" 
and " cross my Ts," I eventually 
achieved 25 words-per-minute 
written copy, and a certificate 
that said so. My code speed is 
still limited only by my failure 
to be able to move a pencil at 
better than 25 words per 
minute. 

Back I went to the nets -



only to discover they use a 
gibberish, made up of "ON" 
signals designed for net use. 
Off I went for two weeks, to 
memorize 67 a-signals 
containing " N." 

Now, I was ready. 
My first net; someone said: 

"OSK?" Now, that was 
cheating, because I hadn't 
learned that one. Turns out he 
was asking me if I had perfect 
break-in; these traffic men can 
listen and transmit 
simultaneously. 

" Have it?" I replied, " I just 
heard about' it!" 

So that's how they talk in the 
CW equivalent of grunts and 
groans so quickly! 

Two years later, having 
redesigned my receiver, rebuilt 
my transmitter, and 
experimented with TR 
switches, separate receiving 
antennas, and vacuum relays, I 
had perfect break-in. 

I checked into a net. 
My landlord knocked on my 

door, and advised me that I was 
interfering with the new TV, 
hi-fi , and tape recorder he had 
bought while I was 
experimenting. 

I bought a house. 
Having set up my shack and 

antennas at my new place, I 
checked into a net, someone 
sent me up 15 kHz to clear 
some traffic. Three hours later I 
found my partner still calling 
me. My homebuilt calibrated 
receiver dial wasn't good 
enough. Several hundred 
dollars and some receiver 
modifications later, I had digital 
frequency readout, and was 
prepared to argue receive 
frequency to the nearest 10 Hz. 

I checked into a net. 
My main transmit frequency 

control drifted! 
I shut down, bought some 

temperature-compensating 

•Reprinted by permission from 
Canadian Transceiver, 
September, 1977; publ ished by 
Walgram Publishing, Ltd., 
Willowdale, Ontario. 

capacitors, borrowed an oven, 
and spent weeks chasing drift. 
Eventually, I rebuilt the control 
oscillator into an enclosure 
separate from the transmitter, 
and cured the drift. 

I checked into a net. 
No one could hear me. We 

had fallen into a sunspot-cycle 
minimum, and skip on 80 
meters was too long at night. 

A resurrection 

I sent off to Halifax for an 
old high-powered amplifier I'd 
built 17 years ago. After 
spending hours chasing arcs 
and sparks through the ancient 
hardware, I was on the air with 
a half-kilowatt, no drift, perfect 
break-in, and a good code 
speed. 

Everyone said, "Hey, a traffic 
man!" They all leaped at me at 
once. 

I am now the manager of 
OSN (Ontario Section Net), and 
assistant manager of ECN 
(Eastern Canada Net). I hold six 
NTS schedules, and two liaison 
schedules. I appear on at least 
a dozen net sessions a week. I 
have arrived .. . 

But I put up a tri-band beam 
and discovered DXing. The 
band is open to Asia during my 
early nets, and to the South 
Pacific during my late nets. My 
wife has finally learned to 
schedule supper around my net 
schedules, and I don't DARE 
suggest a change. 

Help! HRH 

No wonder he fainted - his log shows 
that the NCS told him to QSY up 6 and 

take 171 thru for CAN! 

FREQUENCY STANDARD 

V Precision cryst al. 

V Markers at 100, 50, 25, 10, 5 
KHz . 

V Zero ad just sets to WWV. 

The Palomar Engi neers Frequency 
Standard gives sharp clear ma rkers 
throughout the high frequency 

b and from 160 through 6 meters. 

With the panel switch in 100 KHz 
position the markers can be heard 
every 100 KHz for checking 
cal ibration of your rece iver, 
transceiver, or VFO. Addit ional 
markers can be turned on with t he 
panel switch every 50, 25, 10 o r 5 
KHz. 

The exclusive Palomar Engineers 
circuit generates on ly the wanted 
markers. No extra " ghost" markers 
appear. 

Connection to your receiver is 
simple. A twisted-wire capacitor 
from the Standard to the receiver rf 
amp lifi e r or mixer. O r a short 
"antenna" connected to the 
Standard may radiate enough 
marker signal. 

The Frequency Standard is factory 
set to freq uency and the setting can 
be checked and adjusted with the 
"zero" trimmer wh ile listening to 

WWV or a broadcast station. All 
markers are as accurate as the WWV 
calibrat ion , typically .0001%. 

Don't take chances; check you r 
freq ue ncy. Use the Standard with 
the wide range of selectable 
markers, the time- proven Palo mar 
Engineers Fre quency S tandard. 

Send for free brochure. 

The p ric e is $37.50 (9·v battery 

not included) and we deliver 
postp aid anywhere in the U .S . and 
Canada. California residents add 
sales tax. ORDER YOURS NOW! 

PALOMAR 
ENGINEERS 

BOX 455, ESCONDIDO, CA 92025 
Phone : (714) 747-3343 
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The Horizons selection for 
Station of the Month for April 
is one of our Canadian readers, 
VE31FS, in Ontario. Just by 
looking at the photograph you 
can get the idea that he has 
packed a lot of hobby into a 
relatively small space in the 
corner of a room, all of which 
shows that if you want to get 
into amateur radio, you can 
find a place for the equipment. 
Here's the story, from Cyril A. 
Stanway, VE31FS. 

"My station is quite simple, 
and should help newcomers to 
ham radio by giving them some 
ideas about how to set up a 
station. The large receiver on 
the bottom is a National NC-
1830, which is used for 
covering the ham bands and, at 
times, the standard broadcast 
bands. The cabinet on top of 
the receiver is a homebrew 
transmatch which I assembled 
from scratch. 

Just above that, on the shelf, 
is a transceiver - an Eico 753. 
I use this as my transmitter and 
it does a fine job. The top shelf 
holds, among other things, an 
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MFJ antenna matcher, which I 
use for long-wire antennas, and 
an Ultra-com two~meter fm 
transceiver. 

The station is compact and 
efficient, and takes up only a 
corner of my bedroom - it has 
given me a lot of pleasure in 
the short time that I have been 
a ham. 

My first interest in amateur 
radio was sparked by my father, 
who helped me obtain my 
license. I also took a course at 
one of the local radio clubs. I 
have been in the hobby for a 
year and a half, and have made 
a lot of new friends and had a 
lot of fun. I can sincerely 
recommend amateur radio to 
anyone interested in challenge 
and enjoyment. 

I really enjoy Ham Radio 
Horizons, and have found it to 
be very helpful with operating 
and working DX. My station is 
not very elaborate, but, using a 
150-foot antenna and 65 watts, I 
have worked over 30 countries, 
43 states, and 30 Ontario 
counties. I enjoy collecting 
QSL cards, either local or DX. 

I am 18 years old, and in 
grade 13, so there is not a lot 
of time for amateur radio 
during the week. However, 
when the weekend comes 
you'll often find me on the air 
from dawn to dusk." 

Thanks for telling us about 
your station, Cy. It's a good 
example to many newcomers, 
especially with that old rel iable 
NC-1830 receiver. They sti II can 
be found at quite reasonable 
prices at flea markets and 
used-equipment stores around 
the country. The Eico 753 
transmitter can be found at 
these places as well, and 
seems to be rugged enough to 
stay in service for years. 

I notice a unique 
arrangement of a bug and 
straight key on your desk too, 
Cy. The straight key seems to 
be fastened "side-saddle" 
fashion under the binding 
posts on the bug. That's a great 
way to keep them both handy, 
but without the extra fuss' of 
connecting cords that could 
get in the way - an important 
consideration with space at a 
premium as it is in your shack. 

Oh, yes, that footprint - no, 
our photoprocessor didn't get 
careless and step on the 
negative. That's a wall 
decoration that Cy has placed 
adjacent to a Rag Chewers 
Club certificate (signed by The 
Old Sock) just above the 
equipment shelves. All-in-all, it 
looks like Cy has a station that 
puts his hobby within reach, 
yet doesn't dominate the 
household. Well done! HRH 



Antenna 
Sale! 

18HT 

MOSLEY 
Classic 33 3 ele. 10, 15, 20 Mtr. beam 
Classic 36 6 ele. 10, 15, 20 Mtr. beam 
TA-33 3ele. 10, 15, 20 Mtr. beam 
TA-36 6 ele. 10, 15, 20 Mtr. beam 
TA-33 Jr. 3 ele. 10, 15, 20 Mtr. beam 
TA-40KR 40 Mtr. add on 

CUSHCRAFT 
ATB-34 4 ele. 10, 15, 20 Mtr. beam 
ARX-2 2 Mtr. Ringo Ranger 
A 147-20T 2 Mtr. Twist 
A144-lOT 10 ele. Twist 2 Mtr. 
A 144-20T 20 ele. Twist 2 Mtr. 
A14T-MB Mounting Boom 

HUSTLER 
4BTV 10-40 Mtr. Trap Vertical 
RM-75 75 Meter Resonator 
RM-75s 75 Meter Super Resonator 
G6-144-A 6 db. 2 Mtr. Base Colinear 

HY-GAIN 
TH6-DXX Super Thunderbird 
TH3-MK3 3 ele. 10, 15, 20 Mtr. beam 
Hy-Quad 2 ele. Quad 10, 15, 20 Mtr. 
TH3-Jr. 3 ele. 10, 15, 20 Mtr. beam 
18 HT Hy-Tower 10-80 Mtr. Vertical 
14AVO/WB 10-40 Mtr. Trap Vertical 
18AVT/WB 10-80 Mtr. Trap Vertical 
203 3 ele. 2 Mt r . beam 
205 5 ele. 2 Mtr . beam 
208 8 ele. 2 Mtr. beam 
214 14 ele. 2 Mtr . beam 

WILSON 
System One 5ele. 10, 15, 20 Mtr. beam 
System Two 4 ele. 10, 15, 20 Mtr. beam 

CDE ROTORS 
Ham 111 $125.00 
T2X Tail Twister $249.00 
CD-44 $105.00 

Regular 
$232.50 

310.65 
206.50 
335.25 
151.85 
92.25 

239.95 
32.95 
54.95 
34.95 
54.95 
15.95 

99.95 
15.50 
30.00 
67.55 

249.95 
199.95 
219.95 
144.50 
279.95 

67.00 
97.00 
12.95 
16.95 
19.95 
26.95 

259.95 
199.95 

Special 
$189.95 

249.95 
169.95 
279.95 
129.95 
74.95 

199.95 
29.95 
47.95 
31.95 
47.95 
14.95 

82.95 
13.50 
26.50 
57.95 

209.95 
169.95 
189.95 
129.95 
239.95 

57.00 
84.95 

239.95 
185.00 

Call for SUPER price on Consolidated Tower and Berk-Tee Coax Cable 
RINGO 

Open seven days a week RANGER 

Coni1nunications Center 
The Radio Store 

4BTV 

®~ 
in to no m e- or 01'~'"''' 

443 N. 48th, Lincoln, Nebraska 68504 In Nebraska Call (402)466-8402 • 
More details? Ad Check page 86. May1978 ~ 61 



MAY 20, 21, 1978 
OFFICIAL 
N. Y. STATE 
ARRL 
CONVENTION 

Monroe County Fairgrounds 
Route 1 SA and Calkins Road 

Rochester, New York 

HUGE INDOOR SEE LATEST Hamfest Admission : 
ANO OUTDOOR EQUIPMENT BY 

Hotel Headquarters $3. 50 in advance. 

FLEA MARKETS ROCHESTER $4. 00 at the door. 
THE NATION 'S 

MARRIOTT INN com bi nation Registration 

OUTDOOR LEADING and banquet 
(Route 15 at Thruway only $12.00 in advance. 

FLEA MANUFACTURERS Exit 46) Advance sale closes May 13 

MARKET P.O. BOX 9912 Exhibitors call Ash Palmer, FCC EXAMS ROCHESTER , NY14623 K2EAW at 716-338-2180 days 
RUNS FORUMS, SEMINARS 716-359-1800 only . For other info call 

CONTINUOUSLY LADIES I PROGRAMS Call or Write Hotel 
716-424-1100 days only, or 
write : Rochester Hamlest , Box 

FROM FRI. NOON. AWARDS BANQUET Direct for Reservations 1388, Rochester, 

$1 .00 PER SPACE 
NY 14603. 

r--------------------------------------, 
BACK ISSUES 
Let Ham Radio HORIZONS back issues open a whole new Amateur 
Radio world for you! Find that special article, complete your series, 
replace lost issues or discover new ones. 
HORIZONS Back Issues . .. get 'em while they last! 
Check box for each issue 
D March 1977 
D May 1977 
D June 1977 
D July 1977 

D August 1977 
D September 1977 
D October 1977 

D November 1977 
D December 1977 
D Wrap-Up 1977 

D January 1978 
D February 1978 
D March 1978 

O Please send me the back issues I have checked. Single issues $2.00, 3 for $4.95. 
0 Send a complete set of all available back issues (12 minimum) on ly $12.95. 
0 HORIZONS Bound Volumes have just arrived! For those new to HORIZONS, it's 

the only way to have a complete 1977 set. Quality Hardcover edition just $24.95. 
0 Enclosed is $ for the items I have checked. All 

orders must be in U.S. funds. Please allow up to six weeks for delivery 

D Master Charge D BankAmericard (VISA) 

Acct. No. _________ _ 

Exp. Date - ------- --
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Name 

Address 

City-- - ---- -----

More details? Ad Check page 86. 



YOU ASKED FOR IT-

BOTH MORSE 
ANDRTTY 

The ULTIMATE in coded communications can now be yours with the new DS-3000 KSR TERMINAL 
(Version 3) and ST-6000 DEMODULATOR. Enjoy the convenience of composing and editing your 
messages BEFORE transmitting; decode and display CW as well as RTTY signals. Connect the HAL 
ST-6000 and DS-3000 KSR to your transceiver and antenna and work the world on RTTY and CW. 

ST-6000 DS-3000 KSR 
• 170-425-850 Hz Shift 
• Low or High tones 
• Crystal tone keyer 
• Active band-pass tilters 
• Autostart and antispace 
• ATC and DTH 
• KOS for keyboard break-in 
• Scope or meter tuning indicator 
• AM or FM limiter modes 
• Table or rack mounting 
• VO interface to current loop, 

RS-232, MIL-188, and CMOS 

ST-6000M (Meter) ....... $495.00 
ST-6000S (Scope) ........ $595.00 

ANTENNA 

TRANSCEIVER 

ST-6000 
DEMODULATOR 

DS-3000 KSR 
TERMINAL 

• MORSE, BAUDOT, and ASCII codes 
• Full 72 character lines 
• 16 lines of display 
• Word wrap-around 
• Edit with WORD, LINE, & PAGE modes 
• Keyboard programmable HERE IS 

message 
• Up to 175 WPM CW, 5 speeds BAUDOT 

& ASCII 
• 8080A microprocessor controlled 
• MORSE also output as ASCII or BAUDOT 
• VO interface to current loop or RS-232 
• New streamlined 12 inch display 
• On-screen indicators of WORD & PAGE 

modes 

DS-3000 KSR V3 .............. $1575.00 
DS-3000 KSR V2 (NO MORSE) . $1195.00 

Write or call us for our new amateur catalog. 

HAL COMMUNICATIONS CORP. 
Box 365 
Urbana, Illinois 61801 
217-367-7373 

More details? Ad Check page 86. 

For our European customers 
see HAL equipment at: 

Richler & Co.; Hannover 
l.E.C. lnlerelco; Bissone 
Primetek Syslems; Handen, Sweden 
Radio Shack of London 
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PRODUCT 
SHOWCASE 

Synthesized 
Transceiver 
For220 MHz 

Midland International Corpor
ation's Communications Divi
sion has developed the first full
frequency range , PLL-synthe
sized, mobile transceiver opera
ting in the 220-MHz band. Mid
land's new transceiver covers 
1,000 frequencies in 5-kHz steps 
between 220 and 225 MHz with 
no crystals required. In addition, 
transmitter output power can be 
switched from 2 watts to 10 
watts or 20 watts, as required, 
for effective direct or repeater 
communications. 

The transceiver, Model 13-513, 
is designed for mobile operation 
on 13.8 volts DC, negative 
ground. It offers a long list of ad
vanced features, including mod
ular construction of major cir
cuits, extensive use of IC tech
nology, and LED frequency dis
play. Crystals are supplied for a 
1,600-kHz repeater spacing and 
there is a second, optional, crys
tal position for other separa
tions. 

The dual-conversion receiver 
incorporates a helical resonator 
in the rt section, monolithic
crystal and ceramic filters in the 
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i-f sections, and an audio sec
tion delivering 1.5 watts output 
to an 8-ohm speaker. Sensitivity 
is rated at better than 0.5 µ.V for 
20-dB quieting; selectivity at 
± 15 kHz is rated at 70 dB down. 

Additional operating and per
formance features built into 
Midland's Model 13-513 220-MHz 
mobile transceiver are I ighted 
S/RFO meter, tone-burst jack and 
discriminator-meter jack, TX in
dicator light and an external
speaker jack. 

Included with this Midland 
unit are mobile mounting brack
et and hardware, an accessory 
bracket for desk-top use, and a 
high-performance microphone. 

For tu rther information con
tact Midland International Cor
poration, Communications Divi
sion, P.O. Box 1903, KansasCity, 
Missouri 64141, or use ad check 
on page 86. 

lngition-Noise Filter 
Cornell-Dubilier Electronics 

has added a new noise filter, the 
CBFT315D, to its line. The fil-

ter's function is to correct the 
problem of transceiver noise in
terference by reducing both 
radiated and conducted noise 
originating from the ignition 
coil/point assembly. 

Designated as an ignition 
coil/point filter, the unit mounts 
directly onto the ignition coil 
with no additional parts, nuts, or 
bolts. The installation is accom
plished in three steps: the filter 
is threaded onto the coil ter
minal, ignition-switch wire is 
then attached to the tilter screw, 
and the ground strap is connect
ed to a good ground point. 

A unique feature is the thread 

arrangement on the filter. It's 
metric on one end and standard 
on the other. Thus it can be used 
on either domestic or imported 
vehicles. 

The CBFT315D filter is rated 
at 0.1µ.F, 20 amperes, and in
corporates 600-volt construction 
to guard against damage from 
high voltage inductive spikes 
present at the coil terminal. 

For further information con
tact Mr. Douglas W. Graham, 
Cornell-Dubilier Electronics, 150 
Avenue L, Newark, New Jersey 
07101, call (201) 589-7500, or use 
ad check on page 86. 

Radio Shack Catalog 
The new 1978 Radio Shack 

catalog, the company's 30th 
consecutive issue, is now avai 1-
able. The 164-page catalog in
cludes 100 full-color pages de
scribing the company's exclu
sive line of products for home 
entertainment, hobbyists, CB
ers, and experimenters. 

An insert card in the catalog 
introduces Radio Shack's new 
TRS-80 Microcomputer System, 
which, according to Radio 
Shack president Lewis Korn
field, is "the most important pro
duct ever offered by Radio 
Shack." 

Kornfield stated that "the 
TRS-80's importance goes far 
beyond the mere design, con
struction, and sale of a fine 
piece of electronic merchan
dise. Primarily, it signifies the 
dawn of the Microcomputer Age 
for ordinary people, schools, 



and businesses everywhere." 
The new catalog also includes 

coupons offering two Super
tapes, either reel-to-reel, 8-track 
cartridge, or cassette, for the 
price of one, two P-Box kits for 
the price of one and any of the 
company's project boards for 
half-price. 

Among the new items intro
d uced in the catalog are 40-
channel Realistic CB two-way 
radios, and a selection of elec
tronic calculators ranging in 
price from $8.88 to $109.95 for a 
rechargeable printing calculator 
with full memory. 

The new catalog also lists 
hundreds of specialized elec
tronics items, parts and acces
sories, tools, tubes, semicon
ductors, wire and cable, inter
coms, microphones, timers, bat
teries, and a complete library of 
Radio Shack's own books on 
electronics and related sub
jects. 

Radio Shack's 1978 Catalog 
No. 289 is available free on re
quest from Radio Shack stores 
and dealers, nationwide. If you 
do not know the address of your 
nearest Radio Shack dealer, 
write H. L. Siegel, National Pub
licity and Promotion manager, 
Radio Shack, 2617 West Seventh 
Street, Fort Worth, Texas 76107, 
or use ad check on page 86. 

Quick-Disconnect 
Mobile Mount Bracket 
Scientific Dimensions, manu
facturer of the STOP-A-THIEF 
"Quick Disconnect" radio slide 
mount system, has just intro
duced a new uoit to the line: the 
SDl-700. This slide mount pro
vides easy removal of two-way 
radios and antitheft and/or con
venience in transferring and in
terchanging radios from one 
vehicle to another. The new SDl-
700, with its AMP Coaxicon con
tact will handle up to 500 MHz 
so it can be used for amateur 
and small business radios at the 
economical price of $19.95 
each. It is the same high-quality 
mechanical design as the pop
ular model SDl-1000 with its 

gold-plated AMP Coaxicon con
tact, which will handle up to 
1000 MHz. 

All models in the "Quick Dis
connect" mobile radio slide
mount line feature the modified 
AMP Dualatch connector sys
tem which houses the AMP 
Miniature Coaxicon coaxial 
cable contact. This assures 
maximum performance and ab-

solute contact for thousands of 
connections. The radi o is easily 
removed by the operator when 
leaving his vehicle, to prevent 
theft of the radio and damage to 
the vehicle. 

The SDl-700 unit, like the SDl-
1000, is precision made of 16-
gauge steel with durable chrome 
finish. It has a three-way spring 
lock to guarantee positive con-

from DRAKE 

UV-3 PRICE REDUCTION 
In this day of rising prices on almost everything, it is not only 
refreshing but even remarkable to be able to announce a 
significant price reduction on the Drake UV-3 System. 

How can this be? Well , considering that no one has ever 
produced a 144-220-440 MHz mu lti-band fm system before, at 
the time it was priced we could only use our best estimate on 
materials, labor, etc. Now that we are shipping the fi rst UV-3 
units, we refigured our costs on the entire system and are 
pleased to announce that we can pass along these sub
stantial savings to you: 

Model 1346 Drake UV-3 (144-220-440) .... . . .. $995:00 
Model 1344 Drake UV-3 ( 144-440) . . ...... . ... $Z96:00 
Model 1343 Drake UV-3 (144-220) ............ $Z96:00 
Model 1345 Drake UV-3 (220-440) ... ... . ..... $l96:«1 
Model 1340 Drake UV-3 (144) . . .. ......... .. . $595.00 
Model 1359 Drake UV-3E (144-430) European Model . . 
(Prices above include factory installed modules for bands as 
lis ted, standard dynamic mike, and mobile mounting bra cket.) 

* 144 Add-on Module ... . . . . . ... . . $259-:ea 
* 220Add-on Module . .... . . . .... . ~ 
*440Add-on Module ...... . ..... . ~ 

Model 1504 Drake PS-3 AC Power Supp ly .... . $ 89.95 
Model 1525 Drake 1525 EM Encoding Mike ... $ 49.95 
Model 1330 Drake UMK-3 

Remote Trunk-Mount Kit .. ...... . . ......... $ 69.95 

* Add-on modules expand band coverage of models which 
may have been purchased in a single band o r two band con
figuration. Prices includes factory installation which is neces
sary to meet FCC Type Certification requirements. 

$795.00 
$695.00 
$695.00 
$695.00 
no change 
see dealer 

$175.00 
$175.00 
$175.00 
no change 
no change 

no change 

To receive a FREE Drake Full Line Cata log. please send name and dare of this publication ro: 

R. L. DRAKE COMPANY l•>ul;l!Ujl® 
540 Richard Street, Miamisburg. Ohio 45432 • Phone (513) 866-2421 • Telex 266-017 

Western Sales and Service Center, 2020 Western Street, LH Vegas, Nevada 89102 • 702/382-9470 
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nector contact every time and to 
eliminate rattles while the ve
hicle is in mot ion, yet the lock is 
designed to enable easy and 
quick removal of the radio from 
its mount in the vehicle with just 
a slight finger pressure on the 
release lever. All wire leads in 
the slide mount unit are secure
ly clamped into place to prevent 
breakage. The no . 18 AWG 
stranded power and accessory 

leads have 10 ampere capacity, 
and the coaxial cable is RG-
58C/U with UHF connectors 
attached. 

To provide for easy transfer of 
the radio t o another vehicle, 
Scientific Dimensions offers 
extra individual stationary 
mounts for each unit. The com
pany has also designed and pro
duced the universal TILT-N 
TURN model SDl-500 mounting 

Cf ;]IICOMI A GREAT 
COMBINATION 

for 

IPL 

VHF 
on 

FM-SSB-CW 

We stock a full line of 
fine ICOM gear 
for HF and VHF 

$149 

~ $599 
~ 

We stock the 
complete TPL line for 

144, 220 & 432 MHz 

TPL Econo·line Amplifiers 
Model Input Output Typical Frequency Price 
702 10W·20W 50W·90W 10W in/70Woul 143-149 MHz $149.00 
7028 1W· SW 60W·80W 1W ln/70Wout 143-149 MHz $179.00 

NOW you can operate SSB, FM, or CW at power levels up to 70 watts OUT
PUT on FM or CW, and 100 watts pep on SSB, just by choosing the right 
combinat ion from ICOM and TPL! 
The IC-245 is a 10-watt, frequency-synthesized 2-meter transceiver capable 
of FM, SSB, or CW - and exactly the right size for mobile operation ! Sold 
with SSB adapter at only $599. 
The IC-211 is a 10-watt, continuously-tunable, mu It I-mode 2-meter trans
ceiver that's the talk of the amateur bands. It's ready to go on FM, SSB, or 
CW and is great for OSCAR. 
TPL Econo-line amplifiers are designed for economy and reliability. Mag
netically-coupled transistors and floating ground provide an electronically
protected amplifier that should last and last .. TPL's Linear Bias Switch al
lows you to rapidly switch from FM or CW to SSB, and back again, at will ; 
and the broad-band frequency range means that your amplifier is imme
diately ready to use on any frequency in the 2-meter band - or adjacent 
MARS channels - without tuning! 

We'll 
see 
you 

You've tried the REST, now try the BEST 
"HAM" BUERGER INC atthe 

' • Dayton 
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT DISTRIBUTOR Hamvention 

REMEMBER: We pay shipping charges on all prepaid orders! 

WA3ZID·Bob 

WB3BPJ·Bob 

WB3GXP·Dave 

WB3HOF·Jeff 

68 NORTH YORK RD. 
WILLOW GROVE, PA 

19090 
(215) 659-5900 
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We support the 
ARRLCode 

of Ethics 

bracket for all its slide-mount 
units to provide easy visibility 
and operation of the radio. The 
SDl-500 unit is easily mounted 
on a vehic le 's hump, floor, roof, 
or dash and similar locations on 
boats and farm equipment. It 
provides 50 degree tilting and 
turning flexibility, making head
on viewing possible from the 
driver's seat, thus reducing dis
traction of attention from op
erating the vehicle. 

For more information on the 
complete line of Sc ientific Di
mensions' prod uc ts, use ad 
check page 86, or write to them 
at 309 McKnight NE, Albuquer
que, New Mexico 87102. 

Illuminated 
Microphone Holder 

If you've ever fumbled in the 
dark for your microphone while 
driving at night along a twisting 
and unfamiliar road, you know 
how much easier it would be to 
be able to see your microphone 
- or at least its location - out 
of the corner of your eye. 

A & S Electronics has just in
troduced a neat solution of this 
problem for the mobile operator. 
Mike-A-Ute is designed to 
enable Amateur, CB, and busi
ness-radio operators to locate 
their microphone holders in 
darkened vehicles. Emergency
vehicle operators have also 
shown interest in Mike-A-Ute, 
recognizing the benefit of 
enhanced safety through eyes
on-the-road driving. A bonus is 
the elimination of costly repair 
or replacement of dropped 
microphones, and many users 



-------DSI INSTRUMENTS INC.-------. 

DSI Be the one who's on FREQUENCY!! 
With your OS/ Counter . . . save the shop cost of tweaking xtals . .. 
know your frequency . . . from 160 meters through 450 MHz. Now OS/ 
offers the most counter for your dollar. Latest state-of-the-art 
technology ... OS/ advanced LSI design far exceeds outdated TTL. 
Go with the leader . . . buy a OS/ FREQUENCY counter and SA VE 
T/ME&MONEY! ! 

MODEL 3500 $139.95 MODEL 3600A $189.95 
Includes oven timebase 

500 MHZ Frequency Counter 600 MHz Frequency Counter 
• Includes 500 llf.Hz Prescaler - Nol an addon 

• Includes oven compensated crystal timebase 

• 7 Large bright - Y2 inch LED Readouts 
• Includes built·in 600MHz Prescaler-Not and addon 

• Temperature compensated crystal timebase 
• Accuracy 1 PPM Typ 

• 8 Large bright - 112 inch LED Readouts 
• Two timebases 0.1 sec & 1. sec 
• Resolution 1 Hz Direct 10 Hz Prescaled 

•Sensitivity 50 MvRms 150 & 250 MHz 150 MvRms 450 MHz 
• Gate time light 

• Sensitivity 20 MvRms @ 150 & 220 MHz 100 MvRms 450 MHz 

• No direct RF connection Required 
• AC or DC operation 
• 50 Hz lo 500 MHz typ 

• Accuracy .5 PPM over temperature 
• Oven light & Gate time light 
• Automatic Decimal point placement 
• NO DIRECT RF CONNECTION Required. 

• Comprehensive owners manual with complete accurate schematics 
• Factory assembled & tested 

• Comprehensive owners manual with complete accurate schematics 
• AC or DC operation 
• 50 Hz to 600 MHz Typ. 
• Factory assembled & tested 

Use it in the car or on the bench . . . take it to the repeater si te . .. high-i mpact case . .. light 
weight- but rugged .. . Designed with the latest readil y avai lable LSI, CMOS, Schottky, Mecl· 
integrated circu its. 

NEW PRODUCTS 

• 250 MHz 7 Digit Battery operated hand held counter $109.95 
• 3V2 Digit Bench Digital Multi-meter AC or Battery operated $99.95 

Visit us at DAYTON HAMVENTION - April 28, 29, 30 

Strongest Warranty in the Counter Field. ONE Year Parts and Labor we pay the 
return shipping plus ... satisfaction guaranteed . . . Dennis Romack, WA60YI. 

VP-Marketing , DSI 

SEE YOUR LOCAL DEALER-DISTRIBUTOR 

OR CALL COLLECT (714) 565·8402 

Name _ _ __________ _ _ Cal l 

Address - -------------------- - - -
Clty ___________ _ State _____ ,Zip ---- - -

Phone: ____________ __ _ 

Order: - --------- - - ------- - ----
[. Check enclosed G Please send more information on your full line of Instruments and Accessories. 

C BankAmericard MasterCharge r VISA :J A.E. 

CredM card # _ ____ ,card expiration date ___ Signature - - --- -

OSI INSTRUMENTS INC. 
Div. Diversified Security Ind, Inc. 

We pay shipping c harges anywhere in 
the U.S.A. UPS Brown or P.P. - CA 
Residents please add 6% state sales tax. 

• American Express • Bank of America 
• MasterCharge • VISA 

------7914 Ronson Road No. G. San Diego, CA 92111------" 

More details? Ad Check page 86. May1978 m 67 



LATEST 
GEAR FROM 
WESTCOM 

Ruggedized 
2 meter VHF 
amplifiers 

An add-on unit, no internal connections or adjustments required to asso
ciated equipment. Standard Amplifier Models operate FM. Linear Models 
operate all modes: SSB, FM, AM, RTIY, CW, etc. " Mlcrostrip" design provides 
high stability and optimum performance over wide bandwidth. Factory ad
justed, no tuning required. Mobile mounting bracket included. RF sensing T/R 
switching, adjustable dropout delay. Remote keying capabil ity. Thermally 
coupled biasing. Reverse Voltage protected and fused. Conservatively rated 
with oversized heat sink. Red LED indicators for monitoring DC and RF. VSWR 
protected - Ninety day material and workmanship warranty. 

INPUT NOM NOM 
MODEL POWER OUTPUT CURRENT 
NO. (watts) (watts) 1a.s voe PRICE 

2M 15X50V 2-15 50 6 $ 99.95 
2M 15X80 5-15 80 11 $129.95 
2M 15X80V 2-15 80 11 $139.95 

NOTES: ·unear; AM, CW, FM, SSS, RTIY. Linear models worl< well 
with low power transmitters ol 2-3 watts to yield 20-30 w output. 

size: 4Ye x 5112 x 2% 
technical specifications and data subjeel to change without notice 

Ruggedlzed DC Power Supplies 
Ideal for VHF Amplifiers 

• 105-125 VAC, 50/60 Hz 
• Fold back current limiting 
• 13.B voe ± .o5v 
• UL listed & computer grade 

components 
• One year warranty 
• 5 mV peak-peak max ripple 
• Crowbar over voltage protection 

Factory warranty 
on all items 
10 day money back 
guarantee 

RS-12A $69.95 
9 ADC Continuous 
12 ADC lntermittant 
Recommended for up to 
80 W amp's. 

RS-20A $89.95 
16 ADC Continuous 
20 ADC lntermlttant 
Recommended for up to 
120 W amp's. 

RS-6A $49.95 
4 ADC Continuous 
6 ADC lntermlttant 
Recommended for up to 
50 W amp's or 30 watt 
transmitters. 

RS-35A $129.95 
25A Co ntinuous 
35A lntermittant 
Recommended for up to 
250 W amp's. 

Order thru your dealer or write d lrect 
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simply enjoy the holder's attrac
tive appearance. 

Mike-A-Lite uses a red LED 
light source that can be powered 
from any 12- to 14-volt de supply, 
and can be easily mounted in 
the location of your choice by 
means of the screws or pres
sure sensitive tape provided. A 
standard two-prong c lip and a 
five-foot (1.5m) cord for connec
tion to the vehicle's electrical 
system are included. Current 
drain is only 20 milliamperes, so 
you needn't fear depletion of 
your battery, even if it's left per
manently connected to the elec
tri cal system. Suggested retai l 
price is $6.95, and furth er details 
may be obtained by writ ing A & S 
Electronics, Box 473, Belton, 
Missouri 64012. 

Two-Meter 
Synthesized 
Transceiver 

The American Communica
tions Corporation, AMCOMM , 
has designed and developed a 
highly sophisticated, synthesiz
ed 2-meter mobi le transceiver. 
The AMCOMM S 2 25 features 
800 frequenc ies in 5-kHz steps, 
four repeater spl its - selec
table from the front panel, fully 
mu lt iplexed LED digital readout, 
and rf outpu t power continu
ously variable from 2 to 25 watts. 

All S 2 25 ci rcuitry is con
structed on Type G-10 fiberglass 
prin ted c ircui t board material, 
and these extremely stable 
boards are mounted on machin
ed standoffs mechanically 
pressed into place. The entire 
mechanical chassis is iridited 
aluminum (including the cover) 
y ielding max imum strength, 
high resistance to vibration and 
corrosion, and minimal weight. 
American technology and crafts-



manship are much in evidence 
throughout the S 2 25. 

The receiver module in
corporates an 8-pole crystal 
filter with a 2-pole crystal 
discriminator operating at a 21.4 
MHz intermediate frequency. 
Dual-gate mosfets are employed 
in the receiver front end, 
resulting in a design which 
exhibits vastly enhanced sensi
tivity. The S 2 25 also features a 
large, easy-to-read , six digit, 
seven-segment LED frequency 
display, LEDs which indicate 
transmit and synthesizer lock, 
and a dual-function signal/power 
meter. Meter illumination and 
LED intensity is variable by a 
dimmer control on the front 
panel. 

AMCOMM also offers an op
tional plug-in Touch-Tone en
coder at $49.95. The S 2 25 sells 
for $499.95. For more infor
mation and specifications write 
to AMCOMM, 730 West McNab 
Road, Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
33309, or use ad check on 
page 86. 

New Heathkit Catalog 
The Heath Company has just 

announced its new, 96-page 
catalog describing nearly 400 
kits that will suit almost any in
terest. Product categories in
clude Amateur Radio, Hi-Fi 
Components, Color TV, Test In
struments, Digital Clocks and 
Weather Instruments, Radio 
Control Equipment, Marine, Air
craft, and Auto Accessories, and 
much more. 

New products introduced for 
the first ftime in the new catalog 
include a three-way bookshelf 
speaker system, a battery 
monitor device for radio-control 
modelers, and a complete selec
tion of fully-assembled, name 
brand, 40-channel , Citizens' 
Band radios. Also shown are 
Heath's convenient two-way 
freezer alarm and a mount
anywhere touch-control light 
switch. 

For additional information 
and a free copy of the new 
catalog, write to Heath Com
pany, Benton Harbor, Michigan 
49022. 

How You 
Can Convert 
Your Rohn 

25G Tower to a 
FOLD-OVER 

CHANGE, ADJUST OR JUST 
PLAIN WORK ON YOUR 
ANTENNA AND NEVER LEAVE 
THE GROUND. 

If yo u have a Rohn 25G 
Tower, you can convert it to 
a Fold-over by simply using 
a convers ion kit . Or, buy an 
inexpensive standard Rohn 
25G tower now and convert 
to a Fold-over later. 

Rohn Fold-overs allow you to 
work completely on the 
ground when installing or 
serv icing antennas or rotors. 
This eliminates the fear of 
climbing and working at 
heights. Use the tower that 
reduces the need to climb. 
When you need to "get at" 
your antenna . .. just turn 
the handle and there it is. 
Rohn Fold-overs offer un
beatable utility. 

Yes! You can convert to a 
Fold-over. Check with your 
distributor fo r a kit now and 
keep your feet on the ground. 

AT ROHN YOU GET THE BEST 

6 Unarco-Rohn 
Q.v.sion o~ Unarco lrciustr1es Inc 
P.O Box 2000. Pc.--ona. Illinois 61 601 
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The 1978 Atlanta RamFestival 
and 

Georgia State ARRL Convention 
June 3·4, 1978 

Downtown Atlanta Marriott Hotel 

• GIANT covered Fleamarket/Swapshop! • 140 Major Exhibits! 
• More than 50 Forums/Meetings! • Special MICROPROCESSOR Section! 
• FCC Exams! • Programs for Ladies & Children! 
• Parking for thousands of cars! • Activities Galore! 

Registration: $3 per person IN ADVANCE, $4 at the door 
Ladles & Children FREE! 

If you do not receive a Preregistration Packet by May 1st, write: 

Atlanta Hamfestival 1978 
100 Woodlawn Drive 

Marietta, Georgia 30067 
or call Area 404/971-HAMS anytime day or night (PLEASE DO NOT CALL BEFORE MAY 1st) 

Hotel Rate: $26 per day single OR double! 

Write for Hotel Reservations to: 
Marriott Hotel • Courtland at International Blvd. • Atlanta, GA 30303 

or phone: Area 404/659-6500 and hurry, hurry, hurry! 

THE BEST HAMFEST IN THE WORLD! 

z \ot "\ 1¢Gia111 
53\e 8a/e 

unbelievable 
discounts up to 
50°/o and more! 
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Along with Ham Radio's Communications 

Bookstore's more than 200 regular titles, all of 

our friends who visit the HRCB book booth at 
the Dayton Hamvention will have the chance to 

buy hundreds of books from our damaged, 

irregular, or discontinued inventory - all at a 
super savings! 

All the same great reading - but for just 

a mere fraction of the regular cost. 

In Dayton, stop by and see us first. These 
books won't last long at these low, low 

prices. 

And while you're there shake hands with 

the editors of HAM RADIO Magazine and 

Ham Radio HORIZONS! 

See you in Dayton! 

More details? Ad Check page 86. 



New! 
Please don't squeeze the 
Feather Touch. 

only 
$69.95 

Kantronics Feather Touch keyer 

Why keep wrestling with the mechanics in your electronic 
keyer? 

The Kantronics Feather Touch keyer has moved the 
"state-of-the-art" in electronic keying years ahead! By engineering 
a truly electronic, electronic keyer, we' ve eliminated the 
most cumbersome part of sending Morse code: the 
adjusting and readjusting of mechanical connections. 

The Feathe r Touch responds to your lightest touch, freeing 
you from slapping, sloshing or squeezing. Order your Feather 
Touch now, or write for information and a list of authorized 
dealers. 

At Kantronlcs, we think sending Morse code should 
be an art, not an effort. 

IK'KANTRONICS 
The Lightweight Champs. 

Lawrence Kansas 66044 Te lephone 91 3 8 42 7745 

More details? Ad Check page 86. May 1978 m 71 



\iii! 502-886-4534 1lilr 

* 

YAESU 
\j 

YAESU -TEN-TEC -TEMPO - DENTRON 
• WE HAVE FULL SERVICE 

ON WARRANlY AND NON
WARRANlY RADIOS. 

• ALL NEW DIGITAL MODELS 
ARE NOW IN STOCK. 

• CALL US SOON FOR 
PERSONAL SERVICE. 

TEN-TEC 
544 DIGITAL 

TRENTON, KY. 42286 

COHOON 
AMATEUR SUPPLY 

o"r little bo~es 
replaee a tot or eabte ! 

• select any of f ive antennas at the 
turn of a knob, w ith jus t one 
feed line and a con t ro l cable to 
the remote sw i tchi ng un it• 

• sa ves coax, simpl ifie s sta tio n layout• 

• hand les .ti kw p.e. p. • 

• o ther models l o nine pos itions• 

• ful I one - yea r warran ty • 
m o d e l sw -5 heavy du ty -

REMOTE CONTROLLED ANTENNA SWITCH - $135QQ plus $ 3 shipp ing • -=-
• o rd e r direct o r wr ite fo r brochure • '---- -- -

MART 515 - 2 9 2 - 7 114 

box 10 10, i. s. u. sta t ion, a m es, iowo 50010 

... at last . .. 
your shack organized! 

A beautiful piece of furniture - your XYL will love it! 

$13995 S-F RADIO DESK 
Deluxe- Ready to Assemble 
Designed with angled rear shelf for your 
viewing comfort and ease of operation . 

FINISHES: Walnut or Teak Stain. 
Also available in Unfinished Birch, $124.95. 

Additional Information on Request. 

Checks. Money Orders, BankAmericard 
and Masler Charge Accepted. 

F.O.B. Culver City. (In Calif. Add 6% Sales Tax) 
. -
S-F AMATEUR RADIO SERVICES 

4384 KEYSTONE AVENUE • CULVER C ITY, CALIF. 90230 - PHON E (213) 837·4870 * 

PROUD OF YOUR CALL? .. 
WORRIED ABOUT THEFT? 
Id entify you r FM transceiver with 
automat ic code on each trans-

mission . ~ \l-
~O p.,.\..\..~ 
~s~ 

'(.. '-l t.: 

SIZE: 1 3/4" X 2 1/4" X 5/16" 
Installat ion: Only TH REE wires 

WA RRAN T Y 
Retu rnable for fu ll refund wi th in 
ten dc1y trial period . On e year· for 
repair o r replacement. 

PRI CE $39.95 Ppd 
+$ 2.40 for CA address 

Your call sign programmed at 
factory, p I ease be su re to s ta tc cal I 
sign when ordering. 

AU TOCO DE 
81 16 Glider Ave, Dept H 
Los Angeles, Ca. 90045 

(213) 645-1892 

"NORTH 
AMERICA'S 
SHORTWAVE 
MAIL ORDER 
PLACE" 

One-Stop 
Armchai r Shopping 
For All SWL Needs 

* Receivers - Drake, Yaesu - special 
mods for better performance *Frequency 

Readouts * Receiving Antennas * Antenna 
Tuners *Frequency Calibrators *Log Books 

*FM or TV Guides * OSL Albums *AM Pattern 
Maps *ITU Publications *OSL Address Books 

*Confidential Frequency List *Clocks *All SWL Books 

The New 1978 
32nd Edition 
WORLD RADIO TV 
HANDBOOK 
Is Ready! 
Listen to the world with this 
;omprehensive directory of 
stations at your side. Best 
there is! Only $11.95 ppd. 

FREE SWL MINI-CATALOG 
G ILFER SHO RTWAVE 
Dept HRH-5 , Box 239, Park Ridge, NJ 07656 



The "ULTIMATE" in CW Reception! 

ACTUAL SIZE 
3'/ , " WIDE 

2 J/ 8"HIGH 
4 3/ 8" DEEP 

COPY ONE® 

$89.95 
[Introductory Offer] 

COPY ONE IS NOT A FILTER! This station accessory is a must for the discriminating 
amateur who operates CW, whether he is an avid CW op or one who engages in CW 
for profficiency. The CW signal is processed (not filtered) in a manner which allows 
true ULTIMATE STATION REJECTION, a mode which has been previously 
unava ilable. The circuitry* is totally unique (patent pending),a must for emergency 
CW operation s. If you haven't had the opportunity to operate a COPY ONE, ORDER 
YOURS TODAY! 

COPY ONE CW PROCESSOR SPECIFICATIONS & FEATURES: 
•ultimate station rejection (al most unbeli evable but true !) 
•Pitch & vo lume inde pendent of receiver o r transceiver) 
•Full quieting (i. e ., no backgro und noise) witho ut squelch 
•COPY ONE is not a filter, there is absolutely no ringing or 

•Discriminates signals in 80 to 100 cycle increments 
•Full break-in CW ope ration 
•Include s 115 volt AC power supply o r may be 

batte ry ope rated 
backgrou nd noise •Built iri code pract ice o sci llator 

•Plugs into transceiver o r receiver/ transmitter co mbo 
w ithout modificat ion 

•LED lock- up controls fron t panel mounted 

ORDER YOURS TODAY ! 
send $89.95 by check 
or money order to: 

COPY ONE® 

3135 North Cole Road Boise, Idaho 83704 [208] 377-1562 

• COPY ONE is a registered 
trademark - all design, research 
and development. patent righ ts 
and trademarks were developed 
by and tor the laboratories of 
logitronics, 3135 N. Cole Rd., 
Boi•e. Idaho. 83704 

SITIING PRffiY 
ON YOUR BIRDS 

FACTORY-SEALED CARTONS 
OF COURSE 

HERE'S A REAL BREAK! 

6j~ 
ALL ITEMS AND ELEMENTS 

ORDINARILY IN STOCK 
Prepaid Shipment in Continental USA Only 

FROM 

MADISON 
ELECTRONICS SUPPLY, INC. 

I ~08 M c KINNEY HOUSTON, TEXA S 77002 
7 131058 0268 No tes 71 3/497 5683 

More detai ls? Ad Check page 86. 

DX-ARRAYS 20 ELEMENTS 
List 

OX-120 144 MHz $42.95 

OSCAR ANTENNAS 
Al44-10T 145 MHz 10 El. Twist $34.95 
A432·20T 430-436 MHz 20 El. Twist $49.95 
Al4T-MB Twist Boom & Bracket $15.95 

Total List Price $108.85 
OUR PRICE $94.95 

RINGO RANGER for FM 
ARX 2 135-170 MHz YOUR CHOICE Move those 220 and 430 MHz signals 
ARX 220 220·225 MHz Det•~ed0.10nO USA in and o ut with the quality you deserve. 
ARX 450 435-450 MHz ··~· A C h f f G R Reg. Ust $32.95 us era t antenna rom . . 

Whitehouse & Co. 
Make 2 Meters all the fun you had hoped $2 for . .. put more signal into the o ther guy's A220· 7 220·225 MHz 7 El. · · · · · 1.95 A220-ll 220-225 MHz 11 El .. .. .. $27.95 
receiver with a new Cushcraft 2 meter A220-20 220-225 MHz22 El ..... . $74.95 
antenna. AFM-240 220-225 MHz Four Pole .. $57.95 
Al47-4 146-148 MHz 4 El. Yagi ... . $19.95 AFM-440 440.450 MHz Four Pole . . $54.95 
Al47-ll 146-148MHz 11 El. Yagi .... $29.95 A432-20T 430-436 MHz 20 El. ..... $49.95 
Al47-22 146-148 MHz 22 El. Yagi ... · $84.95 CUS HCRAFT HF ANTENNAS 
AFM-40 144-148 MHz Four Pole 

(9dBover ~ wave dipole) .... $59.95 ATB-34 Tri-band 4 El ........... $224.95 
Al44-10T 145 MHz 10 El. Twist .. $34.95 Al4·3 14 MHz 3 El Monoband .. $125.95 
Al44-20T 145 MHz 20 El. Twist .. $54.95 A21-4 21 MHz 4 El Monoband .. $107.95 
Al47-20T 146 & 147 MHz 20 E. Twist . $54.95 A28-4 28 MHz 4 El Monoband .. $ 71.95 

~ ' ' Prices subject to change without notice.SEND FOR 

G.R.W ~!Ig~2.Ym~§. ~H~~1 witf~!~~~mp 
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AMATEUR PRODUCTS GALORE! 
YAESU 
FT-3010 all solid-state .transceiver; 160-10 
meters; AM, CW, SSB, FS K; 200 watts 
PEP input on SSB, ?00 watts DC input on 
CW, and 50 watts DC input on AM or FSK; 
features 100-Hz frequency stability, 6-
digit LEO frequency display; tailored audio 
response, 0.25 µ sensitivity, variable se
lectivity from 0.6 to 12 kHz, requires only 
13.5-volts DC power source; matching AC 
supply and speaker available.• 

-
FT-3010 TRANSCEIVER 

ALL SOLID STATE 

Famous YAESU quality, reliability, and 
versatility, and now all solid stat e! 

Conserves energy too. 

"We will include FREE AC power supply wilh every 
purchase of a new FT-3010. You can't beat this 
offer / so order now. 

KENWOOD 

+:-:.:-.-::-:-.,. " - --- . -
-~~ 

OG ~. ; - - - .... ~ 
TS-520S 

160-lOM TRANSCEIVER 

Ask around about Kenwood's TS-520. It's 
i n constant use around the globe and has 
a record of reliability th at is unive rsally 
admired. USB, LSB. CW, operates AC, 
WWV receiver, RIT, VOX and noise blanker 
are some features that make the TS-520 
a very welcome companion in your shack. 

Also, come in and ask about the NEW 
Kenwood TS-820 that has al l of the great 
features found in the TS- 520 plus so 
many truly unique operating advantages 
that it is the Pacesetter of the industry. 

KENWOOD 
TR-7400A two-meter FM transceiver cov
ers 144-148 MHz in 5-kHz steps, select
able simplex and 600-kHz offset; PLL cir
cuitry with unlock protection; LEO digital 
frequency display; CTCS encode-decode, 
plus tone-burst; MOSFET with helical res
onators, plus 2-pole 10.7-kHz crystal IF 
filter for superior sensitivity and selec
tivity, and much more. Write today for 
details and price. 

Call or visit with us today for assistance in selecting the Amateur product that is the most likely to 
meet your operating requirements. 

New! 

RSE HAM SHACK 
1207 W. 14 MILE, CLAWSON, MICHIGAN 48017 

313-435-5660 

Better than a pet rock! 

only 

Kantronics Freedom VFO 
$69.95 

With almost 350,000 licensed amateurs on the air, 
variable frequency operation isn't a luxury, it's a 
necessity. 

If you've tried to operate a rock-bound transmitter on the HF 
bands today, you know there must be a better way. There is. 

The Kantronics Freedom VFO will drive the high 
impedance oscillator tubes of transmitters like the HW-16. 
DX-60. DX-35 and other "oldie-but-goodies." 

The Freedom VFO sets you free to roam from 3.650 to 
3.750 MHz and 7.000 to 7.200 MHz. 

Give your pet rocks to a trusted friend and order a 
Freedom VFO today. Or wri te us for information and a list 
of authorized Kantronics dealers. 

lllKANTRONICS 
Fl1t'l.1ql111t•, •1'.1lr1Clu1n1p s 

1207 E<t~t 7)rd S 1 
l1 •l1•11r•0ni· 9\3 84 2 7745 
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Upgrade Your Ticket 
with Ameco Code 

and Theory Courses 
AMATEUR THEORY COURSE. A complete , simpli· 
l ied home study course. Contains 15 lessons (from 
basic DC through transmission and reception) plus 
study guides and over 400 FCC·type questions and 
answers (similar to actual FCC tests). Prepares 1or 
Novice, General and Technician licenses. No previous 
background required. 
#102-01 , 320 pages .... , .. . .. . ... $4.95 
GENERAL CLASS LICENSE GUIDE. Contains easy· 
to-understand answers 1or FCC study questions, plus 
sample FCC·type exam for Novice and Techn ician 
preparation. 
#12-01 , 64 pages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1 .50 
SENIOR CODE COURSE. For beginners. From start 
to 18 WPM. Prepares for Novice, Technician and Gen· 
eral class code exams. Contains sample FCC-type ex· 
ams and 32-page instruction booklet 
#101·33. two 12" LP records . ...... . $7.50 
#101-T, two cassette tapes .... ... .. . $8.95 
ADVANCED CODE COURSE. Similar to above ex· 
cept that it is 1rom 8 to 18 WPM for General class 
preparation, 
#103-33, one 12" LP record .. .... . . . $3.95 
#103-T, one cassette tape ... .... ... $4.95 
GENERAL CLASS SUPPLEMENTARY CODE 
COURSE. Concentrated code practice from 12 to 15 
WPM. Sample FCC tesls are given. Serves as addition· 
al code study for General Class code exam. 
#105-33, one 12" LP record .. . .. .... $3.95 

AMECO PUBLISHING CORP. 
275H Hillside Avenue 

Williston Park, N. Y. 11596 

More details? Ad Check page 86. 



FOR THE HAM 
A BELT BUCKLE 

'-__ ·;~<>RI 
-·~ . ' 

: ' .:/~L~~i'.:~~ : .. 

Fram The CO LORADO SIL VER CO 

Cast In SOLID BRONZE 

ENGRAVED WITH CARE 

This fine personalized belt buckle 
can be yours for only $1 2. 50, plus 
Sl.00 for postage and handling. 

r 

APPROX/MA TE SIZE 
OF BUCKLE 2 '1• " x 3 '1• " 

COLORADO SILVER CO 

P. O. BOX 1155 
ASPEN, COLO. 81611 

• COLO. RES. I NCLUDE 3% SALES TAX 

ENERGY 
CRISIS 

SOLVED! 
Personal energy crisis? Get prec ious 
RF on DX target w ith ·world Record 

Breaking antenna that won W6TYP the 
QR P ARC 1.000 .00 0 m iles/watt award. 

THE J OYSTI CK VFA 
(Variable freq. ant) gives low angle. 

omnidirectional, harmonic free rad iat ion 
on all bands 160 thru 10 (- MARS and 

receive on all BC & SW). 
1 OOO's of glowing reports in our fi les of 
the VFA in use, often in poor QTH and/or 

under GRP .. contests. etc. 

SYSTEM 'A' $75.00 
2 50W P.E.P. &/or Receiving Only 

SYSTEM 'J' $99.00 
500WP.E. P. &/or lmprovedQ Factor Receive 
Air Mail cost included. (Each system 
3 sect ions easily assembled to make 

unit 7' 6" long. Matching ATU). Not only 
wil l you save space but you wi ll save 

$$$ at present low exch . rate and by 
buying direct UK manuf. Rush your 

o rder - Mastercharge o r check, or 
ask for brochure. 

PARTRIDGE (HH) 
ELECTRONICS LTD. 

Broadstairs. Kent. England 
Tel. Thanet 6253 5 

~G3CED G3VFA 

More details? Ad Check page 86. 

EOPLE WHO KNOW QUALITY 
AND NEED RELIABILITY 
(Military, Industry, RCC's) Demand 

Pipo Communications For Trouble Free 
f-,!•uch .rone Encoders '·' •

1 

See You 
At 

DAYTON 

Bllllll 
llBllll 
111111• 
1!1111!111 

T 
"' tO 
<'i 

l 
PP-2 

WANT TO KNOW WHY? 
Send for Descriptive Brochure and Complete Dealers List 

P.O. Box 3435, Dept. 81, Hollywood, CA 90028 ....... 

CHA~! .. . !EAMS 
Got ham beam? s .,rd t1!., ofte rin~czampio l:li'~ormance at 

d 
' ., d 

mo est prices. "·~. U' -~ 
Adjusta6fe to any frequen~ m band, at lowes WR', _these 

bea;ns~e built stro ng to r~js~dver; e_ weather 1t ions. ~ach bea 
is full size fo r fu ll size,.perf6rmance,..tiot..mi · l:i s or trapped . ms. 
Incl udes boom,k,ha?dware, and 1g~ ~ ... . Requi~ or 72 ohm 
coaxial feedline. 7/8' '. and 1;.~1afi )nium a ll~erffSfor maximum 
strength and low windJaading. !y--- . .. 
12 EL 2M Beam $5G.95 !11 3 EL 10M Beam $45.95 
4 EL GM Beam $45.95 . 4 EL 10M Bea m $49.95 
5 EL GM Beam $49.95 1· 1 3 EL 15M Beam $54.95 
GEL GM Beam $54.95 l 4 EL 15M Beam $59.95 

FR EIGHT PREPAID on 2, 6, a d l OM beams shi pped to the 48! 
11 

1-GOTHAM~INC~---------------, 
J 205 1 N.W. 2nd Ave .. M1am1, Fl 33 127 "Getting out fo r 30 yea rs" r 
I a P•Nw "'"d 11M 1o1io..,.no: I 
1 

Q u.ar11 11y D•ncrip11ui• Amo;,in 1 

1 
I 

t Fl01ida 1es111tntsadd 4 % i.alr' talll l 

1 Send Mlf • ddt• ued , i.Um ped enY•ki PI to' liter11ure. 

I NAM E I 
I ~~ I 
I CIT Y STATE ZIP I 

Ho w 10 Ofder: R e mo• l o ta l amo\tnl ""'' " Ol'dl• , Wt !II-up 1. 6 , ;ind IOM be• ms p1e~1d 10 11<1e 48,0lt'tU hum\ sent I I l re191'1 cot1ec1 cheapen Willy , dUI' 10 ' in o l Dft lc.l;ie. Check vo u1 local Huck 1,,...~ ! Of t 111m11'd t1e1i;ih 1 1.ii1es. 

F0t f• tl COO sarvice on ,.11 ~ .. paid an ltnntt, o ll 13051 573 -2080. I 
1-------------------------~~ 
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LOCATOR 
TO HELP YOU FIND YOUR LOCAL AMATEUR RADIO DEALER 

Alabama 
LONG'S ELECTRONICS 
2808 7TH AVENUE SOUTH 
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35202 
800-633 -3410 
Call Us Toll-Free 
To Place Your Order. 

Arizona 
POWER COMMUNICATIONS 
6012 N. 27 AVENUE 
PHOENIX, AZ 85017 
602-242-6030 
Arizona's #1 "Ham" Store, 
Kenwood, Drake, lcom & more. 

California 
C & A ELECTRONIC ENTERPRISES 
2529 EAST CARSON STREET 
P. 0 . BOX 5232 
CARSON, CA 90745 
213-834-5868 
Not the biggest, but the best -
since 1962. 

TOWER ELECTRONICS CORP. 
24001 ALICIA PARKWAY 
MISSION VIEJO, CA 92675 
714-768-8900 
Authorized Yaesu Sales & Service. 
Mail Orders A Specialty. 

Connecticut 
ARCOMM ELECTRONICS 
2865 MAIN STREET 
BRIDGEPORT, CT 06606 
203-335-9850 
Featuring Ten·Tec and DenTron. 

AUDIOTRONICS, INC. 
18 ISAAC STREET 
NORWALK, CT 06850 
203-838-4877 
The northeast's fastest growing ham 
department. Dedicated to service. 
Kenwood dealer. 

Delaware 
AMATEUR AND ADVANCED 

COMMUNICATIONS 
3208 CONCORD PIKE (RT. 202) 
WILMINGTON , DE 19803 
302-478-2757 
Delaware's Fastest Growing 
Ham Dealer. 

76 m May1978 

Maryland 

THE COMM CENTER, INC. 
LAUREL PLAZA · RTE. 198 
LAUREL, MD 20810 
301-792-0600 
Drake, Hy-Gain, Mosley, Tempo, 
Ten-Tee, Wilson. 

Massachusetts 

TUFTS ELECTRONICS 
209 MYSTIC AVENUE 
MEDFORD, MA 02155 
617-395·8280 
New England's Friendliest 
Ham Store. 

Michigan 

RSE HAM SHACK 
1207 W. 14 MILE 
CLAWSON, Ml 48017 
313-435-5660 
Complete Amateur Supplies. 

Minnesota 

PAL ELECTRONICS INC. 
3452 FREMONT AVE. NO. 
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55412 
612-521-4662 
The Midwest's fastest growing 
ham dealer. 

Nebraska 

COMMUNICATIONS CENTER, INC. 
443 N. 48 STREET 
LINCOLN , NE 68503 
402-466-8402 
Call Toll Free for Low 
Prices! 800-228-4097 

New Hampshire 

EVANS RADIO, INC. 
BOX 893, RT. 3A BOW JUNCTION 
CONCORD, NH 03301 
603-224-9961 
lcom, DenTron & Yaesu dealer. 
We service what we sell. 

New Jersey 

ATKINSON & SMITH, INC. 
17 LEWIS STR EET 
EATONTOWN, NJ 07724 
201-542-2447 
Ham supplies si nce "55". 

RADIOS UNLIMITED 
1760 EASTON AVENUE 
SOMERSET, NJ 08873 
201-469-4599 
New Jersey's newest, complete, 
Amateur Radio center. 

New York 

ADIRONDACK RADIO SUPPLY, INC. 
185 WEST MAI N STREET 
AMSTERDAM, NY 12010 
518·842-8350 
Yaesu and Kenwood dealer 
for the Northeast. 

HAM-BONE RADIO 
(Div. Stereo Repair Shop) 

3206 ERIE BOULEVARD, EAST 
SYRACUSE, NY 13214 
315-446-2266 
We Deal, We Trade, 
We Discount, We Please! 

HARRISON RADIO CORP. 
20 SMITH STREET 
FARMINGDALE, NY 11735 
516-293-7990 
"Ham Headquarters USA®" 
since 1925. 
Call toll free 800-645-9187. 

RADIO WORLD 
ONEIDA COUNTY AIRPORT 
TERMINAL BLDG. 
ORISKANY, NY 13424 
315-337-2622 
New & Used Ham Equ ipment. See 
Warren K21XL or Bob WA2MSH. 

Ohio 

AMATEUR RADIO 
SALES & SERVICE INC. 

2187 E. LIVINGSTON AVE. 
COLUMBUS, OH 43209 
614-236-1625 
Antennas fo r all services. 



I:~~: 'LOCATOR 
Continued 

Florida 
LAFAYETIE RADIO ELECTRONICS 

(Assoc. Store) 
1811 N. HIGHWAY 17-92 
MAITLAND, FL 32751 
305-831·2271 
The Electronics Em porium 

RAY'S AMATEUR RADIO 
1590 US HWY. 90 SOUTH 
CLEARWATER, FL 33516 
813-535-1416 
West Coast's only dealer: Drake, 
ICOM, Cushcraft , Hustler. 

Illinois 
ERICKSON COMMUNICATIONS, INC. 
5935 NORTH MILWAUKEE AVE. 
CHICAGO, IL 60646 
312·631·5181 
Hours 9:30·9 Mon & Th. 9:30·5 Tu, 
Wed, Fr i'. 9·3 Sat. 

SPECTRONICS, INC. 
1009 GARFIELD STREET 
OAK PARK, IL 60304 
312-848-6777 
Ch icagoland's Amateu r Radio 
leader. 

Indiana 
HOOSIER ELECTRONICS, INC. 
P. 0. BOX 2001 
(43B Meadows Shopping Center) 
TERRE HAUTE, IN 47802 
812·238·1456 
Communications Headquarters 
of t he U.S.A. 

Iowa 
BOB SMITH ELECTRONICS 
RFD # 3, HIGHWAY 169 & 7 
FORT DODGE, IA 50501 
515·576·3886 
For an EZ Deal on New 
or Used Equipment. 

Kansas 
ASSOCIATED RADIO 
8012 CONSER, P. 0. B. 4327 
OVERLAN D PARK, KS 66204 
913-381-5901 
Amateur Radio' s top dealer. 
Buy - Sell - Trade. 

UNIVERSAL AMATEUR RADIO 
1280 AIDA DR IVE 
REY NOLDSBURG (Columbus) 
OH 43068 
614-866-HAMS 
Drake, Yaesu, Ten-Tee, KDK, Wi lson. 
All Li nes In St ock. 

Pennsylvania 

ARTCO ELECTRONICS 
302 WYOM ING AVEN UE 
KINGSTON, PA 18704 
717 ·288·8585 
The largest variety of semiconduc· 
tors in Northeastern Pennsylvania 

ELECTRONIC EXCHANGE 
136 N. MAIN STREET 
SOUDERTON, PA 18964 
215-723·1200 
Personal attention to Newcomer 
and Oldtimer. 

HAMTRONICS, DIV. OF 
TREVOSE ELECT. 

4033 BROWNSVILLE RD. 
TREVOSE, PA 19047 
215-357-1400 
Same Location fo r 25 years. 

Texas 

HARDIN ELECTRONICS 
5635 EAST ROSEDALE 
FORT WORTH, TX 76112 
817-461-9761 
You Bet Fort Worth 
Has A Ham Store! 

P~
~~1t.~~,1 
~HORIZONS Wtzr 
~~~. 

(TOLL FREE) 

800-258-5353 

NOVICES! 
ALDA 

IS FOR YOU 

features: 
• All Solid State 
• Broadband - No Tuning 
• 250 W. CW Input 
• Covers 80·40·20 
• 250 W. for SSS when you upgrade 
• Semi Break-in CW 
• CW Monitor 
• and more . 

CALL OR WRITE FOR CA TALOG 
SPECIA L QUOTE 

HAMS SERVING HAMS SINCE 1939 
Headquarters for all your needs 

ELECTRONIC 
DISTRIBUTORS, INC. 

1960 PECK STREET 
MUSKEGON, MICHIGAN 49441 

TELEPHONE (616) 726-3196 
TELEX 22·8411 

Oak Hill Academy 
Amateur Radio Session 

19th Year- July 29 thru August 11 , 1978 
We h ave moved our location just 15 miles 
from our previous s ite to the Oak H ill Acad 
emy, Mouth of \ Vilson, Virginia. 
Our accommodations are n ow the fi nest one 
cou ld hnpe for, suites in a beautiful Dorm 
w ith hath for ench four students. Lovely spa· 
d ous lobby and fine recreation room in th e 
lower level of the dorm. 
Oak H ill Academy in the Ap palachian Moun · 
tains of Virginia offe rs an in tensive two week 
Rad io Session in code and theory starting a t 
your level. 
Expert instructors, some of whom have b een 
on the sta ff for the past 18 yea rs are the 
same. Only th e location has been ch an)(e<l. 
Close associa tion w ith fe llow amateurs offers 
an .opportuni ty for Saturation Leaming that 
has been very successfu l since its conception. 
Novices upgrade to Ceneral , T echs to General 
& Advanced, and Advanced become Extras. 
Coif privileges, canoeing on the New River & 
many other recreat ion activit ies a re offered. 
Mnkc your vacation n "Vacation with a Pur
pose" and upgrade your license a t a b eautiful 
sch ool in the cool mountains of Virginin. 
Formerly Glade Vallcv School Radio Session 
----------------------------- ------ ' C. l. PETERS, K40NJ, Director 1 

Oak Hill Academ y Amateur Radio Session : 
Mouth of W i lson, V i rgin ia 24363 1 

Nam e _____ ___ _ Call __ _ 

Address _ _ __________ _ 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

: Cit y/State/ Zip : 

~ ----------------------------------- ~ 
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~ L. ELECTRONIC DEPT. STORE 
~"' J,n LAFAYETTE RADIO ELECTRONICS ASSOCIATE STORE 

COMPLETE QUALITY ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 
ELECTRONICS, INC. WRITE FOR SPECIAL QUOTE 

1315 BLUFF CITY HWY. KY . 

BRISTOL, TN . 
37620 

YAESU 
FT 227-R 
$319.00 
Retail 

N.C. 

CALL 808 BROWN 
WA4HAA 

FOR YOUR 
SPECIAL PRICE 

VISIT OUR BOOTH JUNE 3-4 ATLANTA, AL. HAMFEST 
JUNE 3-4 MANASSAS, VA. HAMFEST 

615· 764-0831 
615·968·5343 

ALL 5 BAND OPERATION • ONLY ONE 
NEAT S MALL ANTENNA. FOR CONGESTED 
HOUSING AND APARTMENT DWELLERS! 
LIGHT, NEAT - ALMOST INVISIBLE! 

FOR ALL MAKES AMATEUR HF TRANS
MITTERS - TRANSRECEIVERS - GUARAN· 
TEED FOR 2,000 WATTS PEP. POWER. 
FOR NOVICE AND ALL CLASS AMATEURS! 

COMPLETE Ready to put up with 30 ft . Dacron end support cords! Wt. 3 lbs., 1"X5" MOLDED 
RESONANT TRAPS - just sw itch your transmitter to desired band for EXCELLENT PERFORMANCE! 
NO TUNERS OR BALUNS NEEDEDI CAN BE USED IN ATTICS, TOPS OF BUILDINGS . INVERTED 
Vs IN MINIMUM SPACE . NO CENTER SUPPORT NEEDED, NO HAYWIRE HOUSE APPEARANCE 
COMPLETELY ASSEMBLED. No tuning - cutting - soldering - measuring - JUST HANG IT, ANO 
USE ITI SWR IS 1.2 AT RESONANCE THOUSANDS IN USE - EASIEST INSTALLATION! 
B0-40-20-15-10 met er bands---102 ft. with 90 ft . R G5BU coax - connector -Model 996BU ..• $49.95 
40·20-15-10 meter bands---54 ft . with 90 ft. RG56U coax - connector - M odel 1001BU . . .. $46.95 
20-15-10 meter bands--· 261t. with 90 ft. RG56 U cou - connector -Model 1007BU . . ... . $47.95 

Send only $5.00 (cash, ck ., mo.) and pay postm1n b1l1nce plus COD postage OR SEND FULL PRICE 
FOR POST PAID DEL. IN USA (Canada Is $5.00 extra) or order by MAIL OR PHONE with Bank
Amerlcord VISA - MASTER C HARGE · OR AM. EXP . Give number and ex. date. Ph 1-306-236-5333 
week days. We ship In 2·3 days. N OTE'. ALL PRICES WILL INCREASE SEPT. V7B FREE 
INFO. AVAILABLE FROM. WESTERN ELECTRONICS Dept. AR-5 Kearney, Nebruka, 66647 

THIS IS IT 

MODEL 443 1 T HRULINE® 

RF DIRECTIONAL WATTMETER 
with VARIABLE RF 

SIGNAL SAMPLER - BUILT IN 

AUTHORIZED ilii\j) DI STRIBUTOR 

IYkbsferl 
associates 

115 BELLARMINE 
ROCHESTER, Ml 48063 

CALL TOLL FREE 
800 - 521 -2333 

IN MICHIGAN 313 - 375 0420 

INSTRUCTOGRAPH 
MORSE CODE 

Since 1924 lnstructograph has 
serviced the world with the most 
complete equipment ever devised 
for learning Continenta l code. You 
have complete control of sending 
& receiving AT ANY SPEED YOU 
DESIRE while machine is run
ning , without changing tapes (not 
cassettes). A complete course tor 
beginners incl. machine, 10 
double sided tapes, key, manual , 
built-in speaker. Nothing else to 
buy. $98.50 plus UPS 12 lb. del. 
chg . Add 6 % S. T. for Calif. del. 
For catalog on 45 advanced tapes 
or complete information write: 
I nstructograph Co .. Box 5032 , 
Dept. 4, Glendale, CA 91201 . 
(213) 246-3902 or 245-2250. 

NOTICE: Closed for vacation 
July 10 to August 10, 1978. 

MORSE CODE 
INSTRUCTOGRAPH 

EEB STOCKS 
c,,ftii\B All Models 

& elements 

MODEL 43 

AUTHORIZED BIRD DISTRIBUTOR 

DEALER I NQUIRIES INVITED. 

I j] IICOMI IN STOCK 

IC-245/SSB 
IC·211 ......... ..... . 
IC-701 

plus others 

$599 
$749 
Write 

Wilson IN STOCK 

WE-800 $459 
MARK II HANDHELD $219 
MARK IV HANDHELD ................. $249 

and much, much more 

All Prepaid & Charge Orders 
Shipped NO CHARGE in U.S. 

Sa les tax 4% to Virginia residents only. 

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT BANK, INC. 
516H Mill St., Vi enna, VA 22180 

Call COLLECT 703-938·3511 

~I Hl : IL1IH 
e I 1 t' ..: I - 111- I " 

Here is an interesting 
general electronics hob· 
by magazine. It's loaded 
with lots of interesting 
simple circuits and 
ideas, not only about 
radio, but in all phases of 
electronics including 
test gear, audio, remote 
control and security 
electronics. 

We are sure that you will 
find a number of worth· 
while projects in this 
British magazine. 

1 Year (12 issues) $12.00 

Radio & Electronics 
Constructor 

Greenville, NH 03048 



UNADILLA 
" W2AU" BALUN 

* UNADILLA ORIGINATED! 

HANG-UP· 
HOOK 

rHE@l1.I L) ),~ELIABLE 
REVCO 

" W2VS" ANTENNA COILS 

pair 

ALUM/ POLY 
CAPACITOR 

I 

MACHINE-GROOVED 
POLY COIL FORM 

* FREQUENCY-MATCHED PAIRS ! 
World Famous Among Hams. 
Armed Forces. Communica· 
lions Industry. Why ? 

• Only 7 oz. and s-· x 1 ¥4' Turns Your Antenna Into A 
Mult i-Band' Professionals 
Demand Reyco' Why? 

• Rugged-Over 300# Pul l 
diameter • Weatherized 

• Reduces TVI 
• Each BALUN 2KW PEP 

tested 
• Improves FI B ratios • Precision Machined 

• Models for 10. 15. 20. 40 
Meters 

• Weat herproof • Frequency-Matched Pairs • Complete Instructions 
• Lightning Arrester • Complete Instructions • Only 6 oz. and sv, x 1 ¥•" 

d iameter 
• M ulti-Band Length/ 

Tuning Data • 600 # Pu ll - No Insu lator 
Needed 

• Antenna Length Table 

AT YOUR HAM DEALER -If not. order direct (Add $1 ) 
Need the name of your nearest dealer. technical help, literature? 
ROGER• 

Call us TOLL-FREE and ask for Hugh Gunnison. WA2ZOT 
NYS : 1·800·962-7965 OTHER STATES: 1-800-448-1666 
TWX: 710-541·0493 CABLE : MICROFILCO 

UNADILLA/ REVCO DIVISION, Microwave Filter Company, Inc., 6743 Kinne Street. East Syracuse. New York 13057 

TEN-TEC 570 Century 21 70w C ransceiver. 
Full coverage on 3.5, 7, 14, 21MHz bands, I MHz 
on 28MHz. Totally solid-state. Instant band change. 
No tune-up. Full Break-in. (Hear between transmit
ted characters) Clean, click free keying. Overload 
protection. Built·in low-pass filters. Offset tuning. 
Selectivity: .5, 1.0 or 2.5KHz. Adjustable sidetone 
level. Bu i lt· i n AC powe r supply. Di m. 
6 l/2"h x 12 l /2"w x 12"d .. ... .... S289.00 
574 Century 2lw/Oigital readout . . ... 399.00 

670 Keyer. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29.00 
276 Calibrator . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29.00 
277 Ant. tuner/SWR bridge ........ 89.00 

·== AMATEUR 
ELECTRONIC SUPPLY® 

4828 West Fond du Lac Avenue 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53216 

Phone (414) 442-4200 
BRANCH STORES: 

28940 Euclid Avenue ; Wickliffe, Ohio 44092 
Phone: (216) 585·7388 

621 Commonwealth Ave.; Orlando, Fla. 32803 
Phone: (305) 894-3238 

Note: Branch Stores are set-up to handle Walk-in 
business or telephone orders only. They do not have 
facilities to respond to written inquiries. 

More details? Ad Check page 86. 

Let Kester Solder aid you in your home repairs or hobbies. For that household 
item that needs repairing - a radio, TV, model train, j ewel ry, appliances, minor 
electrical repai rs, p lumbing, etc. - Save money - repair it yourself. Soldering 
with Kester is a simple, inexpensive way to permanently jo in two metals. 

When you Solder go " First Class" - use Kester Solder. 

For valuable soldering information send sell-addressed stamped envelope to 
Kester for a FREE Copy of " Soldering Simplified". 

rn KESTER SOLDER 
Litton 420 1 W RIGHT WOOD AV ENU E /C H I C A GO, I L L IN OIS 606 3 9 
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" . 

don't~; 'let 
theloW 

price fool 

,·L 
the Tempo ONE is much more 

than just an inexpensive transceiver 
The Tempo ONE is a highly reliable, excellent quality 
HF transceiver . It has proven itself in worldwide use by 
thousands of General and Advanced Class amateurs for 
more than s ix years. And n ow under the new FCC 
regulations t he Te mpo ONE has become the ideal 
rig for the Novice and Technician Class also. Study its 
specifications, t alk to any of the thousands of owners. 
compare the Tempo ONE with other t ransceivers . .. and 
we know you can ' t beat the price. W e' re s ure the 
Tempo ONE will prove itself to be the " value leader" 
for you also . 

Frequency Range: 80 through 10 meters (28. 5-29.0 1 OM. xtal supplied) 
Modes of Operation: SSB upper and lower sideband, CW and AM. 
Solid State VFO: Very stable Colpitts ci rcuit 
Receiver Offset Tuning (Clarifier): Provides =:5 khz variat ion of receiver tuning 
when switched ON. 

Frequency Stability: Less t han 100 cycles after warm-up, 
and less than 100 cycles for plus or m inus 10% line voltage change. 
Input Power: 300 watts PEP, 240 watts CW. 
AF Bandwidth: 300-2700 cps 
Receiver Sensit ivity: 112 µv input SI N lOdB 
AGC: Fast attack slow decay for SSB and CW. 
Selectivity 2.3 khz. ( -6 dB). 4 khz. (-60 dB) 
Image Reject ion: More than 50 dB. 
Audio Output: 1 watt at 10% distortion. 
Audio Output Impedance: 8 ohms and 600 ohm s 
Tubes and Semiconductors: 16 tubes, 15 diodes, 7 transistors 
Antenna Impedance: 50· 75 ohms 
Carrier Suppression: -40 dB or better 
Sideband Suppression: -50 dB at 1000 CPS 
Third Order lntenmodulation Product s: -30 dB (PEP) 

TEM PO "ONE" TRANSCEIVER 
AC/ON E POWER SUPPLY 
DC/1-A POWER SUPPLY 12 volts DC 
TEMPO VF/ONE External VFO 

$399.00 
$99.00 

$1 20.00 
$109.00 

AVAILABLE AT SELECT DEA LERS THROUGHOUT THE U.S. 

HIDf!RldiD 
11 240 W . Olympic Blvd ., Los Angeles, Calif. 90064 213/ 477-6701 
931 N . Eu clid , An aheim, Cal i f. 92801 71 4 / 772-9200 
Butler, Mis so uri 64730 816 / 679-31 27 

80 m May 1978 More detai ls? Ad Check page 86. 



RATES Regular classified is available 
at 50¢ per word. Display classifie.d (1 inch 
deep x 21/4 inches wide) is $50, or at the 12x 
rate is $35. All Ad Scan payable in advance. 
No cash discounts or agency commis
sions allowed. 

HAMFEST'S Sponsored by non-profit 
organizations receive one free regular 
classified ad (subject to our editing). 
Repeat insertions of hamfest ads pay the 
standard rate. 

COPY No special layo ut or arrange
ments available. Material should be 
typewritten o r clearly printed (not all 
cap itals) and must include fu ll name and 
address. We reserve the right to reject 
unsuitable copy. HORIZONS cannot check 
each advertiser and thus cannot be held 
responsible for c laims made. Liability for 
correctness of material limited to cor
rected ad in next available issue. 

DEADLINE 15th of third preceding 
month. 

SEND MATERIAL TO; Ad Scan, 
Ham Radio Horizons, Greenville, N. H. 
03048. 

ENGRAVED NAMETAGS 1V2" x 2V2" - $3.00. 
OTH added $0.50. Door plates, key tags avail
able. Black, blue, red, walnut with white letters. 
Other colors available. Tag-it Co., Box 2062, lndi· 
anapoli s, IN 46206. 

21ST ANNUAL ABC HAMFEST, sponsored by 
the Six Meter Club of Chicago, Sunday, June 11 , 
1978, at Santa Fe Park, Willow Springs, Illinois, 
91st and Wolf Road, Southwest of Chicago. 
Advance registration $1 .50; $2. at gate. Large 
swap row, p icnic grounds, plenty of parking, 
refreshments, AFMARS meeting. Talk in on 
146.94 FM or 37197 WR9ABC (PL2A). Con tact 
K9ZWV, 3420 So. 60th Court, Cicero, IL 60650. 

INDIANA: MIDWEST REPEATER ASSOCIATION 
First Annual Hamfest Sunday May 21, National 
Guard Armory, 2530 173rd St., Hammond , 
Indiana. Doors open 7 AM. Advance tickets 
$2.00, $2.50 at the door. Reserved flea market 
area $1.00 otherwise first come, first served. 
Door prizes, raffles, equipment displays. Talk in 
146.31/91 and 146.52 simplex. Write to M.R.A. 
P.O. Box 342, Griffith, IN 46319. 

THE 4TH ANNUAL NORTHWESTERN PENN· 
SYLVANIA Hamfest , May 6th, Crawford County 
Fairgrounds, Meadville, PA. Gates open at 8:00. 
$2 prize ticket required for admission - $1 to 
display. Children FREE. Hourly door prizes, re
freshments, commercial displays welcome. In
doors if rain. Talk-in 04/64 and 52. Details CARS, 
P.O. Box 653, Meadville, PA 16335. 

TOROIDS 88 or 44 mH. Same day shipment. 5 for 
$3.50 postpaid. Gull Electronics, 12690 Rt. 30, N. 
Huntington, PA 15642. 

23RD ANNUAL WEST COAST VHF CON· 
FERENCE, May 12-14, 1978 at the Stardust 
Hotel , Las Vegas, Nevada. Technical program, 
hospitality room, noise-figure measurements, 
antenna-gain measurements, prizes, entertain
ment. Advance registration fee $4.00 per person; 
make checks payable to: West Coast VHF Con
ference, 510 South Rose Street, Las Vegas, 
Nevada 89106. 

CODE PRACTICE OSCILLATOR! Your gateway 
to the exciting world of ham radio. Complete 
with key, speaker and assembled circuit board. 
All you need is a 9v battery to start developing 
your " fist." By K5YEF. At only $8.99 you can't af
ford to put off ham radio any longer. Send today! 
Harding Electronics, P.O. Box 1627, Plano, TX 
75074. 

WARMINSTER AMATEUR RADIO Club's Fourth 
Annual " HAMMART", Flea Market and Auction 
Sunday, May 14, 9 to 4, at William Tennen t Sen
ior High School, Street Road (Route 132) 2 miles 
East of York Road (Route 263), Warminster, 
Bucks County, Pa. Reg istration $1.00, Tailgating 
$2.00 add it ional. No indoor selling, bring your 
own tables. Talk-in on 146.16-76 and 146.52. For 
further information write Horace Carter, K3KT. 
38 Hickory Lane, Doylestown, PA 18901 or call 
215-345-6816. 

~TRI POLE MULTI-BAND 

Ur'liYernl Ridio Co. Oe?L H3 
l o1 26G4lE1Paso.U7tU6 
T.itp~one j 9 15)592-1910 

All·band 1n1ann1. Gu1r1ntHCI. 
SO !06 Meiers plus 160 ' 5 SWL !arlds 8u1IHn 
balun Z tf.W PEP r.11t1n9 No r~tu mn11 . lap or 
trap ctlanqes 80 101 20 111nverm1- l/o r nori.lonta l 
AvailaDle in k.111orm or assemD!~ 
Kil TSO·K . . SS4.95 c.asn PPO If'! USA 

DIRECTORY OF STATESIDE QSL MANAGERS. 
Computerized cross-reference listing. Updated 
weekly. Most accu rate and comprehensi ve 
source available. $1.00 with 24-cent business
size s.a.s.e. Gary Yarus, WB0MSZ, 921 N. Clay, 
St. Louis, Missouri 63122. 

MARYLAND: FOURTH ANNUAL EASTON ARS 
HAMFEST, May 14th, 10 AM to 4 PM, at Talbot 
County Agricultural Center, 5 miles north of 
Easton, Maryland on Route 50. Talk-in on 52 
simplex o r 146.445/ 147.045 repeate r in 
Cambridge. Some inside and outside tables 
available at $2, also $2 for tailgaters, in addition 
to $2 donation. Write K30NU, Box 781, Easton, 
MD 21601. Telephone (301)882-0943 afters PM. 

WEST COAST BULLETIN edited and transmitted 
by W6ZF, 9 PM PDT (8 PM Psn (0400 UTC) 3450 
kHz, A·1, 22 WPM, FIRST AND THIRD MON· 
DAYS each month. Ten to fifteen items of latest 
current events of interest to Amateurs, with final 
few minutes at 25 WPM to help build code 
speed. 

CODE PRACTICE OSCILLATORS, hand keys, 
electro nics keyers, o ther products. Free 
catalog. Globalman Products, Box 246, El Toro, 
CA 92630. 714-533-4400. 

KENTUCKY HAM·O·RAMA - Sunday, May 28 
(Memorial Day Weekend). 7 minutes south of 
Cincinnati. Erlanger Lions Park, Erlanger, Ken· 
tucky. Donaldson Road exit, 1·75 South. Prizes, 
exh ibi t s, f lea market. NKARC, Box 31, Ft. 
Mitchell, Kentucky 41017. 

" THE CADILLAC" of QSL's! - New! Samples: 
$1.00 (Refundab le) - MAC'S SHACK, Box 
#1171·G, Garland, Texas 75040. 

UPGRADE NOW - to Ham Radio Magazine, the 
technical j ournal fo r all radio amateurs that 
brings you the latest ideas, const ruction pro
ject s, new circuits, and state-of -the-art advances 
in electronic communication. You can't afford to 
miss it at on ly $12 per year. Ham Rad io, Green
vill e, New Hampshire03048. 

A WARD CERTIFICATES 
Award for Public Service or Emergency 
Communications Award. Send 2.00 each, 
event, name and address. FREE Infor
ma t ion. 49'er RADIO CLUB, Box 
1400-HH, Downey, Calif. 90240. 

QSL's with c lass! Unbeatable quality, reason
able price. Samples, 5011:. QSL's Unli mited, Box 
27553H, At lanta, GA 30327. 

MOBILE IGNITION SHIELDING provides more 
range with no noise. Bonding strap sale less 
than 50¢ each. Li terature. Estes Engineering, 
930 Marine Drive, Port Angeles, Wash. 98362. 

ADVANCED MICROCOMPUTER INTERFACING 
AND PROGRAMMING WORKSHOP. On board 
the TSS Carn ivale in the Carribean June 17-24, 
1978. This five-day workshop will be based on a 
hands-on course using the popular 8080 and 
8085 microprocessors. The use of prog ram
mab le inte rface chi ps, data acquisiti o n 
modules, programming techn iques as well as 
fut ure trends will be some of the topi cs covered. 
For more informat ion con tact Dr. Norris Bell, 
V.P.I. and S.U., Conti nu ing Education Center, 
Blacksburg, Virgi nia, 24061 , (703) 951-6208. 

ATTENTION CERTIFICATE HUNTERS. Free in· 
fo rmat ion on beaut iful operati ng awards. SASE 
to HAROAA, P.O. Box 341, Hi nckley, Ohio 
44233. 

SAVE $$$. Build your own: LINEAR AMPLI FI
ERS, 50-100 watt so lid state . FREQU ENCY 
COUNTER, 300 MHz, 7 digit, crystal accuracy, 
portable/mobile, memory! BASE ANTENNA, om
nipolarized! Omnidirectional! VOX-COMPRES· 
SOR ANO MORE! Const ructi on plans $3.00 
each, 3 up/$2.50 each. Specify desired band. 
PANAXIS, Box 5516-AS5, Walnut Creek, CA 
94596. 

ROME HAM FAMILY DAY will be held on June 4, 
1978. For information write Rome Radio Club, 
P.O. Box 721 , Rome, NY 13440. (Dealer inqui ries 
invited). 

VACATIONLAND HAMFEST - Sunday, May 21, 
1978 Sandusky, Ohio. Info write P.O. Box 2037, 
Sandusky, Ohio 44870. 

SOUTH CAROLINA: COLUMBIA HAMFEST 
sponsored by the Carolina Repeater Society, 
May 20th and 21st, at the Jamil Temple Shrine 
on 1-26, one mile west of 1-20. Free on-site park
ing , air-cond it ioned building, flea market, 
dealers, activities, talk-in on 34/94. Combined 
admiss io n/drawing t ickets for $3 advance or 
$3.50 at door. Write or call WA4VOJ, 1520 At lan
ti c Drive, Colu mbia, South Carolina 29210. 
Telephone: (803) 772-7984 or 788- 1308. 

THE WEXAUKEE A.R.A. will hold their 18th 
Annual Swap and Shop on Saturday, May 20th 
from 9:00 AM until 4:00 PM at the National Guard 
Armory, 41 5 Haynes St. , Cadil lac, Mich igan. 
Tickets $2.00. Free parking, lunches available. 
Talk-in on 146-37/97. 
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nothing 
like it • 

Respected worldwide as 
the only complete authority 

for radio amateur 

QSL and QTH information . 

The U. S. Callbook has over 
300,000 W & K list ings. It lists 

ca lls, license classes, names 
and addresses plus the many 

va luable back·up charts and 
references you come to expect 
from the Callbook. 

Specialize in DX? Then you're 

looking for the Foreign Callbook 
with almost 3 00 ,000 calls, 
names and addresses of ama· 

teurs outside of the USA. 

U.S. Callbook $14.95 

Foreign Callbook $13.95 

Order from your favorite electron· 
ics dealer or direct from the pub· 
lisher. All direct orders add $1.50 for 
shipping. Illinois residents add 5% 
Sales Tax. 

RAD IO AMATEUR 116 k 
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Dept. E 925 Sherwood Drive 
Lake Bluff, Ill. 60044 
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DX 
FORECASTER 

Once again, the only 
unchanging aspect of the 
ionosphere is that it changes! 
Spring DX has been better than 
ever, with opportunities on ten 
and fifteen meters that we 
haven' t seen in years. The May 
ionosphere is slowly giving way 
to the summertime conditions 
of high atmospheric noise 
(ORN) from thunderstorm 
activity, and increasing solar 
absorption. Except on rare 
occasions, 80 and 40 meter DX 
will be rather poor, but twenty, 
fifteen and ten will be much, 
much better than last year at 
this time. 

28 MHz will provide many 
openings between the United 
States and Central/South 
America during afternoon and 
early evening hours. Short skip 
will become increasingly active 
out to distances of 750 and 
1500 miles (1200 to 2400 kilo
meters). The chart will show you 
the best times to turn your 
beam, and in which direction, 
to enjoy DX. Don 't be surprised 
to hear both short skip and DX 
signals blending in your 
receiver. 

21 MHz will be open on the 
North-South path during most 
days of this month, and QSOs 
with Latin America will be 
commonplace. The regular path 
between Africa or the Pacific 
and the United States will be 
open frequently, so keep your 
ears open for rare DX, and your 
beams pointed in the direction 
shown by the chart at the 
appointed hours. Short skip out 
to distances of between 600 
and 2400 miles (1000 and 4000 
kilometers) will provide 
excellent, strong, signals that 
may tend to mask the DX 

coming through. As always, 
you may have to dig a bit for 
the weak ones but, in general , 
DX stations will be strong! 

14 MHz will open to DX areas 
shortly after sunrise local time, 
and will stay open to some area 
of the world most of the day 
and on into the evening hours. 
Because of the vastly improved 
solar flux, expect 20 to stay 
open until midnight on some 
days! Short skip distances of 
between 400 and 2400 miles 
will be commonplace (650 and 
4000 kilometers) during the 
afternoon. 

7 MHz and 3.5 MHz can still 
provide an occasional DX tidbit 
worth waiting for, but you're 
going to have to be tolerant of 
static crashes. However, the 
fact that most of the United 
States will be on Daylight 
Saving Time means that the 
time discrepancy between here 
and Europe will be one hour 
less. Therefore, you will find 
DX stations still up and 
working , well before it's time to 
turn in for the night. Keep your 
ears honed between 8PM and 
the " wee" hours, and - if 
you' re an early riser - look for 
Pacific stations at daybreak! 

Propagation special 

Look for unusual ionospheric 
activity between May 3rd and 
May 10th, and again between 
May 21st and 28th. New moon 
is on May 6th. Full moon 
occurs on the 22nd, and peri
gee on the 24th. The Eta 
Aquarid meteor shower will 
take place on May 5th, with a 
peak rate of about 20 per hour, 
and will last for about three 
days, tapering off to about four 
or five per hour. HRH 
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.. lVITB A SWAN CREDIT CARD. 
Why put off until tomorrow the 
gear you're itching for today? A 
Swan Credit Card puts the world 
in the palm of your hand. Gets 
you up and running sooner: no 
more "saving-up" delays ... no 
more loading up your bank 
charge cards. 

Use Swan Revolving Credit to 
finance any kind of equipment 
from Swan's broad line of 
amateur radio products: from 
big-ticket transceivers to meters ... 

from antennas to accessories. 
Use the Swan Credit Card by 

phone, by mail, or in person. At 
any Swan dealer, or for any 
factory-direct order. Once you're 
approved for Swan revolving 
credit service, just follow our easy 
charge procedures ... and you're 
in bus iness! 

You can pick up full details 
and application forms from a 
Swan dealer, or send us the 
coupon today. 

r-------------------------, 
Please rush me ( _ _ ) Swan Revolving 
Credit Service Application forms. 

Address ____ ______ _ 

City State ___ Zip __ 

L-------------------------
~Sf.vAN.. 
~ ELECTRONICS 

a subsidiary of Cubic Corporation 

305 Airport Road, Oceansid e, Calif. 92054 



ADC~ECK 

... for l iterature, in a hurry - we'll 
rush your name to the companies 
whose names you check. 

Place your check mark in the space between 
name and number. Example: HRH L 150. 

A&S Elect . _ 675 lnstructo· 
Amateur Elect. graph _ 666 

Supply_ 659 Int. Crystal_ 066 
Ameco __ 331 Kantronics __ 605 
Amcomm __ 500 Kenwood • 
Antenna Kester· 

Mart _ 009 Long's _ 468 
A.A.M.A. • 
Atlanta Hamfest 

MFJ _ 082 

At las _ 198 
Madison · 
Microwave 

Atronics __ 382 Fil ter • 
Autocode __ 665 

Mid land Int. _ 086 
Cohoon _ _ 559 

Oak Hill Acad. 
Colorado A.A. S. _ 213 

Silver _ 630 Palomar 
Comm. Elect. _673 

Center _ _ 534 
Palomar __ 093 

Copy One_ 651 
Cornell· 

Partridge _ _ 439 

Oubilier _ _ 241 Pipo __ 481 

Cushcraft _ _ 035 ASE Ham 

051_ 656 
Shack _ 607 

Den Tron _ _ 259 Callbook _ 100 

Drake_039 Constructo r _ _ 586 

E. T.O. • Rad io Shack __ 165 

Elect. Dist. _ 044 Rochester Hamfest • 

Elect. Equip. Rohn __ 410 

Bank _ 288 Rush _ 667 
Erickson _ _ 047 S·F Am. Radio 
Gllfer _ 207 Serv. _ 640 

Gotham • Sabtronics • 
HAL _057 Scienti fic 
"Ham" Buerger • Dlm. _676 

Ham Center _ _ 491 Swan __ 111 

H. R.C. B. _ 150 Taylor _ 674 

H. A. Magazine Webster 
_ 150 Assoc. _ _ 423 

Ham Outlet _ _ 595 Westcom __ 510 
Heath _ 060 Western• 
Henry _ 062 Whitehouse _ _ 378 
ICOM _ 065 Wi lson __ 123 

·Please contact this advert iser directly. 
Limit 15 inquiries per request. 

MAY, 1978 
Please use before June 30. 1978 

Tear off and mai l to 
HAM RADIO HORIZONS- " Ad Check" 
Greenville, N. H. 03048 

NAME - -----------

CAL~-------

STREET 

CITY _ _ ___ ____ __ _ 

STATE ____ _ ZIP _ _ _ _ _ 

86 m May 1978 

MADISON 
BIG SIGNAL BUYS 

NEW OMNl·J 2-meter mobile or 
portable antenna. %" thread, 5·dB gain 
(1.5-dB gain over conventional %·wave 
mobile whip antenna). $29.95; 220-MHz 
$27.95. 450 MHz $27.95. Guaranteed re· 
suits. 
KLM: Antennas, Linears, Accessories All 

In Stock 
FREE balun w /2 meter base antenna. 

BIRD 43 Wattmeter plus slugs, in stock, 
prepaid freight. 
PREMAX 4·fool ground rod plus clar:nps 

$4.50 
YAESU FT-3010 plus FREE FP-301 AC 

$935.00 
YAESU FT-301 plus FREE FP·301 AC 

$750.00 
HY GAIN 18AVT/WB ·I· 100 feet RG8 
coa• $100.00 
HY GAIN lBV vertical $19.95 
Model 214 2m Yagi $21.50 
Hy-Gain 208 2M Yagi $15.95 
VHF SPECIAL: Kenwood TS700S List • .. 
$679 Call for quote 
JANEL PREAMPS: In Stock. Technical 
Books (ARRL, Sams, Tab, RCA, T.I., etc.) 
HAM X ROTOR (New Model) Turns 28 sq. 
fl. of antenna. Lisi $325. In Stock. 

Your Price $249 
COE HAM-Ill $129.00 
BIRD 43 WATTMETERS plus slugs in stock. 
SWAN METERS: WM 6200 VHF Wattmeter 
$49.95; SWR 3 Mobile $9.95. 
TELEX HEADSETS: In Stock 
CETRON 572B $24.95 ea. 
ADEL nibbling tool. $6.45; punch $3.50 
CABLE 5/32", 6·strand, soft-drawn guy 
cable. For mast or light tower, Jc foot. 
BELDEN COAX CABLE: 9888 double shield 
RG8 foam coa•, 100% braid, suitable for 
direct bury 39~ ft., 8237 RG8 211' ft. 
8214 RG8 foam 25~ ft., 8448 8-wire rotor 
cable 16( ft., 8210 72 ohm kw twinlead 
$19/100 ft., 8235 300 ohm kw twinlead 
$12/ 100 ft., Amphenol PL-259, silver· 
plated 59(, UGl75 adapter 19(', PL-258 
dbl female $1.00. BNC female chassis 
mount 59( ea; MICRO RG-8/U same size 
as RG-59, 2 KW PEP @ 30 MHz 16(/ft. 
BELDEN 14 gauge copper stranded anten· 
na wire. $5.00/ 100 fl. 
22 gauge plastic covered ant. wire for 
long wire, radials. $3.50/1000 ft. 
KESTER SOLDER 1 lb. 60/40, .062 $6.50 
Leader - Amateur Test Equip. - 10% 
off list. 
Mallory 2.5A/IOOOPIV epoxy diode 19c ea • 
• 001 MFO 20KV CAP. $1.95 
Raytheon 811A, sealed cartons. $16.00 pr. 
GE receiving tubes. 50% off list 
GE6146B, 8950 $7.95 ea. 

CALL FOR QUOTES ON: 
YAESU FT3010, FT301, 
FT-227R, KENWOOD TS520S, · 
TS820S, TS600A, TR7400A, 
TR7500A & ETO-ALPHA. ALL IN 
SEALED CARTONS. CALL FOR 
QUOTES ON ITEMS NOT LIST
ED. THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL: 
BEARCAT 210 SCANNER $249. 
We will NOT be at Dayton so call 
NOW for Madison's stay-at-home 
prices. 

TERMS: All prices FOB Houston. Prices subject 
lo change without notice. All Items Guaranteed. 
Some items subject to prior sale. Send letterhead 
for Amateur dealers price list. Texas residents add 
5% tax Please add postage estimate. 

MADISON 
ELECTRONICS SUPPLY, INC. 

1508 McKINNEY HOUSTON, TEXAS 77002 

713/658-0268 Niles 713/497-5683 
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Ham Ai<llo Au:mla 
Karin Lieber 
Pos1fach 2'S. 
0-7850 Loerracti 
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Ham Rad io Bo lg !um 
StereohouAe 
Brusselsosteenweg 416 
B·9218Gonl 
Belg ium 

Ham Radio CanaCJa 
Box 1 u . Goderich 
Onla,.o, CanaCJa N7A 3Y5 

Ham Radio Europe 
Box 444 
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Sweden 

Ham Radio France 
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France 

Ham Rad io Germany 
Karin Uebor 
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0. 7850 Locmach 
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Ho l land 
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S TE. Via M anlaoo i 5 
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0.7850 Loeuach 
Wesl Germany 

Ham Radio UK 
P 0 8o1t 63, Harrow 
MidCJleSe• HA3 6HS. 
Eng land 

Hollaind Radio 
143 Greenway 
Greenslde. Johannesburg 
Republic ol South Africa 



ETO builds every ALPHA Linear Amplifier to run maximum legal power NTL* 
with high efficiency on aH bands and in all modes. «No Time u mit J 

OST says it: ALPHA 37 4 

•"(ALPHA 374 isl an amplifier fully capable of continuous operation at the legal 
power limit ... hardly larger than the average ssh transceiver." 

• " . . . no-tune-up . .. high power operation requires no more adjustment than 
that involved in operating the exciter." 

• " ... there is no need to worry about whether the tubes or the power supply 
can handle a full kilowatt." 

• "At no time .. . including two contest weekends when it was subject to 
constant use ... did the writer feel that the amplifier capabilities were even 
close to being taxed." (QST, April 1975, p. 42-45.) 

OST says it: ALPHA 76 

• "Typically excellent ETO construction techniques .. . in the (ALPHAJ 76." 
• "The transformer .. . is a 1.5 KVA continuous-service unit." 
• "The unit runs cool and quiet." 
• "The ALPHA 76 more than exceeds harmonic attenuation (requirements.J ... 

Third-order products are approximately 40 dB down . . . " 
• " . . . I kW cw input provides excellent efficiency . .. " 
• "Output efficiency as measured in the ARRL laboratory was better than 60% for both 2000 

watts PEP and 1000 watts cw input on all bands." (QST, January 1978, p. 35-36.J 

FIRST CLASS IS ALPHA: Sure you can buy a cheaper linear ... 
_. _ _ __ ...._. but is that really what you want? 
~ -. .. _ ... t;:J 
•• 

ALPHA 374 L 

_;_.- -. - ::~ 

• .i. ~ .:i' 

• No Tune Up, 80-10 meters! 
• 2+ KW PEP, 1 KW avg ., NTL 
• RF output typical ly 1200+ watts 

PEP into 1.5:1 SWR 
•Harmonics - 50db; IMO - 30 db 
• 0.9 cu . ft .; 52 pounds 
18 MONTH WARRANTY 

ALPHA/VO MAX 
New split band speech processor 
can boost your " talk power" 10db or 
more when conditions get rough . 
Very low distortion, easy to install 
and use with any rig. 
18 MONTH WARRANTY 

()lo- -o ----
.~-

ALPHA 76 l _ f 
• 2+ KW PEP, 160-10 meters 
• 1000 watts average, NTL 
• Full pi-L; harmonics - 52db 
• Nominal efficiency over 60% 
• Just 1 cu . ft. ; 70 pounds. (Light-

weight option , 50 lb.) 
18 MONTH WARRANTY 

CALL OR WR ITE YOUR DEALER-OR ETO DIRECT- FOR DETAILED LITERATURE AN D FAST SERVICE 
ON THESE AN D ALL ALPHA PRODUCTS ElD Ehrhorn Technological Operations, Inc. 

P.O. Box 708 · Canon City, Colorado 81212 · (303) 275-1613 



SSB/CW 
Discover reliability in long-haul communications with 
VHF SSB and CW. The Cush Craft DX-Array also gives 
low angle, high gain performance for many exotic propa
gation modes - tropo, aurora, sporadic-E, and meteor 
scatter. Horizontally polarized DX-Arrays may be used 
singly or combined in pairs (twice Effective Radiated 
Power) or quads (4 x ERP). Each DXK stacking kit is 
complete with stacking frame and phasing harness 
(vertical mast not supplied). This year has seen some 
spectacular VHF band openings - Don't miss the next 
one! 

Dave Olean, KTWHS, with his 160 Element 
DX-Array and Polar Mount EME System 

FM-
Enjoy the thrill of dependable long distance contacts on 
simplex or thru remote repeaters. The 20 element co
linear DX-Array offers a precise pattern with large cap
ture area. This vertically polarized, horizontally stacked 
array provides a narrow beamwidth for the discriminating 
FM user. Wide impedance and gain bandwidths make the 
DX-Array a natural choice for the serious FM' er . A verti
cal polarization bracket, model DX-VPB, is required 
(support boom and mast not supplied). Seek out new 
horizons with DX-Array! 

EME-
Many VHF experimenters have found excitement in 
conquering the formidable Earth-Moon-Earth (EM El 
path . 2-meter moonbouncers have achieved outstanding 
success using eight stacked DX-Arrays. Impedance and 
gain characteristics of this antenna permit stacking 
without the critical detuning problems inherent in large 
arrays of Yagis. Enlarging system size will yield a more 
uniform gain increase with DX-Arrays than with many 
other large antennas. The physical configuration 
alleviates mounting and phasing/ tuning problems. EME 
enthusiasts are setting new records - So can you! 

DX-ARRAY LEADS THE WA YI 

144MHz. •· •.. 220MHz. 432MHz. 
Description: Model: Price: Model: Price: Model: Price: 
20Element 

DX-Array DX-120 $42.95 DX·220 $37.95 DX-420 $32.95 

Frame & Harness 
140 E.l DXK-140 $59.95 OXK-240 $54.95 DXK-440 $39.95 

frame & Harness 
. 180EI.) OXK-180$109.95 DXK-280 $89.95 OXK-~ $79.95 

1·1 52-ohm Balun DX-1BN $12.95 DX-2BN $12.95 DX-4BN $12.95 

Vert. Pol. Bracket 
120El.l OX-VPB $9.95 DX-VPB $9.95 DX-VPB $9.95 

88 ~ May1978 More details? Ad Check page 86. 
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The TS-820S . . . atlll the Paceaetter. It h• proven 
itself to be the performer we promised, proven 
itself through thouaanda of hours of operating 
time, world wide and under the moat difficult 

conditions. Unique features, superb specifications 
and top quality construction .. . all hallmarks of 

Kenwood amateur products are eminently 
displayed in the TS-820S. But then, you've 

probably h•rd a ll that on the air by now. 

TS-B20S 

T5-8205 VF0-8205 5P-820 

The TS-8205 puts out probably the cleanest 
signal on the bands. The third order products 
are at least -36 dB due to Kenwood's 
unique RF Negative Feedback (RFNFB) circuit. 
State-of-the-Art PLL and single conversion 
design are combined for superb spurious 
characteristics far exceeding today's FCC 
requirements ... the non-harmonic spurious 
emissions are better than -60 dB and the 
harmonic spurious are better than -40 dB. 
The receiver boasts outstanding sensitivity 
. .. better than .25 uV for 10 dB S/ N. And 
when it comes to dynamic range, it's tough 
to beat the TS-820$. These are impressive 
numbers. That's why so many prominent 
DXers are using the Kenwood Pacesetter . . . 
the TS-820S. 
The man to see ... your local Authorized 
Kenwood Dealer. He can give you all the 
informatio11 you need and the best deal. 

Kenwood 's unbeatable combination. The VFO· 
820 solid state remote VFO adds greatly to the 
versatility of your TS-8205. It has its own RIT 
circuit . control switch and is a perfectly matched 
accessory. The SP·820 deluxe external match
ing speaker includes audio filters for added 
versatility on receive and two audio inputs. 

TRIO-KENWOOD COMMUNICATIONS INC. 
1111 WEST WALNUT / COMPTON. CA 90220 
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The;BIJlTBKIT BW-101 
j ii won't cosl you an arm and a leg! 

Chances a re tha t getting on the air is pre ttYl important to you. You And for the price you'll have 0.35 µ v rece iver se ns itivity, comple te 
may be a brand new Novice , a recent uP,grade to General. or 80through10 meter coverage, selectable LSB, USB, CW, VOX and 
you're rejoining the Amateur ranks after years of inactivity. But PTT operation. and 180 watts PEP in on phone and 170 in on 
the cost I $600, $700. in s ome cases $1000 an!il more . And that's just CW .... for less than $4301 
the price of a transceiver .. .. no extras! Pre! y s taggering. isn't it? Think about it. Ask the guy who's built a 101. then ma ke your 
There's a choice though. move to join the t)lousands of Ama te urs who have turned to 
Did you know that you can equip your s t. lion with our perfor- Heath for outstanc1ing value, quality. and unparalleled perfor
ma nce proven HW-101. its optional crysta lr W filter, and match- mance . The HW-101 - it's a transce ive r you can grow with and a 
ing power supply. for a lo t less than $450. ess than $430 in fact! pretty impres sive answer to getting on the air .... without it cost-

AM-362 

ing a n a rm and a leg! 

I ' 
For complete details on our ejtire line of quality Amateur Rad io Products use tile· postcard , found elsewhere in this issue 

to send for your Free Hea(ki t Catalog, or write: Heath Company, Dept. 348·410, Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022 

l 


